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Assay DEPARTMENT 

WE are in receipt of a letter stating that Messrs. Mason & SHEPHARD 

have relocated the Hartford mine, in Arizona, as the Monitor, owing toa 
failure of the company to do the necessary work in 1880. Proposing 

investors in this stock will do well to look into this matter, and learn 

from disinterested sources whether or not there is any foundation for 
the statement. 

In this issue is completed Mr. HENRY HussEY VIVIAN’s lecture on 

‘« Copper Smelting—its History and Processes,” which has been continued 
through four consecutive numbers of THE ENGINEERING AND MINING 
JOURNAL. The subject has excited a great deal of interest, and its able 

treatment by so high an authority as Mr. Vivian has brought us many 

compliments from the metallurgists in this country, for having produced 

it in full. We have, therefore, determined to republish the article in 

pamphlet form ; particulars as to price, etc., will be given soon. 

In an article which appeared in the ENGINEERING AND MINING JOURNAL 

of May 8th, 1880, on the New East Docks at Swansea, South Wales, we 

pointed out that it was strange that, in these days of transatlantic steam- 

ship connections, there was no direct line between one of the largest 

metallurgical centers in the United Kingdom and this side of the Atlan- 
tic. The new docks are to be opened by the Prince of Wales in October 
next ; and already one line of steamers, called the ‘‘ Shamrock line,” has 
beenorganized. From reliable authority, we are informed that ‘‘ In view 
of our new docks being shortly opened, and the position which Swansea 
is going to take in the near future, several steamship lines are making ap- 
plications for facilities for their boats, starting from Swansea to New 

York.” We have received returns of the trade of the Swansea Harbor 
from 1876 to December 31st, 1880, and the increase in 1880 is very striking 

and satisfactory. 

THE Indicator of April 11th says with regard to the annual mining 
Reports of the U. S. Commissioner : 

“ We insist that ‘the statistics of production were’ not ‘invariably given in 
coin values,’ and that much of the time Mr. Raymonp did not know what values 
they were given in, although he may have thought he knew, and incorporated 

them as coin values. 
and territories that were given in currency or greenback values when gold sold 

of the RAYMOND reports. * * 
books, we appear to have been about right. Much of the time the statistics were 
brought up to one summer, and issued next. If Mr. RayMOND never got any 
thing for the ae and selling of the books, he must have generously 

We can show many statistics of reduction-works, districts, 

at a premium of from 10 to 20 per cent. Outside of one or two counties, the 
products credited to Colorado were merely wild guesses during most of the years 

* * As to the time or delay in publishing the 

turned over all the profits to the Scientific Publishing Company, of which he was 
supposed to be a stockholder. Mr. RAYMOND’S objections to our remarks appear 
very much like a distinction without a difference, except as regards coin and 
currency values.” 

If the Indicator will show, as it says it can do, the statistics that were 

given in currency values and ignorantly ‘‘ incorporated” by Mr. Ray- 
MOND as coin, it will render the public a substantial service. The Com- 
missioner took a good deal of pains to avoid this error ; and reduced the 
currency values to coin in all cases known to him. But the truth of his- 
tory is more important than individual credit ; and even at this late day, 
the discovery and correction of mistakes will be welcome. Vague talk 
about ‘‘ insisting ” instead of proving, and ‘‘ much of the time,” instead 
of definite instances, will not help the student of facts. If the Indicator 

has better knowledge, and is desirous of spreading information, why does 
it not do its part to enlighten the world? We venture to point out that 
the question is, not whether local currency statistics were ever given in 

the Reports, but whether they were “incorporated ” in the totals as coin, 
without the proper reduction. 

If the Indicator can cite any instances in which statistical reports of 
such compass have been rendered more promptly, or can suggest how 
that may be done, it will render another public service. 

Finally, the Indicator’s statement concerning the Scientific Publishing 

Company should be either proved or retracted. Proved it can not be ; 
since neither the Scientific Publishing Company nor any other concern in 

which Mr. RAYMOND now has, or ever did have, the slightest interest, did 
at any time republish his Reports, or any one of them. The Indicator has 

charged plainly, and now insinuates, that Mr. RayMOND derived, directly 
or indirectly, pecuniary advantage from the republication of these vol- 
umes. Mr. RAYMOND absolutely and unqualifiedly denies this assertion. 
If this is what the Indicator calls ‘‘ a distinction without a difference,” it 
would throw much light on this and other questions by informing the 
public what it considers to be the distinction or difference between truth 
and falsehood. * 

A NATIONAL MINING EXPOSITION. 

The National Mining and Industrial Exposition, recently incorporated 

in Denver, Colo., is intended, we are informed, to provide a permanent 
exhibition of mining and milling machinery, and of the various ores of 
the United States, and a head-quarters of information and repository of 
records on all subjects connected with the mining and reduction of ores 

and useful minerals. The officers are H. A. W. TABoR, President ; HER- 

MAN SILVER, Vice-President ; W. A. H. LOVELAND, Treasurer ; HAMILTON 

S. Wicks, Secretary ; H. D. Perky, General Manager ; and the Board of 

Directors comprises also JOHN W. Knox, S. T. ARMSTRONG, W. B. 

DANIELS, and A. C. Hunt, while the governors of the States and terri- 

tories generally are named as honorary Vice-Presidents. 

It is evident that this enterprise, if vigorously pushed by its projectors 
and suitably supported by the mining public, may accomplish a good 
deal for the mining industry, chiefly. in Colorado, but incidentally 

throughout the West. It is a new indication of the metropolitan am- 
bition of Denver; and although we do not anticipate that it will imme- 
diately become the chief, or ever the only, good thing of the kind in this 

country, it may prove attractive and useful enough to be permanent. 

The manufacturers of mining machinery are not now located in Den- 

ver, nor do the companies which buy such machinery have their head- 
quarters there; but Denver is in many respects a suitable place for the 
interchange of information between buyers and sellers, and for the 
establishment of depots of mining supplies, tools, and at least the smaller 
machines and the parts of larger ones which need to be replaced. In 

this line, the trade of that city is already considerable ; and with the 
increase of the mining industry in the mountains, it may be largely 
extended. Manufacturers will do well to try this medium of making 
their wares known, particularly to those numerous individual mine- 

owners who often visit Denver, and do not often visit any other large 
city. Mr. Wicks, the Secretary of the Exposition, may be addressed, in 
care of this office, by persons desiring further information on the sub- 
ject. = 

THE METER AS A UNIT OF MEASURE. 

We publish this week a letter from Mr. FERNOW on the meter asa 
unit of measure, which presents, to some extent, the other side of the 

question, namely, that of the practical objections to the use of this unit. 
While we do not wholly agree with Mr. FerRNow, it would be foolish for 

us to deny, as advocates of the metric system, that the meter is too long 
and the decimeter too short to be a convenient substitute for the foot. 
The result undoubtedly has been that the metric system has been easily 
introduced in purely scientific calculations and in all practical measure- 
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ments in which the yard or some similar unit had previously been em- 
ployed; but it has everywhere been found difficult to make the meter 
take the place of the foot; and the foot is, unfortunately, the most 

nearly universal of all the units of measure. 
Mr. FERNOW does not state the whole case in favor of the metric system, 

however, when he speaks of its decimal character as its main virtue. It 
is not merely the decimal basis of this system, but the simple relations of 
measure and weight which it establishes that recommend it for use, and 

make it, in spite of all drawbacks, by far the most convenient system 
upon which civilized nations can reasonably be expected to unite. Abso- 

lutely perfect, it is not. If one could begin at the beginning, and construct 

such a system as would meet most perfectly the demands both of science 

and of practice, not only the meter but the whole decimal notation would 
**go by the board,” and a new notation, with eight instead of ten as its 
basis, would be substituted to the great comfort of mankind now plagued 

by the awkward decimal expression of the most frequent vulgar fraction. 
The natural division into halves, quarters, eighths, etc., which can be 

most readily approximated by the eye or executed by the hand without 

instrumental aid or calculation, never has given way and never will give 
way in practice to the division by tenths. Yet we manage to combine the 

two, or rather to use them side by side, in daily life, without conscious 

friction ; and ninety-nine out of a hundred of us believe in decimal 

notation as if it were a law of nature founded in the relations of numbers, 
instead of a mere accident inherited from some ancient tribe of savages, 
who, in counting with their fingers, unfortunately included their thumbs. 

Nobody seriously advocates an attempt to reform the decimal notation. 

It is too deeply rooted and too widely spread. The best thing that can 
be done is to adapt toit, so far as possible, all weights and measures. In 

this practical reform the French, with their metric system, took the lead, 
and that system has now become so well established as to make speculative 
discussion of its theoretic basis futile. Its adoption will bring great ad- 
vantages ; no other or better system has any chance at all to be adopted ; 
and even the admitted difficulties, to some of which Mr. FERNOW has 
referred, will be less felt by posterity than by the present generation. We 

may even imagine reformers of the twentieth century attacking the deci- 
mal metric system, then everywhere practiced, and receiving in reply 
protests from practical men who will, by that time, have got so used to 

the meter and its subdivisions as to believe that they are founded in the 
nature of things, and peculiarly well suited to the mind of man. r 

a rR 

THE CHICAGO COAL TRADE. 

The following are the statistics of the Chicago coal trade for the first 
quarter of this year, as compared with the like period of 1880 : 

=. 1880. 
2 , ons. ons. 

Receipts of anthracite coal by rail................ 158,825 131783 
Receipts of bituminous coal by rail............... 496,340 435,935 

re Eh ge 655,165 557,718 
The above figures show that the receipts of anthracite coal this year 

have been 37,042 tons greater than for the corresponding period of 1880, 
and of bituminous coal 60,405 tons, making a total increase of 97,447 
tons. The shipments during the first quarter of this year were 162,746 
tons, as compared with 163,768 tons for the first quarter of last year, 
showing a falling off this year of 1022 tons. 
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NEW PUBLICATIONS. 

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF New JERSEY. Annual Report of the State Geologi \. . u : » al ‘ re st 
for the Year 1880. Trenton. 1880. S8vo, 220 - (Index and —_ on 
This volume of Professor Coox’s reports is valuable to science by reason 

of its complete and lucid account of the surface geology of the State ; 
that is, of the glacial and pre-glacial drift and the modified outcrops of 
the older formations, constituting the present sand, gravel, and soil of the 
surface. A full description of the great continental moraine which crosses 
New Jersey from Perth Amboy to Morristown, Denville, and Belvidere, is 
given in detail; and numerous “ moraines of recession,” terraces, and 
deposits of modified drift are discussed, with reference to their order in 
time and the geological changes of which they are the results or the indi- 
cations. If we mistake not, credit is largely, perhaps chiefly, due to 
Professor SMoCK for this patient and accurate summary. The same 
gentleman has been engaged during the year in superintending for the 
U. S. Census the collection of statistics of iron mines and furnaces. The 
extraordinary increase in the mining of iron ore in New Jersey is shown 
in the figures on page 99, where it is said that the quantity mined was in 
1878, about 410,000 tons ; in 1879, 488,028 : and in 1880, 840,000 tons. This 
is 175,000 tons more than the product of 1873, a year of unexampled activity 

and prosperity in the iron business. Yet, of the 350 iron mines on the 
list of the survey, only 136, or 39 per cent, have been worked at all during 
the year ; and only 81, or 23 per cent, were working at its close. A good 
many of the idle ones, it must be confessed, do not offer much encourage- 
ment to this generation. Posterity will have to come down to lean ores ; 
the iron-master of to-day begs to he excused, But it is evident, neverthe- 
lees, that the resources of New Jersey aye not seriously impaired as yet, 

A few well-known mines, such as the Hacklebarney, Byram, Dickerson, 

Hoff, Mount Hope, Richards, Mouut Pleasant, Hibernia, Green Pond, 

Charlotteburg, the Ringwood group, West End, Hurd, Oxford, Kish- 
peugh, etc., have furnished the greater part of the ore. Of new mines, 

the Cooper, at Chester, which furnished about 12,000 tons of ‘‘ red” ore 

during the year, is perhaps the most important. 
Professor SMOCK gives an interesting table of results obtained by actual 

tests of Jersey fire-clays, in comparison with noted foreign varieties. The 

extent of the clay-industry in the State appears from the fact that 267,800 

tons of this material were mined during the year. About 10,000,000 fire- 

bricks and 100,000,000 red bricks were manufactured. The 110 pottery 

kilns at Trenton, Elizabeth, and Jersey City made about $3,000,000 worth 

of white ware. The marl trade of the State was about 70,000 tons. 
Mr. Boaarpvs, the chemist of the Survey, gives a number of assays and 

analyses, from which it appears, among other things, that some attempts 

have been made to plant a gold and silver excitement on Jersey ground. 

The copper ores of the Triassic sandstones (contact-veins near the trap- 

dikes) do contain some silver; but the deposits themselves have proved 

precarious hitherto. Mr. BoGarpus has found no gold in any specimens 

submitted. In fact, he has cruelly smothered the boom in its cradle. 
% 

THE METER IN PRACTICE. 

EpITOR ENGINEERING AND MINING JOURNAL : 
Sm: The reading of your remarks and those of President Barnard in 

the last two numbers of your paper in regard to the metric system and its 
basis, induces me to utter from my obscurity a few suggestions arising 
from experience. 

No matter whether the meridian, from which, in the first place, the 
basis for the metric system was derived had been measured correctly or 
not—whether the meter has an exact relation to the quadrant or not 
(which, in my opinion, it must always have, both meter and meridian 
being expressions of length), every body must agree that the idea in- 
volved in this otherwise valuable and highly to be appreciated research 
of the French Geodetic Commissioners, namely, to establish a unit, 
which was given by nature itself, unalterable, eternal, which could 
not get lost for all ages, was as fanciful as many or most of the enthusiastic 
ideas bred by the first humanitarian impulses of the French Revolution, It 
is, however, as John Quincy Adams expresses it, *‘ One of those attempts 
to improve the condition of human kind, which, should it ever be des- 
tined ultimately to fail, would, in its failure, deserve little less admira- 
tion than in its success.” 
By the by, it was demonstrated in 1838 by Puissant, not that the meas- 

ured part of the meridian was inaccurately ascertained, but that there 
existed important errors in the calculated length of the are of the meri- 
dian, and consequently the result sought after, namely, to find a standard 
of measure which could be restored in conformity with its definition, is 
not attained.* 

It seems that, on account of the now universally acknowledged insta- 
bility and eternal change of nature and her works, it would be wiser to 
establish an arbitrary standard, on wh ich the changes could be easier ob- 
serv ed, noted, and computed,.than on a meridian; and this, in fact, is 
your ** brass,” or President Barnard’s ‘‘ platinum stick.” 

But the question of importance is not that of the form of our globe, 
but of the practicability of our measure. And having been bred 
and educated in a country where the much-praised change of standard has 
been introduced, having had in my official capacities first to handle the 
foot-rule, and then to unlearn the old and adopt the new standard in my 
practice, I positively deny, as do a great many of my former colleagues in 
similar positions, the superiority of the new standard over the old. The 
meter is too long and the decimeter too short for a convenient unit in 
practice, and I believe that our generation, upon which this new stan- 
dard is to be forced, will have to be evolutionized to adapt their sight to 
and grasp in their mind’s eye a unit like the meter. 

There is only one advantage, and that an enormous one, in the attempted 
innovation ; but this feature lies absolutely outside of the unit, and with 
all its merits, which can not be overestimated, could have been applied to 
any standard, namely, the decimal character of the system. If by its 
advocates more stress were laid on this advantage, and less on the pleas- 
ure of having a new standard, I believe that the mass of people would be 
sooner induced to the adoption of the system, and to allow the consider- 
able expense of money which such a change necessarily inflicts upon a 
country. For the adoption of the meter as unit there is one sound reason; 
and that is the only one, namely, the fact that so many countries have 
already adopted this standard, and for convenience sake we have to jump 
over the stick after them. 

Trusting that you will pardon my arrogance in producing these most 
likely shop-worn remarks, which, however, I have often failed to find in 
discussions on this matter, I am, yours truly, B. E. FERNOW. 
LEHIGH FURNACE, Pa., April 4. 

MEXICO, 

EDITOR ENGINEERING AND MINING JOURNAL : 
Sir: Some years ago, I went from White Pine to Mexico, AsI passed 

Sureka (or where it now stands), Stetefeldt told me to stay, since Eureka 
would be the big camp of the coast. His prediction has been amply veri- 

fied. My first visit to Mexico lasted five years and three months. I 
served as superintendent of three of the large mines (mentioned by W ard 
and Humboldt) ; I visited some of the celebrated old mining districts; and 
so was enabled to form something of an opinion. , 

The first idea of the gringos, or Americans in Mexico, is annexation 

to the United States. They are constantly urging it, and often make 

much trouble for themselves thereby. Our peopleare energetic, and rush 

* See Hdinburgh Review, vol. xxvii, Py 288, eb seg. 
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thing. 
The Mexicans do not forget the lesson taught them in California in 1849 

and 1850. They well remember how they were rooted out of California, 
Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado, Utah, Nevada, etc., and the Texan war 
is still fresh in their memories. They now number 10,000,060 of people, 
and it will not be an easy thing to annex them. They are well armed 
and will fight. 
Republican or Northern administration) will be small. 

doubt. 
As to climate, there are three kinds: the hot country, the temperate, 

and the cold. 

last from 4000 to 8000 or more feet above the sea. 
Calenturas, or chills and fevers, are very common among the foreign- 

Still, there are some very healthy natives—but of the chocolate- 
Our North American new-comers will suffer much from 

ers, 
colored race. 
malaria ; but in time they, or their children, will be acclimated. 
The food one soon learns to relish. 

frijoles and some tortillas, ete. 
In manners the Mexicans are a kind-hearted people, and very polite in 

all the relations of life. This politeness extends to all classes. 
As to mining, they have worked their mines for three hundred years, 

or thereabouts; we have worked ours only twenty; and yet we are far 
This does not show that we 

They can show a Valenciana for our Comstock, a 
Sombrerete and Zacatecas, Real del Monte and San Luis Potosi, Batopi- 

ahead of them in present annual product. 
have better mines. 

las, Candelaria, Botafios, and Guadalupe de los Reyes for our Eureka. 
Tuscarora, Austin, Leadville, Ontario, Homestake, Tombstone, and 
Bodie. 

Our people must have some new excitement to rush to every spring. 
This time it is apparently going to be Mexico. 

ditions. What the result will be no one can tell. 
that there are good mines more easily accessible in our own country, 
and that many of our American companies in Mexico will be badly 
“cinched.” 

There are many points to be learned from the Mexicans in mining. 
They work their ores very closely—much more so than we do ours. But 
their processes require several stops and a long time. In the mines, they 
work with few tools and appliances, and yet are very effective miners, 
using especially very little timber. The grand difficulty in Mexico is in 
getting around the mountains. The trails are frightfully bad. Railroads 
will run through the country, but will not benefit all the mining districts. 

In 1824, the English made a grand rush into Mexico. 
companies not one remains—they all went under. The same thing 
occurred in 1864, when a rush took place from California. 
of those two periods will pretty certainly in many instances be repeated. 
In short, the Mexican boom, like all the other mining booms, will wreck 
a good many adventurers, and carry a few to fortune. 

In my next, Imay give some descriptions of English and American 
enterprises. SALIENT POINTS. 
New York, April 11. 

ARIZONA COAL AND COPPER DISCOVERIES—AND THE SILVER BELL 
TOMBSTONE, HARSHAW, AND EMPIRE DISTRICTS, 

EDITOR ENGINEERING AND MINING JOURNAL: 
Sir: The present mining excitement is due to the report of the dis- 

covery of bituminous coal in the Saddle Mountains, sixty-five miles north 
of the Southern Pacific Railroad, and not far distant from the proposed 
route of the Atlantic & Pacific Railroad. From either road accessible 
wagon-roads can be cheaply constructed. If reports are to credited, im- 
mense beds of a good grade of coking coal exist in shale and sandstone, 
although surface samples analyzed in Tucson show a large percentage of 
ash. The owners claim that a better quality is found deeper—an asser- 
tion that only developments can demonstrate. It is barely possible that 
a portion of the coal-field is on the Apache Reservation. If so, accord- 
ing to treaty, the portion so situated can not be located. However, the 
discovery has started a hegira to the black diamond country. 
Hardly had the news of the discovery in the Saddle Mountains been re- 

ceived, when the reports of the finding of coal-veins near Casa Grande, 
about twenty-five miles south of the Southera Pacific Railroad, were cur- 
rent. If prospectors can be believed, croppings are abundant, and the 
formation corresponds to that where the best qualities of coal have been 
discovered. Here it would be more valuable than in the former district, 
since miles of land being an arid plain, a branch road could be laid at 
comparatively small cost. The connection of the Southern Pacific and 
the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fé roads created some enthusiasm ; when 
anticipations became realities, the travel and traffic settled into routine 
business. With A:izona’s undoubted mineral and grazing resources, 
aided by railroads, but a few years will elaps2 before it will reach a high 
degree of prosperity. 

Silver Bell District—a tributary to Tucson—has recently gained noto- 
riety from the discovery and developments of a few mines, the ores 
chiefly argentiferous copper. Now capital seeks investments in copper 
mines, owing, no doubt, to the profitable results of the Copper * Queen 
mine, of Bisbee. By the way, it is rumored that a large plant will be 
erected on the San Pedro River, to treat by smelting process the large 
bodies of malachite of twenty per cent copper that this district contains. 
Although a long distance to freight the ores, an abundance of water is 
secured. The fifteen-ton furnace was profitable ; therefore several smel- 
ters of larger capacity must make a greater paying plant. 
Tombstone steadily increases in population, while the bullion-producing 

mines keep pace with the growth. The Grand Central has started its 30- 
stamp steam mill successfully, and has ore-reserves of high grade to 

From reliable sources, I am in- guarantee dividends for many months. 
formed that $3,500,000 were offered for the controlling interest, and re- 
fused. Its neighbors, the Contention and Tough Nut, still yield their 

ahead ; but in so doing, they respect the rights of noone. They damn 
the country, the religion, the ‘‘ grub,” the law, and the climate—every 

So I think that the chances of annexation (under a 
If a Southern 

administration were in power, there would be a war with Mexico without 

The first is from the sea-level to 1500 feet above the sea; 
the second, or templada, from 1500 to 4000 feet above the sea; and the 

I often wish for a cazuela de 

No doubt, in some 
respects, the railroads will effect a wonderful change in Mexican con- 

But I can safely say 

Of the scores of 

The disasters 

stamping facility. The Bob Ingersoll, a mine lately capitalized for 
$5,000,000, came near obtaining greater notoriety through a lawsuit than 
as an ore-producer, due to a dispute between claimants, one holding un- 
der the old assessment law ; the other, under the new. The differences 
have, however, been wisely adjusted, and ere long, no doubt, the mine 
will produce a high-grade ore. But all is not silver that shines, and 
Tombstone must guard against the sharp practice of stock-mining ma- 
nipulators, of which I fear it is now having some experience. 

The Hermosa mill, in the Harshaw District, is running smoothly, but not 
so satisfactorily as the owners would desire. They would like larger bullion 
balances at the month’s end. Under Mr. Boss's efficient management (by 
the way, I am informed that he leaves socn for Sonora), the expense of 
milling per top has been reduced to a very low figure, probably not over 
$4.50 per ton, with little loss in tailings. Nowhere except in the free and 
easily crushed sandstones of Utah, is silver-bearing rock so cheaply 
handled. The future of the Hardshell seemsassured. Reports of late are 
that large bodies of ores, similar to Hermosa, have been discovered. The 
staid New Yorkers, owners of the Alta, appear to be contented with the 
facts of a true fissure of high-grade refractory ore at 165 feet deep, since 
they suspended operations several months ago, and there are no indica- 
tions of an early renewal of work. Their neighbor, the Trench, probably 
on the same vein, is down about 250 feet, hoisting ore and waste with 
considerable zeal, The ‘‘ Pool mines,” of Washington Camp, are not vig- 
orously worked. The arrival of Mr. Buckminster, of Comstock, is 
awaited to push development on several of their mines, However, the 
Ohio has a promising lode of medium grade. The Davis will soon have 
its 30-ton furnace successfully in operation. The Silver Bill proves better 
by development. Unfortunately, the Holland has blown out. It is 
hoped that the mine will resume work, since it is thought to have a body 
of ore. 

The Total Wreck, Empire District, owned by Vail & Harvey, has been 
opened by shafts, tunnels, and drifts several hundred feet, showing horn- 
silver inclosed in large boulders of the calcite gangue. I am told that 
$200,000 was refused for it. Being near the Southern Pacific Railroad, 
the owners contemplate erecting a mill there. Notwithstanding these 
favorable accounts of some properties, it must be remembered by those 
investing in mines that they should exercise caution to prevent the many 
unscrupulous vendors here from pa!ming off a claim fora mine. If this 
simple advice be heeded, the true mining interest of this section will not 
suffer. J. M. G. 

Pima COUNTY, ARIZ., March 28. 

THE FAIRBAIRN GAUGE-COCK. 

The New England Gauge Company emphasizes three points in this 
gauge-cock : First, no packing is required ; secondly, it is self-closing ; 
thirdly, it can be cleaned out while steam is in the boiler, without burn- 
ing the hands or face. This last feature is a very important one, as there 
is nearly always more or less deposit or sediment in the water used in 
steam boilers, and the gauge-cocks are very liable to get stopped up, 
thereby cutting off the means of ascertaining the hight of the water in 

the boiler, and in fact becoming a source of danger. In the Fairbairn 

Gauge-Cock, the danger from this source 15 said to be overcome by a very 

simple and effective process. All that is necessary to be done in such an 

emergency is to give the little thumb-screw three or four turns, releasing 

the spring, which allows the handle to be raised high enough to bring the 

upper hole in the piston down opposite the connection to the boiler and 

even with the thumb-screw, which has a_ hole through it, thus making a 

direct connection to the boiler. A wire can then be pushed clear through 

into the boiler, and after the passage is cleared the handle can be —o 

down, cutting off all escape of steam, the thumb-screw can be turned up, 

and all is perfect again. 

IRON-WorKERS’ WaGEs.—A Pittsburg telegram to the Herald, dated 

April 7th, states that the Amalgamated Association of Iron and Steel 

Workers have given the manufacturers notice that all scales of wages 

will terminate on June 1st, causing much anxiety among the employers. 

The puddlers’ scale expires on that date, but the scales of rollers, heaters, 

and numerous other classes of workmen in the iron mills ran much 

longer. Ali scales but the puddlers’ require that sixty days’ notice shall 

be given by either side desiring change in prices, and this notification 

looks as if the workmen contemplate an advance in wages, for some 

classes of men atleast. Officers of the amalgamated association declare 

that the chief object of the notice is to change the scales so that all shail 

expire on‘the same date, and thus the wages of the different classes of 

workmen can be more fairly graduated. There may, however, be some 

change in prices in June, but it will not affect the boilers’ — = *. 50 

per ton when iron sells at 21g cents. The bulk of wages is paid to boilers, 
All the Pittsburg while bar iron does not really bring 244 cents now, 

mills are running along successfully, and most of them are making money 
usual amount of bullion, and could no doubt make more if supplied with ' on specialties, 
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COPPER SMELTING—ITS HISTORY AND PROCESSES. 

By Henry Hussey Vivian, M.P. 

(Concluded from page 250.) 

REFINERY. 

“‘The material dealt with in the refinery furnace is the ‘blistered’ 
copper produced in the roaster-furnace, and contains from 96 to 98 per 
cent of copper. The charge occupies twenty-four hours, and weighs 
from nine to ten tons. It is melted during the night, and remains sev- 
eral hours in the furnace in a melted state. The first operation in the 
process of refining is the skimming off from the surface of the copper the 
slag which has been produced in the melting of the charge, in order to 
facilitate the separation of the last portions of sulphur from the copper. 
To ascertain when the copper is ‘fine,’ or when it is perfectly free from 
sulphur, a portion is taken out in a ladle and allowed to cool. If it still 
contains sulphur, the copper rises in the center of the ladle, or bubbles 
out over the surface of the set portion, or shows a number of black “pee 
generally forming a circle according to the quantity of sulphur still left 
in the metal. When perfectly free from sulphur, there occurs a depres- 
sion in the center of the copper in cooling, called the ‘set.’ When it has 
arrived at this state, the copper exhibits in the fracture a dull red ap- 
pearance, and is very brittle and unmalleable. In this state, the copper 
contains a considerable quantity of protoxide of copper, which has been 
taken up or absorbed by the melting mass as quickly as formed at the 
surface. In most cases, it reaches the point of saturation by the time the 
whole of the sulphur has been driven off, to effect which the surface of 
the copper is left exposed to the action of the air. The next operation is 
a reducing or deoxidizing one—to convert the oxide of copper, which the 
copper holds, into the metallic state. The surface of the charge 
is covered either with stone coal or charcoal; and in order to bring 
every portion of the mass under the influence of the reducing covering on 
the surface of the charge, a pole of hard wood is pressed down into the 
melting mass, and the ebullition caused by the escape of the gases from 
the burning pole so stirs the whole mass that gradually every portion of 
the charge is brought into contact with the carbonaceous covering, when 
the oxide of copper yields up its oxygen to the carbon on the surface, and 
the whole mass becomes malleable. The changes which take place during 
the ‘ poling’ process are ascertained by frequently taking small portions of 
the copper, and examining the fracture, which, when the process is com- 
plete, is smooth and silky. If the process of poling be carried too far, 
the whole mass suddenly becomes ‘ overpoled,’ in which state the color of 
the copper becomes much whiter in uhe fracture, and the copper assumes 
a fibrous, crystalline structure when broken, and when ladled into a 
mold, on setting it rises in the center, just as silver does when cooling 
in atest. Whatever may be the cause of the appearance or condition 
which is thus called ‘ overpoled,’ whether from the copper taking carbon 
into its composition, or from its being deprived of the whole of itsoxygen, 
the means of remedying the matter is the exposing of the surface of the 
copper again to the action of the atmospheric air.” 

The contineutal system was to melt the black copper ina shallow 
‘** hearth,” called a Gaarheerd, like a blacksmith’s forge, by means of a 
blast issuing from a sharply-inclined tuyere, and impinging on ignited 
charcoal. Slag forms on thesurface of the copper, and is from time to 
time removed. Tests of the condition of the copper are taken; and when 
these tests indicate that the copper is fine, the blast is stopped, and either 
the copper is ladled out and cast into molds or taken off in round thin 
masses (‘‘ rosette” copper) as the trade may require. 
We have now obtained our copper ina fine and marketable state, con- 

taining at least 9914 per cent of pure copper. But what have we got? Is 
it pure copper? Is it ina marketable state? I am almost disposed to 
tell you that no ten persons in this room differ more from each other than 
perhaps the quality of ten succeeding charges of copper made by acopper 
smelter differ from each other. Mind, I speak critically, not with the 
enthusiasm of youth, which thinks every face beautiful. I speak of 
minute differences of quality, generally of no moment, but sometimes of 
very great moment. Ithinkif I wereto ask Mr. Morgan what had been 
the chief labor of his life, he would reply, ‘‘ To make good copper.” I am 
sure it has been one of my mostconstant problems. Now, I have caused a 
few specimens to be prepared, which will show you upon what minute quan- 
tities of what our friend, Jochim Gans, three hundred years ago, not in- 
aptly called ‘‘ corrupt humors,” which we should now call “‘ impurities,” 
the quality of copper turns. Let me first say that copper may be of first- 
rate quality for all copper uses, and yet very inferior when used for 
making brass ; and when I tell you that nearly one half the copper pro- 
duced in the world is used for the latter purpose, you will at once appre- 
ciate the enormous importance of producing copper of such a quality as 
to render it available for that manufacture. I well remember when our 
copper was never tried for brass before it left our works ; indeed, I myself 
introduced the practice even before I took the management of them some 
six-and-thirty years ago. Many was the cargo of copper we had thrown 
on our hands by the French brass-makers in those days, and a very un- 
pleasant business it was. We, however, very soon introduced a perfect 
system of trials for quality which has enabled us to avoid such annoy- 
ances. In very early days, I took in hand a series of synthetical trials, 
which proved of great value. I found chemical analysis slow and most 
unsatisfactory ; traces of this, that, and the other impurity were reported; 
but who could say to what extent the quality of the copper for one use 
or another was really affected? It occurred to me that the true way of 
solving the difficulty would be to take the best copper I could get, and 
make it bad by various known mixtures of impurities ; and I soon found 
that I was thus enabled to unravel much of the mystery of quality. For 
the purpose of my lecture to-night, I have caused a few of these syn- 
thetical trials to be repeated, and here they are. I do not present them 
to you as complete or exhaustive, but rather to illustrate this branch of 
my subject. 

Take the case of antimony, it will be seen that the one thousandth part 
converts first-rate ‘‘ best selected ” copper into the worst conceivable, so 
bad as to be only fit for casting as brass ; short in fracture and a bright 
yellow. That one four thousandth part makes it unfit for any thing but 
inferior brass purposes, below the quality known as tough ingot. That 
one eig.it thousandth part reduces it from ‘best select” to tough ingot 

quality, and that one sixteen thousandth part sensibly deteriorates the 
quality. You will observe that one one thousandth part of nickel, cobalt, 
bismuth, arsenic, and phosphorus reduces ‘best selected” to tough 
ingot quality. : 
White nickel and arsenic in combination, and mixed in the proportion 

of one five hundredth, make copper unfit for brass. 
The last trial shows that two substances in combination may often 

produce a far more hurtful effect than either of them separately. Iam 
indebted to Mr. A. S. Merry for this latter suggestion. : 
One curious inquiry arises, namely, How is it that any given admix- 

ture of another metal with brass causes it to change its character, even if 
that admixture is infinitely small? Iremember well that some thirty-five 
years ago, just afterI had finished my synthetical trials, I had a conver- 
sation with the late Mr. George Frederick Muntz, the inventor of yellow 
metal, who was probably the best brass manufacturer of his day, upon 
this point, namely, the brittleness and yellow color of bad brass. He told 
me that he could not explain it, and that, although he had sought an ex- 
planation from some of the best chemists of the day, not one of them had 
been able to give him a satisfactory reply. I was very young at that time, 
and felt proportionately proud of being able to give him such an expla- 
nation as he at once admitted to be satisfactory. It was as follows, and I 
believe in it is contained the true cause of brittleness and toughness in all 
metals: During my experiments, I had observed a case—I think it was 
the admixture of a certain amount of tin with brass, in which the frac- 
ture was rough, coarse, and mottled, drab and yellow. Upon close 
examination, I discovered that this appearance was due to the metal be- 
ing composed of large crystals. I found that the mottled appearance was 
due to some of these large crystals being broken through, while others 
had separated, having their facets bright and unbroken. The former pre- 
sented a drab appearance, while the latter, reflecting back the light, were 
bright yellow. I at once saw that the brittleness and yellow color of bad 
brass were due to the crystallization being extremely small, so that each 
crystal, being very minute and having an existence separate from its 
neighbor, parted without fracture, and, possessing unbroken facets, re- 
flected back a yellow light like polished brass. This is further confirmed 
by the well-known fact that if, instead of allowing bad brass to cool 
slowly, you quench it in water and thus change its crystallization, it is no 
longer brittle and yellow when broken. When a metal forms in long 
crystals in cooling, it is sure to be tough ; but when the crystals are fine 
and sand-like, then it must be brittle. I believe this same law applies to 
all metals. 
Now, having spoken so much of bad copper, I may naturally be asked 

how to make good and how to avoid making bad copper? I fear my 
answer can neither be complete nor satisfactory ; but I may at least con- 
tribute something toward the solution of the various problems involved 
in this difficult question. ; 
My first advice is, to do your best to determine beforehand the quality 

of the ores you have to treat, and never to mix a bad ore with good ores. 
I speak in the plural because it is surprising how smalla quantity leavens 
the whole lump. 
My next advice is, that, when you have once got impurities out of your 

smelting mixtures, never put them back again. One of the greatest im- 
provements we have ever effected in copper smelting is never to allow 
roaster or refinery slags to be melted in the metal furnaces, but to treat 
them by themselves. It is true that by so doing you lose the advantage 
of their oxidizing action, but that is a small matter compared with the 
perpetual addition of deleterious substances to your mixture. 
Then I would say, avail yourself of theold ‘‘ best selected ” or ‘‘ regule” 

process where your material contains impurities which pass into the 
copper bottom formed in that process. All the foregoing recommenda- 
tions refer to copper material in course of treatment, not to copper itself 
when once made. What are we to do with bad copper? My answer is, 
that that is a question of degree. Copper may be so bad as to be only fit 
for casting as brass. In that case, make up your mind to sacrifice a 
pound or two per ton, instead of expending perhaps twice as much in 
trying to make it better. It is no doubt difficult to make bad metallic 
copper into good, but by our present improved methods much may never- 
theless be done. I think about the year 1851 or 1852, I accidentally hit 
upon a plan of improving metallic copper, which has stood us in very 
good stead ever since. I wasexperimenting on the separation of nickel 
and cobalt, contained in some ores we were then receiving, by the admix- 
ture of arsenic, and I naturally managed to get an excessive quantity of 
arsenic into the copper so experimented on, which did not improve its 
quality. Arsenic was retained by the copper through the refining pro- 
cess, and was present in the tough cake copper sent to the mills. This 
copper was tried by rolling in the usual way, and the trials, which were 
of course extremely bad, were laid out for my edification and inspection 
on the iron plates of the mill-floor. To my surprise, inturning them over 
I saw that the iron plateson which these trials had cooled were as white 
as if they had been whitewashed. I saw at once that arsenic had been 
distilled out from the body of the copper, while in the annealing 
furnace atared heat, and had continued to pass off even while the 
copper was cooling on the mill-floor. It occurred to me that what had 
happened accidentally might be made available systematically, and I 
caused bad blistered copper to be submitted to a slow, constant, long- 
continued heat in the roaster-furnace without melting it until it was 
desired to withdraw the charge. To this process I gave the name of 
‘‘dry roasting.” I see that Dr. Percy, on page 380 of his work of 1861, 
talks of ‘‘ dry roasting” practiced in former days, as described to him by 
an old smelter; but that was evidently a wholly different matter, 
depending on the exposure of pigs of regulus during the greater part of 
the process of roasting to a less degree of heat than suffived to melt them, 
and the roastings were repeated often three times until ‘‘ blister” copper 
was obtained. My plan does not come into operation until after ‘‘ blister” 
copper is obtained. We always roast our regulus down very slowly ; 
and I do not see how the process above described could have been carried 
out, since white metal melts at a very low temperature, and parts easily 
with its sulphur, setting free metallic copper: how the pigs are to be 
withdrawn from the furnace often three times without melting, 
I fail to see. I have heard of the frequent calcination of regulus and 
remelting, practiced in olden days, having the effect of improving 
quality, and I think the old smelter must have alluded to what was done 
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at some works even in my time, namely, calcining ore-furnace metal 
only sufficiently to produce ‘ blue” or ‘‘red”” metal, and then calcining 
again before producing ‘‘ white metal.” This was called coarse and fine 
metal melting, but had no relation to the process I have described, which 
we, I believe, were the first to put in practice. I do not even know that 
it is used at any other works at this moment. The effect of this ‘dry 
roasting” of blistered copper is very marked; we can bring up copper 
which, if refined without dry roasting, is so brittle that it is reduced 
almost to powder in passing through the rolls, to a tough quality fit for 
all ordinary copper uses. This is effected by keeping the pigsof blistered 
copper at a good red heat in a roaster-furnace for twenty-four hours, 
then melting and tapping in the usual manner ; this process is again and 
again repeated until the desired degree of quality is attained. I have 
tried the effect of carbonizing, or, perhaps I should rather say, deoxidiz- 
ing the copper before tapping, believing that volatile impurities would be 
more readily sublimed when in a metallic state, but no very sensible dif- 
ference resulted. The process ceases when the copper is melted. 
Another and more recent system of improving the quality of metallic 

copper is the addition of niter and lime in the refining furnace ; to whom 
the first suggestion is due, I know not ; it has been kept, and is to this 
day, one of those profound secrets which every body knows and avails 
himself of when it suits him, without imparting it to hisneighbor. This 
process is as follows: 25 lbs. of nitrate of soda and 75 lbs. of lime are in- 
timately mixed and thrown on the charge of copper in the refinery after 
the slag has been removed: the charge is then poled or ‘ flapped ” for 
half-an-hour, and then the slag is skimmed off. If the first operation 
does not sufficiently improve the copper, it is repeated again and again. 
We have found that the quality of copper is decidedly improved by this 
system, both for brass and copper uses; but I have reason to fear that 
it is attended with some loss of eopper, and it is also expensive if often 
repeated. 

Before taking leave of copper-producing industries, I ought briefly to 
mention two most important systems by which copper is extracted from 

age rich in sulphur and poor in copper by the wet way; the one I 
ave already alluded to, namely, the system adopted in Spain at the 

great works of the Rio Tinto and Tharsis companies and at those of 
Messrs. Mason & Barry ; the pyrites is placed in large heaps in the open 
air ; these are set on fire by a layer of wood placed beneath, and continue 
to burn for many months; the copper contained is partially converted 
into sulphate, the burnt ore is then washed with water in vats, whereby 
the sulphate of copper, being soluble, is extracted ; the liquor is then run 
over iron, whereby the copper is precipitated and collected in the metal- 
lic state. The residua of this lixiviation are then deposited in immense 
heaps with a certain proportion of raw pyrites, water is laid on, aud the 
remaining portion of copper is said to be completely washed out in some 
six years ; the liquors issuing from the base of the heaps are, of course, 
collected, and the copper they contain is precipitated in the manner 
described above. 

The other process is that of Mr. Henderson for the treatment of the 
burnt pyrites obtained from the kilns of sulphuric acid makers. I have 
never seen this process, and it would therefore be improper that I should 
do more than mention it as a process which has proved eminently suc- 
cessful for the treatment of that material, extracting the copper, I believe 
very completely and leaving a residue composed of almost pure oxide of 
iron, valuable in iron smelting. Iam informed that the burnt residua 
of the kilns are calcined with salt so as to convert the copper into a 
chloride, which is partly volatilized and condensed and partly obtained by 

eee with water and subsequently with dilute hydrochloric 
acid, 

FIRES IN COAL MINES. 

Written for the Engineering and Mining Journal by A. Wasmuth, M.E, 

Most varieties of coal retain larger or smaller quantities of pyrites, which 
decomposes in the moist air of the mine, and, in combination with the 
pressure exerted by the rocks upon the excavations of old workings, 
causes mine conflagrations. As is well known, the rising or sinking 
of the coal has disturbed the seams, that is to say, their continuity 
is more or less interrupted. By these dislocations, slickensides 
and fissures have been found ranging in width from a few inches 
to many feet, and filled with the ingredients of country-rock, coal, 
pyrites, etc. Quite frequently, mine fires originate through decom- 
position and spontaneous combustion in the substance filling such 
fissures. Fires may also occur as a consequence of explosions. 
Mine fires of the first class above mentioned occur in the goaves or 
worked-out portions of the seam. In the extraction of coal, small pillars 
may have been left, which, in the course of time, become crushed by the 
weight of the overlying rock, and thus constitute heaps of fragments of 
rock and small coal. In many cases, the passages leading to the old 
workings have not been completely shut off ; and by the access of air, 
together with the pressure, this rubbish is raised in temperature, the 
pyrites decompose, and spontaneous combustion is the result. Generally 
this is not immediately discovered, because the locality of the fire is inac- 
cessible. As the fire makes progress, the air is drawn in, andin from twelve 
to twenty-four hours there may have been developed a serious fire, the 
suppression of which will involve great expense and perhaps a prolonged 
interruption of production. 
Soft eeecieane coals and lignites take fire most easily. In West- 

phalia, the mine fires have been almost exclusively in the seams of the 
best coking coal. In Zwickau, Saxony, the coal is less suitable for the 
manufacture of coke ; nevertheless all the minesare liable to fires, which 
not infrequently necessitate the abandonment of large areas. The Bohe- 
mian brown-coal is specially liable to spontaneous combustion. Both in 
Zwickau and Bohemia, the cross-fissures frequently take fire. 

The control of a mine fire is best obtained by bringing bulkheads as 
near as possible to the burning mine. For the more complete prevention 
of the access of air, brick walls are afterward added. The portion of the 
coal-beds thus isolated is, in the case of pit coal, usually lost, because, even 
after the fire and again admitting air, itis found that a rapid development 
of gas takes place, in which men can only advance with artificial aid to‘ 
convey air to them, and a successful restoration of the conditions suitable 
for regular labor is very doubtful. After mine fires in brown-coal or 

other filling, are frequent in lignite. 
discovered in the neighboring levels. 
and the smoldering mass can be actually removed. After cutting out the 
fire, the fissures must be closed with masonry, since otherwise the sponta- 
neous combustion in such places will reappear. It is advantageous, at the 
time when in driving levels such fissures are cut, to excavate them for 
about six inches all around the level, and fill with cement or close with 
light masonry. 

damp, have become much more frequent in recent times. 
thorough ventilation is the only preventive for them. 
ance and the suppression of all fires in coal mines depend directly upon a 
proper arrangement and maintenance of ventilation. 

and Dock Company was subscribed three times over. 
here and abroad, as well as dock and harbor schemes, are being matured, 
and will in due course be brought before the public. 

— on the other hand, it is frequently possible to recover the isolated 
elds. 

been suffocated. In the mean time, the ventilation is so regulated that 
the outlet may also serve as intake. 
succeeds. 

It remains for a considerable time untouched, until the fire has 

If skillfully managed, the operation 

In order to avoid mine fires, it is advisable not to give to the passages 
leading tothe breasts too large dimensions, and to place in them, after 
the field is worked out, walls which resist the pressure of the roof. 
word, the access of air to the worked-out field must cease. 
fires may be localized and prevented from rapid spreading if the ventila- 
tion can be instantly reversed. 

Ina 
Moreover, 

Mine fires of the second class, originating in the faults or fissures and 
A fire of this kind is more easily 

The source is usually accessible, 

Mine fires of the third class, caused by the ignition or explosion of fire- 
A skillful and 

Indeed, the avoid- 

BRITISH IRON TRADE REPORT. 

By Messrs, Bolling & Lowe. 

In our report of November last, we expressed the view that the moment 
was favorable for intending purchasers, and since then new enterprises 
in railways, canals, water-works, mortgage companies, etc., have been 
brought out and looked upon favorably by investors. 

As an instance, the capital required for the Hull & Barnsley Railroad 
Other railroads 

Abroad, the Panama Canal project has been floated in Paris, and this 
work will absorb much labor and material. The projected railways in 
Australia and Canada are also likely to give work for our rail-mills. 

It is curious to observe how the interest in our branch of trade centers 
in the prospect of renewed demand from the United States. In con- 
sidering this question, it must not be lost sight of that, when the demand 
in 1879 sprang up, the Americans had hardly astock of any kind of 
material manufactured in the old world. At the present time, there are 
several hundred thousand tons of pig-iron, and old material as well as 
new steel and iron rails, to draw upon when the renewed demand sets in. 
In looking at the enormous exports for 1880 to the United States from 
this country alone, we may assume that nearly half the quantities are in 
stock in different parts of the States. As regards old iron, it is probable 
a quantity is held equal to our own exports; for the whole world has 
contributed to the demand of the United States. 

Seeing that for some years the United States were able almost entirely 
to dispense with supplies from this side, it is but reasonable to suppose 
they are striving might and main to free themselves altogether. Going 
through the items of our exports, we regret that nearly the whole of 
them represent a small quantity of labor, being not much above raw 
material. 

Tons. Value. 
The total of our year’s exports to the States for 1880 were....... 1,355,582 £9,836,463 

and deducting from this the high-class manufactured material, say 
ons. 

Es satis SOLA KRRONS Rw SOKCCR Rae whee hans 45,159 
ORR ceed cdaccccwrscencce divans decd acdcondacduineen 164,284 
I an daw vied acacdudsdvaadeandaavedncdasinsseanads 44, - 
Oi otc aeicd dawdsca accgvese (4a Ks easue 20,467— 325,922 5,386,116 

we have for pig, and old iron, and rails.............-.e2seeeseeeeeee 1,029,650 £4,449,347 

on which comparatively very little manual labor, which means wages, is 
spent. 
Pit is likely they will take yet a good deal of old material and pig-iron ; 

but, as a whole, we foresee a continued decreasing demand from the 
United States for the finished article, as the mills are increasing their 
productive capacities. ; ‘ 
Approximately, during the year 1880, there have been laid down in the 

States 7000 miles of railroad, consuming about 750,000 tons steel rails and 
230,000 tons of iron rails. Of these, a considerable quantity has been 
obtained from this country and abroad. It is probable that in 1881 the 
United States will not be under the necessity of calling upon strangers 
for more than 250,000 tons : this is considerably less than 1880. 

Nearly 1600 new locomotives have been put on the roads, and 68,000 
cars, all manufactured in the States themselves. 
On good authority we may assume that on January Ist the stocks in 

bonded and free stores of the United States would reach about 245,000 
tons pig-iron, 262,000 tons scrap-iron and old rails, 50,000 tons new iron 
rails, 40,000 tons steel rails, 40,000 tons other manufactured iron, making 
a total of 637,000 tons, equal to nearly half of what was exported from 
this country during 1880. F : 

The wonderful mercantile prosperity of the United States is continually 
referred to, and such a fact as the decrease of their debt is pointed to as 
the best proof of all. It is certainly a wonderful thing that a nation 
reduces its debt at the rate the United States have done. Its interest- 
bearing debt in August, 1865, amounted in round figuresjto $2,756,000,000, 
while at end of January, 1881, it amounted only to $1,675,000,000, thus 
reducing it by $1.081,000.000, or at the rate of nearly £15,000,000 sterling 
a year during the preceding fifteen years. We think, however, that this 
must be ascribed as much to the small expenditure under the head of 
army and navy as to any thing else. We see a nation of fifty millions 
keeping up a military force of only 25,000 men—a less number, in reality, 
than this country at present employs in Ireland. 

Looking to the political circumstances in the East, Greece and Turkey 
arming to the teeth, our troubles in South Africa and agitation at home® 
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and the deplorable event in Russia, we think the trading community in 
Great Britain can not look for any reduction in taxes to help them. 

It is the custom to cry out against foreign governments who put a 
heavy import duty on such goods as we principally export from this 
country. Each nation taxes itself in the way that suits it best, and we 
can not expect them to alter their system to please us; they will follow 
what they consider their self-interest as their own counselor. 
Concerning the position of our trade asa whole, we think it may be 

said that the firm tone in prices is caused more by the hope of a pros- 
perous future than based on any actual facts that can be pointed to as a 
well-founded basis for such feeling. 

ence there is inany of them except steel rails and tin plates : 

| | 
| Staffordshire . ‘h Pio | Heavy Iron | Heavy Steel 

Year AND Monta.) List Bars at = Fig | Rails at Rails at Tin Plates. 
| Works. ms: | Works. | Works. 

| £ 5s. s. d. £s. £ os. | 
March, 1861 | 710 48 0 510 not quoted | 23s. per box. 

- 187 710 53 0 610 1110 23s. 4 
1881 7 10 48 3 5 5d 6 5 16s. = 

| : \ 

used as a speculating medium, 

going to be absorbed ? 

ment. 
bined, it is not easy to foresee what is to uphold prices of pig-iron. 

amount to £3,000,000 in value. 

country are likely to be pretty well employed. 

total of about three millions. 

this market, taking railway materials in return. 

works are full in every direction ; in Germany, the same is not the case. 

quantities of blooms and rails for the United States, which, very likely, 
will considerably exceed this figure. 
much curtailed, on account of the increased duty and the effects of a bad 
harvest. 

‘The Scandinavian countries are slowly extending their railway system. 
The newly-created states in Eastern Europe have not yet sufficiently 
settled down to become customers on our terms of payment, and are, 
therefore, more likely to be customers of the German manufacturers, 
assisted as they are by their financial houses. On the other hand, Italy, 
Brazil, Mexico, and India continue to be fair customers. 
A noteworthy feature in the consumption of manufactured iron is the 

iron sleeper. In this country, it has only been used experimentally ; but 
in Belgium and Germany, it has been employed for a considerable time. 
In the past two years, it is calculated that nearly 130,000 tons have been 
placed on the German railroads. It is only natural to suppose that its 
adoption will follow in this and other countries, and afford a large em- 
ployment to mills engaged inthe manufacture. 

2 LAURENCE POUNTNEY HILL, Lonpon, E. C., March, 1881, 

THE MINES OF NOVA SCOTIA* 

We have received a copy of the report on the mines cf Nova Scotia for 
the year 1880, by Edwin Gilpin, Jr., A.M., F.G.S.. the Government In- 
spector of Mines. From it we gather that the yield of gold during 1880 
was 13,234 ounces, against 13,801 ounces in 1879. But for the falling off 
in the most important district of Sherbrooke, which shows a decreased 
output of fifty per cent, and the stoppage for some months of the Rose 
mine in the Montagu District, the yield would have been much higher. 
Extensive preparatory works are being prosecuted in a number of the 
districts, and the yield in 1881 may be expected to greatly increase. 

At Caribou, the Free Claim lode has been the most successful. At Fif- 
teen Mile Stream, the property of Messrs. Hall has been opened for about 
200 feet of the lode: some 191 tons yielded 558 oz. 19 dwt. 20 grs., or at 
the rate of 2 oz. 18 dwt, per ton. At Lawrencetown and Gay River, a little 
prospecting has been done. In the Montagu District, the Rose lode mine, 
which was flooded in the fall, has been freed from water, and operations 
continued ; in the eastern extension of the lode, a second pay-streak was 
discovered as rich as the one first opened. Other properties in the dis- 
trict have done well, and promise good results. The total yield of this 
district for the year under review was 1222 tons of quartz, yielding 4270 
oz. 17 dwt. 8 grs., almost all of which came from the Rose and Symonds 
properties. On the Burkner area, Waverly District, tributers stoped some 
180 feet to a depth of 30 feet. A 15-inch lode west of Mr. McClure’s mill 
promises well; a trial crushing gave as high as 1144 ounces of 
gold to the ton, and another lode of a promising character has 
been proved a short distance south of the one just mentioned. 
The Baker area, Oldham, furnished a large quantity of quartz averag- 
ing about 8 dwt. of gold per ton from a lode 3 feet wide. At Renfrew 
District, little work was done ; the Hartford property was reopened, and 
pumping and hoisting machinery put up. At Sherbrooke, which was the 
most important district in the province until the finding of the Rose lead 

* Report of the Department of Mines, Nova Scotia, for the year 1880. Halifax, N. 8. 
1881, Pamphlet, 8vo, 35432) pages. 

As a curious instance of the cycles in trade, we give the respective 
prices of a few of the leading articles ten and twenty years back, taken 
from our old reports, which will show how comparatively small a differ- 

The stock of pig-iron in Glasgow and Middlesbrough is exceedingly 
heavy. reaching approximately 1,300,000 tons, and it seems to be largely 

With the present great production, the question arises, Where is it all 
Can we count upon the erection of large water 

and gas-works throughout the world? This would be an absorbing ele- 
Without such a demand, and with the stock and production com- 

There 
must also be considerable expenditure, as interest and storage of such 
quantities of materials, which may be taken at a round estimate to 

For the next few months, works in the heavy branch of trade in this 
Imports of raw material 

for our iron and steel-works continually increase ; from the port of Bilbao 
alone, we may reckon that we have drawn two million tons of ore in 
1880, making, with what we take from other Spanish and foreign ports, a 

The Colonies continue to be our best customers; and as long as their 
financial position is undoubted, they will be able to place their bonds in 

In France, principally through the extension of home railroads, the 

The works there are not too well off for orders; of late, however, they 
have taken large contracts for Spain and Italy, amounting to nearly a 
total of 100,000 tons steel rails for the year 1881, irrespective of large 

Our export to Russia is likely to be 

at Montagu, the yield has fallen off ; 6465 tons gave 4042 oz. 7 dwt. 9 grs. 
of gold, an average of 12 dwt. 10 grs. per ton, against 9209 tons, yielding 
7389 oz. 17 dwt. 15 grs. in 1879, an average of 16 dwt. 1 gr. per ton. The 
Denver lode, on the Wellington area, 550 feet in depth, was reached, and 
three levels were driven west to the pay-streak, which gave from three 
to five ounces of gold to the ton. A shaft was sunk 100 feet on the Mur- 
ray lode, lying north of the Denver, which is four inches wide. Some 
work was done on other properties in the district. Some quartz was 
crushed at Sherbrooke from the Stormont District, which yielded at the 
rate of nearly 2 oz. of gold per ton of ore. Some promising areas in this 
district will receive considerable attention this coming summer. At Tan- 
gier, the Forrest and Dunbrack lodes are worked, and a rich chute of ore 
was struck in the former. The Pittsburg Company has sunk four shafts 
on the Field lode, extending over an area of 1850 feet. It has also erected 
a ten-stamp mill to be worked by water-power, and has made the neces- 
sary arrangements for steady work. 

At Uniacke, the Bunker, Mitchell, and McPhail lodes have been 
worked, and the lode west of the mill has been worked to a depth of 120 
feet, and stoped about 100 feet to the east. Some work of a desultory 
character has been done at Wine Harbor. 

A considerable amount of prospecting has been done in other and new 
districts, and in some cases with promising results. 
From the foregoing it would appear that Nova Scotia is at last going 

to take her place, in the near future, among the gold-producing countries 
of the world. 

The coal trade of the province shows material improvement, as can be 
seen from the following figures : 

The total sales for the year 1880 amount to 954,650 tons, being an in- 
crease over the sales of 1879 of 266,035 tons, and form the largest sales 
yet recorded. 

The most noticeable points in the trade were an increase of 74,793 tons 
in the home sales, an increase in the sales to Quebec and Cntario from 
154,118 tons in 1878 to 239,091 tons in 1880. 

The sales to New Brunswick, Newfoundland, Prince Edward Island, 
the West Indies, and Europe all show decided increase. 
The trade to the United States rose from 51,641 tons in 1879, to 123,423 

tons in 1880, forming the largest export to that country siuce 1874. 
In copper mining, a shaft was struck at Eagle Head, Cabarus Bay, to 

a depth of 75 feet, and a considerable quantity of ore taken out for ship- 
ment to England, and some prospecting has been done in other districts. 

Discoveries of silver ore are reported in Musquodoboit, assays showing 
as high as $100 to the ton. 

Mention is made of the presence of nickel and cobalt in the arsenical 
pyrites of the gold mill tailings. 

In iron mining, the Steel Company of Canada, at Londonderry, has con- 
tinued its operations during the past year, and reached an output of 50,- 
696 tons of iron ore against 29,889 tons mined in 1879. Also 4772 tons of 
ankerite quarried for flux. Iron ore wasalso supplied to the company 
from Clifton, Colchester County. 
The operations of the company were continued at both its mines, and 

the ore on the west side of the Cumberland brook opened. The ore on 
Cook’s Brook was also tested. 

At Clifton, Mr. A. McDonald has opened on a 7-foot vein of red and 
brown hematite, and sent 497 tons to Truro, for the Steel Company, as 
mentioned above. 

At Upper Stewiacke, a little prospecting was done on a deposit of brown 
hematite, said to be of large extent. Specular iron ores were tested at 
Marshy Hope, Guysboro’, and some prospecting work was done on the 
East River of Pictou by H. 8S. Poole, Esq. 

Discoveries of limonite were reported from Rawdon. Practical tests 
of the red hematite cres of French Vale, belonging to the Hon..E. T. 
Moseley, and of Smith’s Brook, belonging to Mr. Burchell, have shown 
that they are of excellent quality, the*metallic yields being respectively 
57 and 56 per cent, with very little deleterious matter. 
A short reference is made to cement and fire-clay, and the following 

information is interesting in connection with the oil-wells of Cape Breton. 
Indications of the presence of petroleum in Cape Breton were brought into 
public notice as far back as 1864; two holes were bored to a depth of about 
600 feet on the McIsaac farm, near Lake Ainslie, but the holes were lost, 
and work ceased for want of funds. 
During 1879 and 1880, large tracts of land were carefully examined. 

and globules of heavy, dark petroleum were seen rising through the 
waters of Lake Ainslie ; the rocks on the shore were in many places sat- 
urated with it, and this was observed for several miles. Swamps were 
frequently found to be covered with oil, and many springs were so im- 
pregnated with it as to be unfit for domestic use. Gas was aiso observed 
issuing from fissures in the rocks at many places. 

These indications prevail over a district from five to seven miles wide, 
extending from the Margaree District, down through Lake Ainslie, Skye 
Glen, and the River Denis Basin. Similar indications are observed at the 
Middle and Baddeck rivers. The Victoria Oil Company has puta six-inch 
hole down near Baddeck to a depth of about 500 feet, and claims to have 
struck promising rock. This company is prepared to test the district 
thoroughly, and to put down two more holes during the coming season. 

In the Lake Ainslie District, seven wells 1ave been put down on the 
western shore, some two or three miles south of Lough Ban. Among the 
bore-holes may be mentioned that of the Cape Breton Oil and Mining 
Company, which has reached a depth of 1100 feet, and is claimed to have 
reached the ‘‘ third sand-rock ” at a depth of about 1000 feet. 

Considerable quantities of oil have been secured and barreled for test- 
ing in the States. At present, the quantity of salt water in the strata has 
caused a delay, and necessitated fresh pumping appliances. The oil is 
stated to give the following results: gravity, 22°5; flash-test, 390°: fire- 
test, 440° ; it was found to be limpid at zero, and in the crude state to be 
equal to any manufactured lubricant. 

Professor Richards, of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
carefully examined the district during the past summer, and in his 
report unhesitatingly states his belief in its value as an oil producer. 
The following companies are now at work : The Cape Breton Oil and 
Mining Company, the Inverness Oil and Land, the American Oil, and 
the Victoria Oil companies. 
An important step has been taken toward the testing of these districts, 

and the coming summer will see an increased number of bore-holes put 
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down. The nominal capital of the companies interested amounts to some 
$4,000,000, and over $100,000 has already been expended. 
The report concludes with a series of valuable tables on the gold, coal, 

and other mineral productions of the province. 

depending on the change of alcohol into iodoform, so that one millionth 
of alcohol in water can be detected. Alcohol is found in all natural 
waters, except very pure spring water ; and more of it in snow. Rain- 
water and water from the Seine contain about one grain per cubic meter. 
Alcohol no doubt exists as vapor in the air. In soils, especially those 
rich in organic matters, there is a considerable quantity. The destruction 
of organic matter by various agents of fermentation accounts for the wide 
diffusion of alcohol in nature. 

Concrete Slag as a Substitute for Stone.—The London Engineer 
says that the Aireside Hematite Iron Company, which has introduced 
this slag as a substitute for stone, has erected new offices at its works in 
Hunslet, Leeds, in which all the door and window facings, and the orna- 
mental work, are composed of the slag from its own furnaces. A new 
feature of such an elevation is a display of imitation carved bricks, in. 
various colors, made of the slag, the cost of which is said to be fifty per 
cent less than the real articie of clay, which hitherto has been so 
much in fashion. The company also supplies the Midland and North- 
eastern railroad companies with slag concrete flags, ready prepared for 
use, in the laying down of platforms at railroad stations. The Staveley 
Company has for a long time used slag lumps for building purposes, 
much of the slowly-cooled massive slag having the appearance of basalt 
and other rocks. 

Inoxidizable Coating on Iron Articles.—Our readers are familiar 
with the Barff and Bower processes, from full descripticns previously 
given in these columns. A new process, devised by Mr. Ward, consists, 
according to the London Engineer, in the combined application of silicates 
and heat, this process being the basis of several subsequent processes for 
ornamenting the surface of the metal. The iron objects are coated with a 
silicate composition, which is applied either by means of a brush or by 
dipping the iron ina bath of the solution. The coating quickly dries 
upon the objects, which are then passed through a furnace heated accord« 
ing to the nature of the articles under treatment. Thesilicate composition 
is thus fused, and, it issaid, absorbed into the pores of the metal, becoming 
homogeneous with it. Upon cooling, the articles treated are found to be 
covered with a dull black coating, which, it is stated, is found not to 
suffer change from long exposure to the atmosphere, nor to disintegrate 
or separate from the surface, to which it has become applied. 

Mining Explosives.—London Iron says the joint committee of the 
Royal Cornwall Polytechnic Society, the Miners’ Association of Cornwall 
and Devon, and the Mining Institute of Cornwall, appointed to inquire 
into the nature, economy, efficiency, and safety of the various explosives 
in use, or proposed for use, in the mines of Cornwall and Devon, have 
issued their report. They regret that they have been unable to carry out 
so extended a series of experiments as they would have wished, owing to 
the limited response to their appeal for funds from those specially inter- 
ested. The following explosives were dealt with: 1. Gunpowder of tive 
different grades. 2. Espir’s explosive powder, a mixture of nitrate of 
soda 60, sulphur 14, sawdust 26 per cent. 3. Gun-cotton. 4. Tonite, said 
to be gun-cotton combined with nitrate of baryta. 5. Titanite. 
6. Dynamite, two varieties; nitro-glycerine 75, and_ kieselguhr 
(or infusorial earth, consisting of the siliceous skeletons of 
microscopic organisms) 25 per cent. The second variety contained 
less nitro-glycerine, and some churcoaland nitrates. 7. Blasting gelatine, 
collodion cotton seven to ten parts, combined with 90 to 93 of pure nitro- 
glycerine, nearly all the cotton being soluble in alcohol. 8. Liverpool 
cotton powder, a mixture of gun-cotton and nitrate of potash. The first 
trials were in an open quarry (Seveock, near Chancewater), a number of 
holes having been drilled to give as far as possible similar conditions. 

THE TIN PLATE TRADE, 

A correspondent of the London Iron, in its issue of March 25th, reviews 
the causes which have contributed to the prostration of a trade, the expan- 
sion of which within the last fifteen years can scarcely be paralleled in 
the iron trade or in any of its allied industries. In 1865, the production 
of tin plates may be safely put down as not exceeding two and a half 
million boxes ; to-day, the power of production is not less than eight and 
a quarter millions per annum. Seeing that the consumption has been 
yearly increasing, there must be some predominating causes to account 
for the fact that the manufacture of tin plates is at present attended by 
a loss to the maker of from 1s. 6d. to 2s.a box. These causes are two, 
namely, long credit and limited liability. The usual terms of payment for 
har iron are cash, less 2'g per cent on the tenth day of the month follow- 
ing delivery, or by bill at four months from the same date, at buyers’ 
option—which means in many cases, five months’ credit. Tin has also of 
late been obtainable at four months from date of purchase. These two 
items form about two thirds of the total cost of the plates. 

It may now be asked in what way this system of long credit particularly 
affects the tin plate trade. A works (excluding forge power) consisting 
of two mills and the necessary finishing plant, capable of turning out 
1000 boxes weekly, can be erected at a cost of £8000 or £9000, according 
to completeness, and such a works will require about 60 tons of bar iron 
a week say 1009 tons in four months—which at £6 10s. per ton will rep- 
resent £6500; and the credit for tin would, for the same period, reach 
about £2500. By the time, therefore, that the maker is called upon to 
pay for either bar iron or tin, he has at his back, from the credit afforded 
him, a working capital of £9000. It may here be mentioned that bar 
iron can be converted into tin plates and delivered in Liverpool in less 
than fourteeu days ; and in another fourteen days the maker receives 
cash for his goods ; or immediate payment if wished, less fourteen days 
interest, in contradistinction to the deferred terms of payment for bar 
ironand tin. For the last few years, there seems to have been an unfor- 
tunate mania for every small capitalist in South Wales, with £100 to invest, 
to become a tin-plate manufacturer; and so great are the facilities for 
starting a works that, led away by some conspicuous successes during 
the first half of the last decade, they have failed to see how this head- 
long speculation could only result in overproduction and collapse. What 
has been the result? The ever-increasing consumption of the world 
now stands at about six million of boxes per annum, and the power of 
production at more than eight. Ordinary coke plates are to-day sold at 14s. 
6d. to 15s. a box at Liverpool, and with the present prices of material, thev 
can not be made for less than 16s.6d. Within a very recent date, some works 
erected on the principle above described have stopped payment, their 
operations not extending over two years, and in one case for not half that 
period. Can any thing point more clearly to the unsoundness of the 
system on which this trade has lately been conducted? The past tense is 
used advisedly, because there are at least indications that the sellers of 
bar iron and tin are taking alarm at the recent failures, and at other diffi- 
culties looming in the distance. 

CHICAGO COAL RECEIPTS AND SHIPMENTS—JAN. 1 TO APRIL 1, 1881. 

p : : ° Tons. _| Each competitor had three holes, and the value of the work done was es- 
peste De meet eatteastte coal teem dam. tet to Age Int, 1902.. .. ayo timated from the cost of the powder as astandard. Seven different kinds 

7 e Cnt mnneore Dir Sg: ee Hy aye ~ "| of explosives were used, including three varieties of powder—common, 
Rpnnonea ES ERO oss be slugs Ai nee cantactna ides tix taaets 37,042 | compressed, and especially strong. The results showed that, assuming the 

Receipts by rail of bituminous coal from Jan. 1st to April Ist, 1881.... 496,.340| work done to be approximately proportionate to the depth of the holes, 
OTP CR PORGMEE OPIN BEBO nc cn cies sng voasosensiescieasaceseswsacanesicia 435,935|common powder was the cheapest—3id. per foot of hole—and dy- 

; — | namite the most costly—3l4d. per foot. ‘The second series of experiments 
RANA NNT RE 62s aca od RS 6s CRN a ew SSwrc cu indexeeedleer 60,405 : : : ; : ; consisted in driving levels not less than 7 feet high and 414 feet wide. 

—_ — of all kinds of coal, including coke, from Jan. 1st to April ‘ie Six kinds of explosives were tried—dynamite, Espir’s Liverpool cotton 
Corresponding ae saree powder, compressed and common powders, and tonite. Here the com- 

“ wre er ne eer” eae *«** | pressed powder took the lead, the total cost per foot run of level having 
Increase in 1881............ Dea Ria ice dee iat atlas 97,447 | been 5s. 113d.(1s. 1d. for materials and 4s. 0!4d. for labor) ; the dynamite 

Total shipments of coal by lake and rail from Jan. ist to April Ist, came out fourth and the tonite was most expensive. A list of questions 
EE ORR A aronig ouetee Sea acncaie ened SARE Oe See hnae he ntae oi eaeek 162,746 | referring to the relative advantages and disadvantages of the various 
ECR NI TIOE INE PES <5 4-5-0,6)5.0.s'09 sik iy ors ode siielwieinsletios sacle odiainers 163,768 | explosives was sent out to about 250 persons interested in the subject, 

+ 100 a and 35 replies only were received, some of which were very brief. In 
. Decrease BERR cris oaicieiew cab SRG Fie Naess GON ele alercins he nnn ree 1,022 | wet grounds, dynamite was almost unanimously declared to be the best, 

‘ The So 4 nie were as follows: Jan., 61,126 tons ; Feb., 50,377 | and a majority declared for the same explosive under most circumstances. 
ons ; March, 51,243 tons. 2xC: r vrher 
The receipts of coke are included in the receipts of bituminous coal. except very dry ground, where powder was preferred. Nearly all agreed 

> inneabame Olin ‘ that the fumes from dynamite are the most dangerous, and aconsiderable 
ay Smaes, Dommemey eienga Conk: Machenge. weight of opinion intimated that powder was less dangerous to deal with 

= ea ee Se 1 than any other explosive. One et a = ee bm TT 
danger in using dynamite in fissured ground, as unburnt portions o e 

PROGRESS IN SCIENCE AND THE ARTS. charge were blown into the fissures, and exploded unexpectedly after- 
The St. Lawrence Tunnel Scheme.—There is now no doubt entertained | Ward by the workmen. 

by the promoters that the scheme to tunnel the St. Lawrence will be ee a oe 
successful. The engineers have in several places bored to a depth of 25} (GanapraN PHOSPHATE MINE.—It is said that Mr. A. D. Cameron, of 
feet, and they report most favorably. Buckingham, Province of Quebec, Can., recently sold for $12,200 his phos- 

Molybdenum Discoveries in Newfoundland.—Fields of molybdenum | Phate mine in Range 8, Lot 26, Portland East, to a person from Boston, 
—a rare metal chiefly valuable on account of one of its compounds— | Tepresenting an American fertilizing company. 
have been found in the Valley of the Humber, near the Bay Des Isles, on| | ADVANCING PRICES OF NaILS.—PiTTsBURG, Pa., April 13.—The Western 
the west coast of Newfoundland, and there is talk of organizing an| Nail Association met to-day, and, after discussing the state of trade, 
American stock company, with a capital of $1,000,000, for the purpose of | unanimously agreed to advance the price from $3 to $3.15, the prevailing 
working the fields. Warning is given by the State Department that, | opinion being that the advance was justified by the increased demand. 
under the provisions of a declaration annexed to the Treaty of Versailles, A RoLuinc-MILL BuURNED.—ToPEKA, KAN., April 8.—The rolling-mill 
of 1783, the use of the tract in which these fields lie is guaranteed to the | owned jointly by the Union Pacific and Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fé 
French fishermen, and the erection of stationary buildings, such as would | railroad companies, and located here, was burned at: 9 o’clock last night. 
- epee in such an undertaking like the one proposed, is strictly | An alarm was given by the engineer, and the operatives, nea:ly 100 in 
orbidden. number, barely had time to escape before the roof fell in. The loss is 

Alcohol in the Ground, in the Water, and in the Atmosphere.— | estimated to be $100,000. From 200 to 300 men are thrown out of employ- 

M. Mintz, in a paper read at a meeting of the Paris Academy of Sciences, | ™eDt- 
gives some interesting facts ascertained after the development of amethod | Trranic IRoN.—A purchase has been made, by a company of American 
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capitalists, of the mines of titanic iron, and the works in connection, at 
St. Urbain, Bay St. Paul, on the north shore of the Lower St. Lawrence, 
Province of Quebec. It is stated that the —— drawback hitherto 
experienced to the successful working of these mines, namely, the 
inability to separate the titanic acid from the iron, has been overcome by 
a recently discovered process, which permits such deposits to be profit- 
ably worked. 

GENERAL MINING NEWS. 

ARIZONA. 
GLOBE DISTRICT. 

CENTENNIAL.—The Globe-Chronicle says: Within the past two months and a 
half, incline shaft No. 1 has been sunk toadepth of 93 feet, and 323 feet of 
drifts have been run. The company intends to build or purchase a mill. No 
more work will be done until arrangements for milling facilities have been made. 
The new hoisting-works are en route. 

TOMBSTONE DISTRICT. 

The Tombstone Epitaph has the following reports of the mines of that district : 
EMPIRE.—The cross-cut west on the 400 level is in 180 feet. The drifts north 

and south on the same level are in respectively 90 and 89 feet. 
GRAND CENTRAL.—The cross-cut west from the old main shaft, 400-foot level, 

is in 75 feet, the face in soft ledge-matter. The first 40 feet of this cross-cut was 
made with the expenditure of considerable muscle and powder, as the rock was 
very tough. Since this was passed, however, progress has been rapid, one shift 
making as high as 8 feet. 
TOMBSTONE MINING AND MILLING Company.—The winze on the 300-foot 

level of the Tough Nut is down 7 feet, all in good ore. The main shaft is down 
214 feet. 

CALIFORNIA. 
THE BODIE DISTRICT. 

The following summary from the Bodie F'ree-Press of the 5th inst. embodies 
the latest facts regarding developments on these mines: The Lent shaft is sink- 
ing with all possible dispatch, and work is pushed on the foundations for the 
powerful pumping machinery. The Red Cloud shaft is down 535 feet, and is 
sinking at the rate of 20 fect per week, all the machinery being in first-class work- 
ing order. At the 600-fout station, another cross-cut will be run to the Concordia. 
Boston Consolidated is still sinking, being down 55 feet below the 300-foot 
station, and in softer ground, with some ore coming in. The vei in the north 
drift of Boston 300-foot level is five feet wide of fair milling ore, at 
a point 362 feet north of the shaft. Goodshaw struck a _ troublesome 
flow of water at a vertical depth of 700 fcet, where the forma- 
tion became much softer. On the 1000-foot level of Standard, the east cross- 
cut is in 191 feet, and to the west 142 feet, the latter being in very favor- 
able formation, and ail the stopes looking well. Bodie is showing a marked im- 
eee in quantity and quality of ore in the south drift from the south winze 
yelow the sixth incline level, and this week’s letter is an interesting one generally. 
Consolidated Pacific is improving both on the 500 and 600-foot leve's. The 
Homer Mine, at Mill Creek, has shown wonderful increase in quality of 
ore during the past weck, the assays having doubled. Jupiter has stopped 
drifting, and is running east to tap the East Savaze vein on the 600-foot 
level. Black Hawk is cross-cutting east and west on the 790-foot level 
for the outer veins, the middle vein having been passed through by the west 
cross-cui. Oro has opeved and timbered a station at the 530-foot level, and is 
cross-cutting east and west. Buiwer is still drifting north in the Stonewall ledge, 
400-foot level. Tioga is drifting in the east vein, 982-foot level, the vein having 
increased in size from five feet on the 800 to 15 feet on the 982-foot level, and 
the ore shows an improvement in quality. Syndicate is getting better ore and 
an abundance of it. The south drift and south stope in the west vein of Concor- 
dia show improvement, and the large east vein is showing well in the north drift. 
The Noonday mill, with its new driving power and ten additional stamps, is 
working admirably. The south driftson the 412 and 512-foot levels of the 
Noonday mine are showing fine bodies of ore, and all the stopes are looking well. 
The various drifts and stopes in the North Noonday are also showing well. 
It is currently reported, and generally believed, that the following named 
mines. now lying idle, will be started up within a few weeks : Bechtel, Belvidere, 
+ an tog Summit, Double Standard, Dudley, South Standard, South Bodie, and 

ampion. 

: — letters of April 2d, from the superintendent of the several mines, say as 
OHOWS: 

Bopiz CONSOLIDATED.—At the sixth incline level, the north drift has been ad- 
vanced 11 feet, ora total length of 50 feet from where the Fortuna was cut after the 
first faulting by red vein. As has already been explained, this drift is really a 
cross-cut through a ageigeon of its length and from the point where the Fortuna 
was again faulted by a vein west of the “red vein.” The south drift upon the 
Fortuna has been driven 12 feet farther, making its total length 20 fect. The 
south drift from bottom of winze No. 10 is now in 15 feet. a gain of nine feet 
since last report. On March 24th, a west cross-cut was started from the 
north drift, second incline level, for the purpose of cutting the Fortuna west 
of the fault at that level. This cross-cut has been driven 28 feet, and has cut the 
Fortuna at about 25 feet west of the north drift. The vein, about two inches 
where first reached, has widened out to eight inches of good quality at the hight 
of about two and a half feet above the floor of the drift. On the Vulcan vein, 
the south drift has been advanced 7 feet, making its present length 49 feet. 
From this drift and from the stope above it we are getting a few tons of good ore 
each week. The other stopesare looking well, and yielding the usual quality of ore. 
The ore in the south drift from west cross-cut No. 2, sixth level, is of fair quality, 
and that in south drift from winze No. 10 has greatly improved, both as to width 
and quality. 

BosTon CONSOLIDATED.—The incline shaft has reached a depth of 55 feet be- 
low the 300-foot station; progress for the week, six feet. The ground is breaking 
fairly and showing indications of the near approach to the vein. We have cut 
one stringer, pitching across the shaft from west to east. The north drift on the 
300-foot level bas been advanced six feet; total length, 362 feet. The vein holds 
a width of five feet of fair-grade milling ore. 
BULWER CONSOLIDATED.—The north drift on the Stonewall ledge, 400-foot 

level, is now in 56 feet; progress during the week, 17 feet. The ledge in the face is 
24 feet wide. 
ConsoLIDATED PaciFic.—The drift north on Pacific Lode No. 2, from the east 

cross-cut, 500-foot level, has been advanced six feet during the week ; total 
length, 20 feet. The face of the drift isin a vein four feet in width, well defined, 
and carying some ore of fair grades. The west cross-cut, same level, has been 
advanced seven feet ; total length, 85 feet. The west cross-cut, on the 600-foot 
level, has reached a distance of 123 feet from the station ; progress for the week 
six feet, with no change to note in formation. The north drift from the east 
cross-cut, same level, has been advanced six feet ; total length, 47 feet, the face 
all in vein-matter, with 18 inches of clay on the east wall, and no west wall in 
sight. Ore of fair milling grade. 
GoopsHAw.—The main vertical shaft has attained a depth of 700 feet, and has 

passed through a formation much softer and better looking. ; 
NoonpDay.—The Noonday and North Noonday mili having been thoroughly 

repaired, the new engine in place and ready for work, and the five additional 
stamps for this company completed, we began crushing ore at six P.M. on the 80th 

of March, with the twenty stamps of the company. The mill is now running 
better than ever before. The only stoppage since work was resumed has been 
occasioned by the new driving-belt becoming slack, and it having to be taken up. 
The 212, 312, and 412 stopes all look well. The drift on west prong, No. 1 vein, 
412 level, was extended 14 feet during the week. The vein is about 4 feet wide 
of fine ore. This drift is 682 feet south of combination shaft. The No. 1 south 
drift, 512 level, is in a large body of quartz, which is improving in quality as we 
go south ; total length of drift, 511 feet ; eee for the week, 21 feet. 
TioGa CONSOLIDATED.—During the week, have started a lateral drift nortb for 

the purpose of oe the vein east of the shaft, 982-foot level. Our progress 
has been 14 feet. This vein has the appearance of being the same vein cut in our 
east cross-cut, 800-foot level, where it was 5 feet wide. It is now 15 feet between 
walls. This lateral drift has been started in the wall of the vein, as betier prog- 
ress can be made, and we shall avoid timbering. The east cross-cut has been 
advanced but 5 feet during the week, owing to starting this lateral drift, with no 
change to note. 

COLORADO. 
CLEAR CREEK COUNTY. 

DUNDERBERG.—The managers of this mine have decided to try the leasing or 
tributing system on their mines. : 
FREELAND.—The Georgetown Miner says : The lower Freeiand level is now in 

a length of 2200 feet, which gives the breast of the adit a depth of 1000 feet. The 
breast of the adit is looking well, there being from three to four feet of ore at that 
point, which is probably worth from $20 to $30 per ton in gold, silver, and cop- 
per. The amount of reserves in this mine is simply enormous. Buta small force 
of men is now employed; but it is rumored that this will shortly be increased by 
the addition of about; one hundred men. The mill is now concentrating about 75 
tons of ore daily—one half the eighteen jigs running all the time and the re- 
mainder only during the day. The mill at the foot of Trail run is also running 
on the tailings. Twenty stamps and four circular buddles are employed, and 
cight to ten men are required to run the mill. Five or six teams are hauling min- 
eral steadily from the 1.,ine to the stamp-mill, the projected flume not having yet 
been put up. 
LuceRrNE.—According to the Georgetown Courier, the character of the ore in 

the Second Lucerne lode, one of the mines of the Lucerne Mining Company, in 
Idaho District, is steadily improving. The company now owns 4200 feet on three 
adjoining veins, and negotiations are pending for the purchase of the Hartman 
mine. The ore is similar to that of the Stevens mine, and the entire output is con- 
tracted for by the Moore smelter, at Golden. 

LAKE COUNTY. 

The fire which occurred in one of the Chrysolite mines about six months ago, 
and was the cause of much trouble and expense to the mines adjacent, has again 
broken out. All the workmen, nearly a hundred in number, were driven out of 
the New Discovery (Little Pittsburg group) by a tremendous body of smoke and 
excessively hot air trom the smoldering embers of the old conflagration. This 
portion of the property has for some time past been producing a large share of 
the ore-shipments of the Little Pittsburg Company. This fire originated six 
months ago, caused by a fire occurring in a lodging-house ever a 
shaft on the territory of the Chrysolite mine. ‘lhe fire communi- 
cated down the shaft to the underground workings. Finally it was subdued 
by placing a large number of boi:ers over each shaft and pouring steam into the 
mines. Work was then again resumed. In the New Discovery mine, belonging 
to the Little Pittsburg Company, it has been noticed, however, all the time, that 
the air has been exceedingly hot, and workmen could only be kept in the faces 
of the north drifts, near the Carboniferous line, by furnishing a strong draught 
of fresh air, through pipes, and supplied by a blower driven by the engine at the 
surface. The shafts have all been closed, and a large boiler placed over Chryso- 
lite No. 1 and Discovery No. 3 shafts, and steam forced into the workings. 
The Leadville Herald says: The condition of affairs at present is as follows: 

The present workings of the Chrysolite are protected by bulkhead. and work is 
not liable to be suspended; but the gases extending into the Little i ittsburg and 
Little Chief have driven the nen from these mines. Early yesterday morning, 
the men were withdrawn from the Little Pittsburg, and yesterday the Little 
Chief was obliged to do likewise. One man taken out yesterday was so overcome 
with the gases that it was necessary to carry him through the drifts, and when 
he arrived at the surface he was completely exhausted. 
ARGENT.—Work has been suspended by this company on the Chieftain mine, 

and it is now working the Vining claim, situated near the Rock and Dome mines 
in California Gulch. The Leadville Ierald says that the developments on the 
property are as follows: There is a shaft 60 feet in depth. Besides this, there is 
a tunnel 160 feet in length, at the endof which is a winze 165 feet in depth. 
Work is now prosecuted in making an uprise at the end of the tunnel. 
MINER Boy.—Owing to a breakage of the engine, the Colorado Prince mill was 

closed down for three days, starting up again on the 6th. The Miner Boy mine, 
the ore from which is crushed at this mill, is shipping as usual. 

MISCELLANEOUS. 
The Wyandotte Company, in Gilpin County, is cleaning out the drifts of the 

accumulated débris and ore, and will soon begin back-stoping the ore which 
has been passed through in developing the Leavenworth and Crawford County 
lodes. 

The approximate daily output of the leading Ten Mile mines is given by the 
Summit County Circular as follows: 

Robinson 
PEMD cukbsancncspasessaxiwisa: NeanaW sou c¥sne sis emanneen tes 
Milo 
White Quail 

Total 

The Silver Cliff Gazette approximates the daily output of the mines of that 
district as follows : 

SILVER CLIFF MINES. 

80 tons 
. 12 tons 

12 tons 
60 tons 

ROSITA MINES. 

Bull-Domingo 
Silver Cliff Twenty-six 
Milkmaid Polonia 

Total 

Iron Discovery.—The Golden Globe reports the discovery of a large bed of 
pure iron near the forks of the Platte in Jefferson County. Itsays: The dis- 
covery was made last February ; the ore is entirely free from sulphur, being pure 
hematite ; it isore, not ruck: the quantity is apparently inexhaustible. It is un- 
doubtedly the largest and best discovery of pure iron ore ever found in the State, 
in fact anywhere. A sample can be seen at this office, which will probably assay 
90 per cent pureiron. The ore being entirely free from sulphur, will prove of 
great benefit to smelters throughout the State. 

MONTANA. 
A.icEe.—The following is from the Butte Miner of late dates: Operations are 

en peng ee satisfactorily. In all the upper levels of the mine, from the 500-foot 
evel up to the 100-foot level, the drifts and stopes are energetically worked, and 
are producing an average daily output of ore reaching about eighty tons. 
ore coming out is dumped into the 20 and 60-stamp mills, mixed into suitable 
proportions for successful treatment, and comprising the different grades of ore 

The 

found in the mine. At the winze on the nort! vein of the Alice, at the 500-foot 
level, work is pushed forward with vigor. The winze is going down through a 
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fine vein of high-grade ore of over seven feet in thickness, and is now down over 
65 feet. When it gets 100 feet deep, a cross-cut will be run to the main shaft, 
and thus establish the 600-foot level of the mine. > 
MaGna CHarta.—The tunnel has been driven along the vein more than 1200 

feet. Work at the main shaft of this mine consists of the driving of four levels 
on the north vein of the mine. The levels are driven to the east and west on a 
strong vein of first-class ore. In these levels the ore is uniformly good. A new 
dump-chute, with a capacity of fifty tons. has just been erected. 
Movu.ton.—The large three-compartment shaft has reached a depth of 270 feet, 

which is over one third of the distance contracted for sinking it. The shaft is 
going through extremely bard granite that is hard to drill and blast. Three 
eight-hour shifts are worked in the shaft, which, considering the hard rock to 
contend with, is making fair progress downward. Within the last few days, the 
air had become so bad in the bottom of the shaft that a pipe had to be run down 
to furnish air for the men below. A small air-pump, driven by hand, will be 
used until the air-cumpressors are put up, When the difficulty will be overcome by 
a constant supply of fresh air. 

NEVADA. 
COLUMBUS DISTRICT. 

NORTHERN BELLE.—The cross cut from the fourth level drift is in the same for- 
mation as last reported, and has teen extended a distance of 16 feet during the 
week. The other shaft levels are yielding as usual. The intermediate, between 
the first and second, has shown quite a decided improvement. The levels above the 
adit are looking finely, and the outlook for the future is encouraging. ‘Lhe fifth level 
still continues to show a change for the better. The bullion shipments for the 
week ending March 30th, amounted to $26,719.19; and the shipments for the 
month of March aggregate $100,466.30. 

COMSTOCK LODE. 
The starting of the hydraulic pumps at the Choilar-Norcross-Savage shaft will 

ailow a full resumption of work in the Chollar and Potosi mines, and it is ex- 
pected that cross-cuts will be started in these mines shortly. The Gold Hill News 
says that people are very impatient to bave the bydraulic pumps start up, and 
seem to forget that it is impossible to calculate the exact time weeks before- 
hand when such a massive piece of machinery will be ready to operate 
—there is so much to think about that something is sure to be 
forgotten. The pump has been tested and found to work all right; but the 
management have wiseiy concluded to make its success doubly sure by strength- 
ening it. The change in the superintendency of the Savage will make no change 
in the workings in the mine. The pumps are being put in at the G. & C. and B. 
& B. shaft, and every thing is rushing to completion to allow of resumption of 
sinking at as early a day as possible. The usual amount of ore isextracted from 
the Sierra Nevada, California, and Consolidated Virginia. The other work also 
goes on as usual. At the south end, there is no material change, every thing 
awaiting the starting of the Yellow Jacket pumps, when Imperial promises some- 
thing of more interest in its reports than the almost stereotyped expression of 
‘* Still running the pumps.” 
BELCHER.— Che southwest drift, 500 level, was extended 14 feet the past week; 

total length, 130 feet. West drift, 400 level, advanced 14 feet ; total length, 97 
feet. No change in the ground passed through. 
CALIFORNIA.—Shipping the usual amount of ore, about 450 tons a week, giving 

assays of $21.75 per ton. Al work is progressing finely. The joint Consolidated 
Virginia west cross-cut on the 2500 level is carried toward the C. & C. shaft 34 
feet per week ; tie joint Consolidated Virginia east cross-cut from the south drift 
was nee 28 feet, and the joint Ophir cross-cut advanced 39 feet during the 
week, 

CONSOLIDATED eh ee about 400 tons of ore per week, assaying 
$20.88 per ton. ‘The joint Best & Belcher rise has been extended 13 feet on the 
2300 level. On the 2500 levei, the west drift joint with California to the C. & C. 
shaft has been extended 31 feet. For other workings joint with California see 
a 7 of that mine. 

IaLE & Norcross.—The north drift on the 2400 level is making rapid prog- 
ress, and it is expected to be sufficiently advanced to start three cross-cuts on 
the 15th inst. 
Mexican.—The joint Union Consolidated east cross-cut on the 2500 level is 

progressing at the rate of 30 feet per week, and the east winze joint with Ophir 
is sunk and timbered 15 feet per week. 
Opuir.—The east winze joint with Mexican was sunk and timbered 16 feet dur- 

ing the past week. East cross-cut joint with California has been lengthened by 
39 feet the past week. 
OVERMAN.—The north drift on the 2275 level has been extended 45 feet since 

last report : total length, 270 feet. The rock in the drift is very hard. 
SIERRA NEVADA.—The raise on the 2300 level was completed last week, and 

the station on the 1700 level finished. Still repairing the north lateral drift 
on the 2400 level. The north lateral drift on the 2500 level has attained 869 
feet in length; 48 feet added last week. The joint Union Consolidated east 
winze sunk and timbered 15 feet ; total depth, 33 feet. Extracting 250 tons of 
ore per week. All work progresses well. 
UNION CONSOLIDATED.—The joint Sierra Nevada winze has been driven 

downward and timbered 15 feet during the past week. The east cross-cut joint 
with Mexican has been extended 30 feet. No change in material passed through. 
YELLOW JACKET.— Have timbered the Sutro Tunnel drift south of the switch 

and straightened it at the point of connection. The station at the Sutro Tunnel 
level has been eniarged so as to permit the use of the bailing tanks when the 
pumps are running. Every thing is completed ready for pumping, and are only 
waiting for the drain-boxes in the Sutro Tunnel to be laid to commence. The 
tunnel folks are working all the men they can to advantage, and expect to be 
ready to receive the water next Tuesday. 

NEWFOUNDLAND. 

We condense the following from the correspondent of the Montreal Gazette, 
dated St. John’s, Newfoundland, April 4th, 1881: 
THE NEWFOUNDLAND CONSOLIDATED MINING CoMPANY.—A new American 

company purchased the Betts’s Cove and Little Bay mines, together with a large 
area of lands in which mineral deposits are proved to exist. ‘lhe price given for 
the two mines—namely, Betts’s Cove and Little Bay—was one million dollars. 
To these are added seven other mineral locations, with an area of 
22 square miles. These are now either owned or leased by the company, 
and make, together with the previously acquired properties, a total 
of 27 square miles, or 17,280 acres. ‘To purchase and work these extensive 
mining locations, the company proposes to raise a capital of three 
millions of dollars. When the railroad from St. John’s to Hall’s Bay is coin- 
pleted, the value of these mines will be greatly increased, as facilities for obtain- 
ing — especially in winter, and for shipping smelted ore at St. John’s, will 
lessen the cost of production and put the mines at all times in communication 
with the copper markets of the world. At present, communication is limited 
to the telegraph and an overland mail, carried on catamarans over 
the snow. The infusion of American energy and enterprise is exactly 
what is wanted in our rather stagnant community. The mercantile 
interests now opposed to these innovations will soon discover that 
they, in common with the rest of the community, will be benefited by 
our growing prosperity. At present, they are alarmed at the threatened changes, 
dreading a breaking up of the monopoly they have so long enjoyed of their old 
system of supplying the fishermen, and fearing a consequent rise in wages. The 
value of the mines now in the hands of the new American Company may be 
judged of from the fact that from 1874, when Betts’s Cove mine was opened, till 

1880, the total shipments of ore, according to the official returns, were 169,010 
tons, the full market value of which was $3,500,000. This return includes ship- 
ments from Little Bay mine, which was not opened till August, 1878, and also 
small amounts from South West Arm and Hall’s Bay mines. In November, 
1878, the balance-sheet showed 105,000 tons shipped, at the net value of $850,C00. 
The mining purchases have been made only after a careful scrutiny by experts 
sent here to examine and report on the property. 

PROPOSALS AND SALES. 

For the benefit of many of our readers, we compile weekly such proposals and solicit: - 

tions for contracts, etc., as may be of interest. The table indicates the character of 

proposals wanted, the full name and address of parties soliciting, and the latest date at 

which they will be received : 

Erection of a new Brick School Building at Portchester ; for particulars 
address Board of Education, Portchester, N. Y............ j(eticnte denne: 

Building a Ground Chimney 150 feet high, 15 feet diameter, at Bergen 
Point, N. J. Full plans and specifications can be seen at the works of 
the Oxford Nickel and Copper Company, at Constable’s Hook, Bergen 
Point, N. J. > also. at 202 Pearl at., New York.............cssescsessesees 

Furnishing 100 Loads of Virg nia Pine Wood for the use of the Fire De- 
partment ; Commissioners of the Fire Department, No. 367 Jay street, 
RAMU IM 55. aration nee nd eng Moanin oriole cae aeaea Sees ae ete a wees April 18, 1881. 

Furnishing 600 Tons of Old Mine Lehigh Coal, stove size, for he use of 
the Fire Department ; Commissioners of the Fire Department, 367 Jay 
PRG ST IN ae 2 aisy a as. cme wali nica Need aw n-wcsigiseeee, auekuececea ot Se 

Building Club-house, two Grand Stands, and Stabling, on the Grounds of 
the Western Pennsylvania Agricultural State Fair and Park Association 
at Homewood Station, P. RR. ; specifications can be seen at the office 
of E. M. Butz, Architect, 112 Federal street, Allegheny, ‘Pa.; the right 
is reserved to reject any or ali bids; Rody Patterson, Jr., Secretary, 
PUT POCCU SVOUUE, POAMTE, FA cc ii eciecccc  vendecasa cece avsces = 2s" 

Dredging in Connecticut River ; specifications in regard to the work, and 
blank torms for proposals, and guarantee will be sent on application to 
this office ; G. K. Warren, Lieut.-Col. Engineers, and Brevet Major- 
Gen. U.S.A., Engineer's (ffice, U.S.A., Newport, R. J. ....... ......... * 2e* 

Painting the Lamp Posts, Lanterns and Frames in the Metropolitan, Nas- 
sau, People’s, und Citizens Gas-Light Compaties District in the City of 
Brooklyn , Department of City Works, Municipal Department Building, 
WN Bors oad vine, cacao ccs. aa alg samme teal cer cmr eee! ass See 

Improving Channels at Cswego Harbor, N. Y.; at Waddington Harbor, 
N. Y.; at Wilson Harbor, N. Y.; at Great Sodus Harbor, N. Y.; at Little 
Sodus Harbor. N. Y.; U. S. Engineer’s Office, Oswego, N. Y........ .... SS Ben 

Furni-hing Coal anc Ice for the use of the Department of Charities and 
Correction ; Commissioners Department of Charities and Corrections, 
CE Rin COUNCE DYOOMIUI Re Mn |p ek ine nesincdeescangedaascscésins «epee 

Dredging in the Cape Fear River below Wilmington, N. C.; William P. 
Craighill, Lieutenant-Colonel of Engineers, U. 8. Engiveer’s Office, 70 
Saratoun Skrect, WaiMGre, My oes ie casas ink wcivcwssisvensenececisanadaese eee 

Furnishing all the Postage-Stamps which the Post-Office Department may 
require for Public and Official Use during a period of four years, com- 
mencing on the Ist day of July, 1881. Blank forms of bids, with full 
specifications, will be furnished upon application to the Third Assistant 
Postmaster-General, Washington, D. C.; Thomas L. James, Post- 
master-General, Post-Office Department, Washington. D.C.... .... ....  -2ae= 

Furvishing and Delivering ail the Cut Granite required for two Winding 
Stairways in the North Wing of the Building for State, War, and Navy 
Departments : Office of Building for State, War, and Navy Depart- 
ments, Washington, D.C... .........2---cseseses cosscees rere > eee 

Erection of a Monument to mark the Birthplace of George Washington ; 
Department of State, Washington, D. C..........-....- cece cence ee eee moe 2 

Furnishing, Fitting and Delivering complete the Boilers for Hot Wate 
and Steam, Tanks, Smoke-Sta:ks, Bath-Boilers, etc., required for the 
Heating Apparatus and Steam Supply of the North Wing of the Building 
for State, War, and Navy Departments; Office of Building for State, 
War, and Navy Departments, Washington, D. C.................. eee eee ™ . = 

Furnishing and Delivering and Putting in place all the Cast-Iron Frames, 
Casings, Trimmings, ete.. for Doors and Windows, and Cast-Iron Wash- 
boards and Stair Kings required for the North Wing of the Building for 
State, War. and Navy Departments ; Office of Building for State, War, 
and Navy Departments, Washineton, D. C . .............eceee cece eeeee me Sa te 

Furnishing Postal Cards for and during a pericd of four years, commenc- 
ing on the 1st day of July, 1881. Blank forms of bids, with samples 
and full specifications, will be fuinished upon application to the Third 
Assistant Postmaster-General, Washington. D. C.; Thomas L, James, 
Postmaster-General, Washingto, D. C..........2. 0 eseeec cece cee eeeee ? Mave 

Raising, Cleaning, Painting, Replacing, and keeping in their proper posi- 
tions all the Buoys now in the following localities, and such others as 
may be authorized, for one year from the Ist day of July next : Hud- 
son River, between Albany and Troy; Hudson River, between New 
York and Albany; Lake Champlain; Pawtucket River; Fire Island Inlet, 
New York; New Inlet, south side of Long Island. N. Y.; Jones Inlet, 
south side of Long Island, N. Y.: Cable Island Inlet, south side of Long 
Island, N. Y.; Office of Lighthouse Inspector Third District, at Tomp- 
MARMINNE INe Mc ccascies cssin anand cainageyw ean dsilacts eae tomaecey Hasannee - Ee 

Monument to be Erected in Rome for late Victor Emanuel IL, First King 
of Italy: President of the Koyal Commission, Cairoli, and the Secre- 
tary of the Royal Commission, etc., Rome, [taly................+-+++.--- Sept. 21, “ 

Oregon Navigation Company.—A recent report states that this company intends to 
complete its lines this year—about 400 miles—as follows : The Columbia River line, 
from Portland to the Dalles; the line from Umatilla to Baker City, and from Walla- 
Walla to Colfax, with branches from Dayton to Pataha. 

Reading & Chesapeake Railroad.—It is stated that this newly-organized company has 
contracted for building, equipping.and completing its road from Reading to the Mary- 
land boundary, and the branch from New Holland to Lancaster. 

Texas & Pacific Railroad.—Recent reports show rapid progress has been made on the 
extension of this road. about 100 miles of track having been completed since last 
November. The road is now finished 223 miles west of Fort Worth, and the contract 
requires its construction to El Paso, about 600 miles west of Fort Worth, by the begin- 
ning of next year. At lil Paso, connection is made with the Southern Pacific road. 

ASSAY DEPARTMENT OF THE ENGINEERING AND MINING JOURNAL. 

This department is opened for the benefit of miners, prospectors, and others in- 

terested in minerals. 
Replies will be made in these columns, and without charge, to questions asked 

regarding the nature and commercial value of minerals, and of samples sent. 
Assays determining the actual composition and value of ores will be made at 

the following rates. Allassays are made with the utmost care by the most ex- 

perienced and competent assayers : 

7 MIs ciocex Saunt’ 3.50] Assay for copper. ....$3.00 | Assay for iron..... $4.00 
— - aes ad aia 30 en lead (wet)... 3 00 - nickel and 

- gold and silver 5.00 - Siié...<.  « OOO} CORRE c.c5. cons 10.00 

The amount should invurioebly accompany the order, and expressage or postage 

must always be prepaid. 
Communications, samples, etc., te be addressed to 

ENGINEERING AND MINING JOURNAL, 27 Park Place, New York 
(P.O. Box 4404). 
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FINANCIAL. 

Gold and Silver Stocks, 
New YorK, Friday Evening, April 15. 

The week under review only embraces five days, to- 
day being observed at all of the exchanges as a holi- 

day; yet the sales aggregate 987,833 shares, as 

against 918,673 shares last week. Prices have been, 

almost without exception. firm oradvancing. There is 

really a “‘boom” in mining stocks, and although 

it is not likely to be continuous throughout the 
spring, it indicates that there is a revival of interest 

in mining, and great activity may be looked for during 

the summer, if those interested in legitimate mining 

will use their efforts to singe all ‘‘ wild-cats.” A great 

deal of attention is being given to mining stocks by 

the regular patrons of the railroad share market, owing 

to the quietness and uncertainty prevailing in that 

market. 
To help matters in the market, a ‘‘ boom” has b2en 

started in San Francisco, with the result of a large 

business in the Comstock shares. The report also 

comes that the Bonanza firm has secured a control in 

Sutro Tunnel to the benefit of the tunnel and the Com- 

stock mines in general. Reports from Silver Cliff 

announce the successful operation of the new Silver 
Cliff mill, and that the ore is being worked at a cost 

of $3 per ton, and that from 77 to 85 per cent of the 

contents of the ore is being extracted. Should this 

report prove true, it will be a great thing for 
Colorado, and Silver Cliff particularly. It is said that 

the mines of this camp contain immense bodies of low- 

grade ores, which had not previously heen success- 

fully worked. Some of the Leadville stocks have re- 
ceived a liberal amount of manipulation. We are 

glad to see that what are known as the “fancies” are 

very much neglected and that the dealings have been 

in mines that have some merit, even though in many 
if not most cases they mey be selling for more than 

they are worth. 

Alice has been quiet and steady, the sales amounting 
to 700 shares at $7.38@$7.50. Amie has been quite 

active, with an inclination tostrength; the sales amount 

to 60,100 shares at 47@53c. Barbee & Walker re- 
cords sales of 1000 shares on Monday at $3.25. 
Bassick was dealt’ in on Monday to _ the 
extent of 400 shares at $11@$10.50. Belle 

Isle was steady at 50c., with-sales of 500 shares. 
Bodie has had a moderate business at steady prices, 

the sales aggregating 1300 shares at $6.13@$6.38. 

Breece has ranged between $1.40@$1.50, with sales of 

1100 _ shares. California has been exceedingly 
active and advancing; the sales aggregate 

11,425 shares at $1.10@$1.50. Caribou has been 
quiet and steady, the sales amounting to 300 shares at 

$2@32.13. Cedar Tree has been moderately active 

and advancing, the sales amounting to 6550 shares at 

Chrysolite has been about steady 
under a small business, the sales amounting to but 

$2.35 $2.55. 

3100 shares at $6@$6.38. Climax has _ been 

strong and fairly active, the sales amounting 

to 17,800 shares at 66@74c. Consolidated Vir- 
nia has been remarkably active and advancing ; the 

sales aggregate 15,095 shares at $1.95@$2.30. Cop- 
per Knob records sale of a block of 1000 shares at 5c. 
on Saturday. Deadwood has only been dealt in to 

the extent of 10 shares at $9. Dunkin has been 
about steady with sales of 1000 shares at $1.55 

(431.70. Eureka, although quiet, has been exceed- 

ingly strong, the sales amounting to 180 shares at 
$28@$30.75. Father de Smet, under a business of 

600 shares, has shown aslight weakness, having sold 

at $11.25@$10.50. Findley has been quiet at 
29@31c., with sales of 1200 shares. Glass-Pendery 
has been active and about steady, the sales amounting 
to 13,800 shares at $1.95@82.10. Gold Stripe has 

been quiet and steady, with sales of 300 shares at 

$2.95@$3. Gould & Curry has been dealt in to 
the extent of 300 shares at $6.75@36. Grand Prize, 
although but moderately dealt in, has developed won- 

derful strength ; the sales amount to 1025 shares at 

50c.@$1.05., Great Eastern has been a little 

to 27,900 shares at 25@22c. Green Mountain has had 
but a moderate business at well-maintained prices ; 
the sales amount to 1900 shares, at $7@$6.50. 

amounting to 115,500 shares at $1.20@31.40. 

Silver has ranged between $9@$10.50, 

sales of 1380 shares. 

guiet, the sales aggregating 

Horn- 

with 

2730 shares at $1.15@ 
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amount to 15,100 shares at $1,25@$1.55. Little Pitts- 

2590 shares at $3.38@$3.63. 

active and exceedingly strong, the sales aggregating 

25,900 shares at $1.50@$1.75. 
somewhat irregular under a very liberal business ; the 

sales aggregate 30,100 shares at 99c.@$1.35@$1.10. 

On Saturday, 50 shares of Northern Belle sold at 

$15.50'; and yesterday 300 shares of North Belle Isle 
sold at 30c. 

$3714, with sales of 550 shares. 

a sale of 50 shares at $7.50. 

shares 

son 

the sales aggregate 1270 shares at $10@$16. 

Valley has been quiet, with sales of 350 shares at 

Grove has had a moderate business at advancing 

prices; the sales aggregate 
Storment has been one of the features of the week; 

the sales aggregate 32,440 shares at $2.75@$4. 

steady prices, the sales aggregating 6300 shares at 

$2.15@82. 
and steady, the sales amounting to 1300 shares at 27 

@26c. 

of 8000 shares at 8@6c. 

weak under a moderate business; the sales amount to 

amount 

Black Jack 

Monday to the extent of 1200 shares at $1.25. 

Bonanza Chief has been steady and quiet at 20c., with 
sales of 1000 shares. 

little weak under a business of 6000 shares, the 

weak, under a moderate business, the sales amounting 

Hibernia has been quite active and strong, the sales 

Hukill has been steady and 

[Apri 16, 1881. 

$1.25. Independence has been dealt in to the 

extent of 3405 shares at 25@15c. Indian Queen 
extent of 18,500 shares at 11@14e. Mariposa Pre- 
ferred records sales of 1220 shares at $6@$8. The 

has been steady at $2.60, with sales of 400) Common stock has been more active and irregular, the 
shares. Leadville has been quite active and | sales amounting to 8655 shares at $6.50@$4.88@86. 
strong, the sales aggregating 37,680 shares at| Mexican was dealt in on Saturday to the extent of 
$1.10@$1.80. Leeds has made its appearance/200 shares at $5. Mineral Creek has been 
again, with sales of 500 shares at 20c. Little Chief has | quite active and, for a time, strong; the sales 

been liberally dealt in at advancing prices; the sales aggregate 31,200 shares at 85c.@$1.10@99c. 

Miner Boy has been quiet and weak, with sales of 500 

shares at $1.70@$1.40. Moose Silver has been strong, 
under a moderate business, the sales amounting to 

1900 shares at $1.80@1.95. North Standard has 

been quiet and steady, with sales of 2100 

shares at 16@17c. Quicksilver Preferred shows 

a business cf 3000 shares ,at $68@$6514 ; 

and Common, 3500 shares at $197¢@$16!). Rap- 

pahannock has been quiet and steady, with sales of 

3700 shares at 11@13c. Red Elephant records sales 

of 7100 shares at 830@27c. Silver Cliff has been ex- 

burg has about held its own under a business of 

Moose has been quite 

Navajo has been 

Ontario has ranged between $37@ 

Ophir only records 

Plumas has been quiet | ceedingly active and strong, the sales amount- 
but strong, with sales of 1600 shares at $1.60@$1.90.|ing to 24,596 shares at $5.38@87. Silver 
Rising Sun has been dealt in to the extent of 750| Nugget, under a moderate business, has been 

at $2@$1.95; 700 shares of Robin- 

Consolidated sold on Tuesday at $8@$7.88. 

Sierra Nevada has been quite active and strong; 

Spring 

irregular, the sales amounting to 3700 shares at 30@ 

20c. The new stock has been more active and 

stronger, the sales amounting to 18,900 shares at 52@ 

57c. South Bulwer records sales of 1000 shares at 

18@20c. Sutro Tunnel has been exceedingly 
ae pe * ; 

$2.75@$3. Standard has been quiet and steady, the} active and strong, the sales amounting to 
sales amounting to 1667 shares at $24@$2434. Starr- 125,015 shares at $1.50@82.50. Tioga has 

ranged between 49@15c., with salesof 350 shares, 

Tuscarora records a business of 1100 shares at 10@ 

13c. Unadilla has ranged between 14@13c., with 

sales of 3300 shares. Union Consolidated 

been quiet but the sales 

to 420 shares at $8.50@$11.50, 
water has been active and steady, the sales 

amounting to 27,100 shares at 51@55c. Willshire 

has been steady, with a business of 2900 shares at 
$1.45@$1.50. Oriental Miller records sales of 16,700 

shares at $2.05@$3. One hundred shares of State Line 

No. 2 sold at $6. State Line Nes. l and 4 records 

2:200 shares at $6.50@$7. 

Yel- has 

amounting 

Vande 

low Jacket records a sale of 100 shares at $5.50. strong, 
Alta-Montana has had a moderate business at about 

95 
wo, American Flag has been very quiet 

Bald Mountain has been dealt in to the extent 

Barcelona has been a little 

11,600 shares at $1.90@31.60. Big Pittsburg | sales of 3500 shares at $1.75@$%1.55; State Line No. 
has been quite active and strong; the sales/1 records 1700 shares at $1.75@81.80; No. 4, 400 

10,700 shares 

was dealt in 

to at $3.50@$3.80. shares at $1.60@$1.50, and Nos, 2 and 3, 1100 shares 
on Saturday and at $6.@$6.25. Kossuth a business of 1400 

shares at 15@18c. 

shows 

Restos C Sa UNLISTED QUOTATIONS. 
oston Consolidated has been a : <. in 

Mr. L. V. Deforeest, No. 70 Broadway, under date 
; ‘ a : 5 ril 14th, 3 P.M., reports the curre ations 

range of prices being 57@50c. Boulder Consoli- - — a et a —-" be cemnent quetationset 
~ stead $ *KS as IWS: 

dated records sales of 7000 shares at 76@Sic, | UUUSIC® SIOCKS 8 : et 
Buckeye has been dealt in to the extent of | pa .celona ore Mferd | iat Bid. mney 
6500 shares at 15@17c. Bull-Domingo has been quite | Breece..... ... "... $1.60] Plata Verde...) 221) 2:50 

: ; os asin ies oro. | Bald Mountain. .C5 MO BOO. 665. esx sae 50 
active, and shows a large advance; the sales aggre-| ‘arponate Hill. 115 125 | Rocker......... $0.25 35 
gate=24,070 shares at $2. 15@$3.50.9 Bulwer has been | Con. Arizona..  .80 90 | Sacramento.... 25 

: . . - ry 1. | Kmpireof Cal. .... 1.70 | Santa Cruz.. .. : Ta 
quiet but stronger; the sales amount to 1700 shares | frabire, Utah.. 1.75 2.25|SirRodr'k Dhu. .... 125 
at $2.20@$2.50. By-and-By records sales of 800] Freeland....... 2.00 2.75 | Silver Nugget, 

J . 25 ‘ . . _ . og | Glass-Pendery.. ... 2.05 SR Gecciacats! nies 30 shares at 25¢. Calaveras has ranged between 22@| Grand View... |. 63 | Silver Kugget, 

19c., with sales of 16,100shares. Caledonia, B. H., | Highland Chief. 6.00 8.00] new.......... 250 5D 
: ‘ ee : ae PMD: skos sss .... 1.25] Starr-Grove.... has had a moderate business at improving prices : the Louinnd Chit 25 .... | State Line. Nos. 

sales amount to 900 shares at $1.90@$2.65. Catskill] Mack Morris... .... 4.00] land4....... 1.50 1.60 
has been irregular under a small business, the sales ae eee a ee ae a one 6.00 

. ws a Na Pe yer... . ” ~ ANC 3. .... >. 

amounting to 1200 shares at $6.75@$7.88@$7- | North Hite..... nie 75 A RWAEEY «coc sess. 5's 1.50 
Central Arizona has been neglected, the sales 0.5. = Winne aia Vandewater G..  .52 8 

eeeee tense wl. ‘ 

amounting to but 1100 shares at $4.38@$5. Chero- 

kee has been quite active, and about steady ; the 
sales amount to 11,500 shares at $1.907,$2.05. Chey- 
enne has been liberally dealt in at 69@81c., the sales 

aggregating 11,100 shares. Consolidated Imperial 
has been active and irregular, with sales of 10,690 

At ameeting held in this city last week, the directors 

authorized Mr. E. Gaujot, the superintendent of the 

Canada Consolidated Gold Mining Company’s works, 

to make the necessary contracts for machinery, 

material, etc., for the completion of a mill to treat 

125 tons of ore per day. He is now hard at work ful- shares at 17@25c. Consolidated Pacific has : : ‘ 
ranged between 75@79c., with sales of 1500 filling the instructions of the board, that there may 

shares. Consolidated Pay Rock has been dealt in be no unnecessary delay. 

to the extent of 700 shares at $1.55. Dahlonega 
records sales of 2400 shares at 7@8c. Dardanelles 

has been dealt in to the extent of 300 shares at $7.25 
@$7.38. Dunderberg records sales of 500 shares at 55 

@60c. Durango hashad a moderate business at steady 
prices, the sales amounting to 13,100 shares at 15 

@1\6c. Gold Placer has been dealt in tothe extent of 
600 shares at 44@42c. Goodshaw has been quiet and 

The company has recently engaged Mr. A. J. Charle- 

ton, an English mining engineer, as assistant superin- 

tendent. Previous to his departure from England, 
and under the instructions of the company’s consult- 

ing engineer, Mr. Charleton made a careful inves- 

tigation of the treatment of arsenic as practiced at 

the largest works in England. In a report to the 
directors he shows that the large amount of arsenic 

steady, with sales of 1100 shares at 65@70c. Gran- | contained in the ore will not be a disadvantage, but 

ville records sales of 2900 shares at 4@3c. Hortense | in fact a source of considerable profit to the company, 

has been weak but active, the sales amounting to 41,- 

400 shares at 66@53c. Iron Silver, under a moderate 

business, has been steady, the sales aggregating 3700 

shares at $3.90@$4. Lacrosse has had a moderate 

business at steady prices, the sales amounting to 6700 
shares at 29@27c. Legal Tender, under a moderate 

business, has been strong, the sales amounting to 2400 

shares at $3@$3.85. Lucerne has been dealt in to the 

while at the same time offering no obstacle to the 

treatment of the ore for gold. 

OFFICIAL LETTERS, 

Big Pittsburg—The superintendent, under date of 

April 13th, says : 
A personal examination of Big Pittsburg shows that a 

level has been opened from the shaft at a depth of 128 
feet, north forty feet and east twenty feet to the Hibernia 
line. An uprise from this level, raised thirty-five feet, cut 
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NAME AND LOCATION OF 
COMPANY. 

BE ccurvccacsvece 
Amie ae 8. L. 
Argenta, S.........00008 
Barbee * Ww alker... 
Bassick, G.8....... atises Gol, 
Belle Isle, s coscesst ey. 
Helcher, G. 8.........0. |Nev 
Rodie Cons., ac Cal. 
BD i053 50 sseaenne --|Col. 
(-alifornia, G. 8......... el 
Calumet & Hecla, c 
Caribou Con., G. 
Cedar Tree. 
Chrysolite, s. 
Climax, 8S. L...... 
Cons. Virginia, G. 
Copper Knob..... 
Crown Point, @. s 
Deadwood Terra G... . 
Dunkin........ eae oscaeen 
Kureka Cons., G. 8. L.. 
Excelsior W't’r & M. Co 
Father de Smet, G...... 
Findley, G 
Freeland 
Glass Pendery. 
Gold Strip>. 
vould & Cur 
Grand Prize, s oe 
Great Eastern, ee wal 
Green Mountain, Ga 
Hale & Norcross, @. 8 .|N 
Hibernia ........ diiaceaiate 7.500,000 
Homestake, G.... é ...| 10,000,000 
Horn-Silver, s. L. ‘ .} 10,000,000 
Hukill, G. s..... . 1,000,000 
Independence, ae 10,000,060 
Indian Queen...... oe 250,000 
OS, | 8 eee 2,000,000 
Leadville Cons., 5. L... 2,000,000) 
Leeds, s. . 6,000,000 
Little Ch és seseee es ee| 10,000,000 
Little Pittsburg, s .|Col. | 30 acres. | 20,000,000 
Martin White,s........ | Nev. 22,906) 10,000,000 
Moose, S......+. . Col. 3Y,000) 2,000,000 
Navajo aor 800 10,000,000 
N. Y. ‘& Colorado, G. en MRS. ta bdiab cane 1,000,000 
Northern Belle, 8...... Nev. "1,600 5 *000;000 
North Belle Isle...... “ies 1,500) 10, 000,000 | 
UNLULIO, S ..cccccccccces 10, 000; OU 
Ophir, G. s.. 
Ore Knob, ¢ 
Plumas, G 
Rising Sun.. . 
Robinson Con 
sierra Nevada, 
Silver King, s. 
Spring Valley 

ea on] Capital 
Vein. Stock, 

~ 8,000) 10,000,000 
esccsecece 9,000,000 

500) 10,000,000 
és esecee 1,000,000 

aeawiatsieine 10,000,000 
1,500) 10,000,000 
1,040] 10,400,000 

aiéaneaees 19,000,000 
cocceessss| 3,000,000 

600) 54,000,000 
+ vee} 2,500,000 
5 1,000,000 

2, "000, 000 
54,000: O00; 
1,000,000 

10,000,000 
5,000,016 
5,000,000 
5,000,000 

| 10,000,006 
10,000,000 

200,000 
5,000,000 
5,000,000 
1,500,000 
10,800,000 
10,000,000 

| 300,000 
1,250,000 
11,200,000 

*600) 

612 
1,500 
1/200 
4,350 

400 

5| 10.080; 000 
1,500, 200 
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Tb. | 
750,000 

7 10,9000 Ov 

10,000,000 

&S AMGATG, Ba. cccssncvese 
Starr-Grove, S.......... 
BOOTMOME, B...ccccccces 
T mbstone, S.......00. 1 
Yeilow Jacket, @ #....' Nev. 

Alig Montana . -|Mon 
Ain. Flag, 2.... ven fen 
Baid Mountain .. . ... Colo 
Barcelona. .......eeeeee- -:|Nev 
Bechtel Con., G......-./Cal.. 
Best & Beicher, @.: Ss. 

Big Pittsburg 
Biack Jack 
Bonanza Chief 
Boston Con, G. 
Boulder Con... 
thuckeye. 
Bull-Domingo. 
Bullion, G.S.....- 
Bulwer, G... 
pe and Bye 
Caley eras, : 

al., B.H., 
Carbonate Til. 
c MEMMEE 5 os ccossces cess | 
Central Arizona, Rien 
Cherokee, G..... 
Cheyenne 
Colorado Centré 
Columbia Con.,, ¢ e 
Cons. imperial, G.S.... 
Con, Pacific, G... 
Con. Pay Rock 
Danlonega, G... 
Dardanelles... 
vunderberg.. 
Durango.... 
Empire 
Girard 
Glynn Dale Con. G.... 
Gold Placer, G. 
Goodshaw, G. 
Granville, @ 
Harshaw.... .. «++: 
Head Center... 

Nev, 

Hortense.... ..ccceee .-|Col 
fron Silver. 
Tacrosse..... 
Legal Tender... , 
Leviathan...........e0- Nev 
LUCErne.......26 + cseeee Col. 
Mariposa preferre a... 2|Gal: 

= common..... Cal. 
May Belle, G...........- Cal, 
Mayfiower 
Mexican, 6. 
Mineral Creek. 
Miner Boy..... 
MONO, @....ccccceeee a 
Moose Silver......... «e 
North Standard, G... 
Oriental Miller........ 
quicksilver preferred.|Cal. 

common...|Cal. 
Rappahannock, G...... Va.. 
Red Elephant...... ..|Coio 
Silver Clilf,s. .-|Col. 
Sily er Nugget . Ser alemaste Ariz 

= new stock} Ariz 
South Bodie, G. -|Cal. 
South Bulwer, a. Cal 
South Hite G. M. Co..../Cal. 
Sutro Tunnel ..........] Nev 
WER o 005000: saeccecs os te 
TOTO ss casccs ccecnves Ariz 
TUSCAFOTA.H  ..0.000.000) NEV. 
Unadilla..........+. -..|Colo 
Onion Cons. e. 8.......{Nev 
Vandewater............/Nev" 
Ww rae e 

.|10, ‘0u0, O00 | 
) 200,01 0) 

10,900,000! 
2,000 ,600 | 

150,006) 
| 12,500,000 | 
12,000,000} 

eves joce 

1 5,000,C00 | 
1,250.000 

5seckees.:0 e Dou, a 

ee ee | L0,600,000 
* 545! 10,680,000 

2.560, “60 
1,000,000 

e Level ,600 
2.000.000 
2,000,000) 

eee 10,060,000 
94344 | LU,000,000; 

lto 000, 600} 

aaa iene wol 1,000,00) G) 
ZeO0 acrs| 500,000! 

oo. #660 «| 600 
| 2 800, 00} 
« 50,060! 

VOU, O0G 
“L5 0,000 
1 C0: ,00U | 
3,000,000 
5,000,000} 

50,600,000} 
6, 000,000 

22,500, HUY | 
250,000} 

i ot 0,000) 
L 5uv,000! 
500, -000| 

468 | 

10,000,066 6)" 
0. "000. VOU} 

10,060.01 VU) 
s.| 300,000) 

10,000,000) 

2,000,009} 
*7}10}000;000] 

3. "966 a ne vU0) 

2, UG 10, dour co] 
4,200] 5, "000, LOU 

14,387 5,000,000 
acres, | 10,000,000 

1,500} 10,000,000 
kivehae ..| 1,000,000 

6UU | 10,080,000} 
++. }| 2,600,000 

5,708,700 
50,000 

5,600,000! 

10, "000, 000} 
2,000,004 )| 
2'5 0, Uc0! 
10,000,000] 
10,000,000 

| 27500,000! 
120,000,000 
10,000,000 

| 10,000,000} 
.| 10,000,060 

590,000} 

acres, 
345 acres 

10,000,000 
2,000,000 

50, 600 

“5,000, 066)" 
3.0,009) 

4,291,300] 

10; 000,000! 1,000,000 

“42 O13; 
57,087 | 

250, 000 
500,000) 
200,000! 
200,000! 
250,0 0 
160,000 
1€0,000) 
100.000 
-G00,000 
100,000} 
100,000 
100,000) 
500,000 
100,000 
200,000 
5, peel 

> 

GENERAL MINING STOCKS. 

Dividend-Paying Mines. 

» 185.0006 Nov. 
170,0 bee pe 

* tee 

225,000 Nov.. 
120,000 Mar. 
oo . 
* 

1,060,000} ‘Mar.| ii 

1880|"'0" 
1830} 

1880 
1886).... 
1s80} Bg is): 

273 

SHARES, ASSESSMENTS, DIVIDENDS. IliGHEST AND LOWEST nt SHARE AT WHICH SALES WERE ' 
ADE. 

ra~| Total Date and Total April9. , April 11. | April12. ,; April 13. | April14 | April 15 a } 
No. = levied to| amount per paid to | Last Dividend. |\—-—————*|—_—- —— |———"——- —|— ™ —_ once — = 5 ' 

date. | share of last. | date. oj 2s | He Le Me | | | | He) | a , 
400,090) 23, 80,000| Apr. ; 1881, pkaaewielaeiees 750 7.38) 7.5 50 wonmaks aie 500 
500,000} 10 305,000| May.| 1850) 45 AT | _ 52 48") 163° | -5i 60,100 i 
100,000] 100| 40,000\Feb ||1880| ba | 2 : i 
100,000) 10 60,000! Nov. |1880} esl sake L sce Prodewal Seseretoatatabons!aapesseakea dake i 1,000 
100,000] 100 25,C00| Feb... | 1880) 5 400 
100,000} 100} 30,000 Feb. |1880\""" 36} 300, Ou0| Dec. |1879 seee 500 ' 
104,000] 100 2,250,090 Feb../1881| 50! 15,397,200) Apr. |1876 ets ald al a a : 
100,000} 100, "75,000 May. \1879| 1 00) 1,200, 000| Mar. | 1880 51 6.5 6. 13; 6.33, 6.25)... “7,300 
200,000; 25 rh Cena beweus beleoaes 2,000| Feb../1880)...... B45 j.cccc| E00! 2.40; 1.50)... 12100 j 
540,000| 1001...... .../.2. ++|++0+"] ay gorognl Dor | tev 36) 1:10 | 1.25, 110, 1550 "1.95! 11425 | 
100,000} 25) "200,000 22070" [T2227] "|18) £5,000 |Feb.. 1880! 5 00}. .... cdaval oudacs¥< sae 
100,700! 10! * ze -|  50,C0O, Mar |1880, — 10]... 2.2.) sees ene es roese) 2091. "350 : 
Fe Be ea peek cal ibseseatinee Pewee Neissectaveeenl) aes 245.240, 2.45) 2.40 6,559 
200,000)" 56 eat | 1,100,000! Apr..|i880| 50) 6.00 ......, 613, 6.00, 6.25, 6.13 3:1 0 f 
200,000} 10 + |! ‘| °180,000| Aug.'1880} 30) «71 | .67_) .70 | 68} .69 | .66 | 17,800 
640,000) 100 411,200 June 1873 142, 930; 900 Aug. 1880 50) 2.00 1.95, 2.20. 2.05; 2.25, 2.15) 2. 15/095 

MOON, 8t lone \nccnsbeasene 15,000, Nov.|1880! 02) 005 ).. wag 1,000 
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ten feet of very rich ore. A drifton the Hibernia line 
twWenty-five feet in length shows a body ten feet thick of 
ore averaging 800 ounces of silver to the ton, A cross-cut 
running west of the junction with the Matchless exposes 
the same ore-body. This single drift, for a distance of 
thirty feet, produced over $5v.000. The showing in the 
mine is great. A chloride streak in both Big Pittsburg 
and Hibernia eight inches thick returns $10,000 to the ton. 
The value of Big Pittsburg depends on future develop- 
ments to the west. 

Boulder Consolidated (Colorado).—April 11th, the 

superintendent telegraphs : 
Cut 244-foot vein good ore this morning in cross-cut 

from main shaft on the 200-foot level. 

Dardanelles Consolidated Gravel Mining Co.—The 

superintendent writes, under date of April 4th, as 

follows : 
Every thing is going on very well at the mine. Our 

water is all being utilized in good gravel. So far, we 
have been washing off the gravel mostly, and so have not 
ut much gold in the flumes and undercurrents, as we will 
rom this time on. However, it has been paying well for 
top gravel, for on washing up a flume that had to be re- 
paired we obtained $3059. This argues well for the future 
clean-ups of the season. Our running expenses are now 
very light, as every thing is in good order. Indications are 
good for another storm, and a consequent lengthening of 
the water season. 

Standard Consolidated.—For the week ending April 
2d, the superintendent reports : 

Extracted aad shipped to the mills, 1334 tons of ore 
from the 300, 385, 500, and 550-foot levels ; average pulp- 
assay for the week, $26.31 ; crude bullion received, 3610 
ounces ; amount shipped to company, $33,635.13. There 
is no change to report in the appearance of the stopes 
The 385-foot level is furnishing the usual amount of ore, 
and the vein continues to look well, showing from 10 to 20 
feet of clean ore. On the 550-foot level, the vein is about 
15 feet wide, and is also looking well. 

DIVIDENDS. 
The Green Mountain Gold Mining Company yester- 

day declared a dividend (No. 22) of 74 cents per 

share, payable April 25th. Transfer-books close on 

the 18th, and reopen on the 28th. 
The Western or Contention mine has declared a div- 

idend of 75 cents a share, or $75,000, this month. 

The Silver King Mining Company has declared a 
dividend of 25 cents per share. 

The Deadwood-Terra Mining Company, of Dakota, 
announces its regular dividend (for March) of 25 cents 

per share, payable by Wells, Fargo & Co., on the 20th 

inst. Tranfer-books close on the 15th. 

The Osceola Copper Mining Company has declareia 

dividend of $1.50 per share, or $75,000 on its capital 
stock. 

Father de Smet.—The superintendent’s report for 

week ending March 29th is as follows : 

Ore extracted from first level, 1500 tons; second level, 
484 tons : ore milled for same week, 1960 tons. The work 
on the mine for same period was as follows : Lower tunnel 
connecting Eureka with McGinty winze, advanced 6 feet ; 
widening lower tunnel, connecting Eureka and McGinty 
winze to a double track, advanced 18 feet; contract on sill 
floor, McGinty chamber, advanced one set: rise from 
middle chamber, first level to surface, advanced 7 feet. 

Gold Stripe.—The superintendent of the Gold Stripe 
mine reports that the mine has never shown better 

than at present. The connection with the ore-body 
in the Goodwin mine adds extensive reserves of ore of 

an extra quality. The Lawrence ledge is opening out 

well, and gives promising indications of a large body 

of ore. The McIntyre chute has been furnishing a 
full supply of average ore for months past, and the 

stopes show large reserves. Important and extensive 
_development is actively carried on. The mill is run- 

ning full time, with an abundant supply of ore. 

The Imperial Mining Company, of Colorado, an- 

nounces that it will guarantee a 5 per cent dividend on 

the par value of all its treasury stock sold for five 

years from date of sale. These dividends will be paid 

semi-annually, and the amount necessary to pay them 

will be deposited with the Farmers’ Loan and Trust 
Company of this city, which is the register of trans- 

fers for the company. 

Dividend No. 32 (for March), of 30 cents per share, 

has been declared by the Homestake Mining Company, 
of Dakota, payable at office of Wells, Fargo & Co., 65 

Broadway, on the 25th inst. Transfers close on the 
20th. 

The Pennsylvania Steel Company announces a divi- 
dend of 6 per cent. 

SAN FRANCISCO MINING STOCK QUOTATIONS, 

Green Mountain.—The superintendent reports the Daily Range of Prices for the Week. 
cross drifts in No. 5 tunnel running to the walls 

through fine ore. The ledge shows great size and ex- 

cellent quality. The output of ore from the stopes of 

present working chute continues large. Unavoidable 
breaks in the ditch caused a loss during the month of 

|Open- 
NamME —————_- ———— | ing. 

oF Company April |April |April April { April April April 
| 8. 9. aa. 12. 13. | 14. 15, 

CLOSING QUOTATIONS. 

a week’s running time of the mill, thereby decreasing | Alpha......| 3 444 ‘ i BIG)... 
: 7 : cs saven! 3%| 3% 344 3 | 3 eto 

production. The breaks have been repaired, and] Argenta. .|.... 2,-2.2 <.)sces ce cece ecleece ee eeee oe 
very thing running well and on full time. Bechtel... «| . | ...---; oes tpg, 29382 omy Se & Belcher....| © 214) 216° 2% Big)" 24 yg. 
Indian Queen.—The superintendent reports by let- — a wolocce color covelocee ooleces coleces oe coe welos 

= : MNS Sie ce cccliacsacicace cls ay eel oawarseioviacanle 
ter dated April 4th : Best & Bel. 9 836 as 934) 10 eel: os 

Every thing working satisfactorily. The mine is looking | Bodie..... ores 6} 64 6H (G4)... .. 
well. We are running a south level into the Hickey prop- | Bullion..... 1% 1% 154! 1% 1% B98) 505 a 
erty recently purchased by the company. The face of | Bulwer.....) 2 bese] Seb > 2h8 4 3 
drift shows alarge vein of low-grade ore, which is very | California..; 1 1% 156 1%) 
liable to change into good milling ore. During March, the | Chollar.....|...... 3 3 234 
mill worked 166 47-100 tons of ore: assayed velue was | COD. Im Sea ee Pee RESET Fe eh neen ees 
$109.90 per ton ; amalgamated to 93 per cent ; total value, | Con.Pacific............. 1... wees. 
$17,014.39, Con.Va... .. 2 2 2 214 
i“ , Crown Pint 1% 1% 2 234) 

Leadville Consolidated.—The superintendent re- | Eureka Con Wr teens RS i. se] 
ports, April 4th, that the sixth level of the Carbonate ee: ate 1A 1% 174) 
or Leadville claim has been advanced 8 feet on the} Gould &Cur 53% 6% £634 5% 

: as . ak s Grea i ‘ 9-16 
Little Giant ground, developing a 15-inch vein of ey ag 4” sit — 574| 

very good mineral. Men have also been at work on | Mar. White.| 3-32)... 2.0... 0.10... | 
esas Bac cas ee . : Mexican.... 534 63g 5% OB} tha ninth level running a pi ospec ting drift toward the | yono....... 33-16 15-16 1 ers) 

Litile Giant. The old Leadville workings between | North. Belle 15 15 15% 1614) 
° ° . N , é 4 34) 

the second and third levels continue to improve, and ee we 136 ere wae eal 
promise a good deal of ore. In prospecting in unex-]| Oro ....... 27-32, 29-32 &% 34) 

plored ground on the south side of the south incline, a soo yall 48 3M 16 34 

1-foot vein was recently struck, assaying from 50 to Savage... -| 2% 3% 314 3 | 
337 canine “  auanen . ORIMINME. scl cave hl ek etl ckess ieee esl os 
83 cunces mere per —- The general outlook of the] ne Nev. 91g 1184 “16 1i3”"| 

Carbonate claim is much more encouraging. The re-| Silver King 24144 2334 2 24 | 3 

port says: Finding good ore so soon in the sixth —— Ree aan serge re ea 10 erie 

level, wheré I expected to run the level 45 feet in bar- Tip Top....| 434| 4 |.. Set, el) aS 
= ssi - reaching . 7 sis i NR leet ALG Cae TAGS wc linac pidedt 6x lc Re to doe ee ron ground before reaching a known ore body in | Union Con Big 956 1) 94%! 101g 71156 071 

Giant, is certainly very gratifying. Taken altogether, Wales...... 14, 14 14 1% «1% i1ié...... 

the situation is promising for both Carbonate and | Y¢l Jacket. 356 456 544 6% 5 5 
Giant. A balance of 16's tons of the March pro- 

duct of the Carbonate showed an assay value of 206 
ounces silver per ton. 

REVIEW OF THE SAN FRANCISCO MARKET. 

The San Francisco list is gradually strengthening. 
An immense business there is reported, and we again 

chronicle a decided advance throughout. Sierra Ne- 

vada closed yesterday at $1514, Union Consolidated 

$115, and nearly all the rest in the same proportion. 

Eureka Consolidated, however, shows exceptional 

strength, closing at $20 pershare. This advance is 

probably due to the encouraging developments in the 

new strike recently reported in this mine. It is 

thought by many that the advance in the Comstocks 

is purely the result of manipulation, and probably 
there is some truth in this; on the other hand, the 

Old Dominion Copper Company.—This mine, which 

is located in the Giobe District, Arizona, has lately 
been brought on this market. The superintendent 

reports, under date of April 3d, that every thing looks 
encouraging at the mine. Three assays made April 3d 
yielded 40, 46, and 50 per cent copper, respectively. 

These samples were a good average of eight feet of the 

ledge ; how much wider the ledge may be can not be 
told until a cross-cut has been run. Near the surface, 

stringers of good ore run parallel with the solid ledge 
for 75 feet, and between them is ledge-matter. 

recent developments in the Sutro Tunnel, and the fact 
that many of the prominent mines are beginning to 
utilize it, must exert a favorable influence on the 

market. The Alta California, for example, in a 

recent issue, says : 

It is proposed to penetrate the bowels of Mount David- 

son by the Sutro Tunnel; drifts are also being projected 

from the upper workings of other mines to explore the 

western country, and we give the following item, taken 

from the £nterprise, as showing that good results do 

follow some of the prospecting drifts: The tunnel, 

which for some years past has been running from 

American Ravine to tap the ledge in the Lord 

of Lorne mine, American Flat, cut through the east 

wall of the vein itself, at a point 300 feet  be- 

low the surface. Green chloride, assaying well in 

silver, and soft brown casing material. giving assays of 

gold, were cut into, and the company will soon know 

more about their ledge than they have found out in the 

eight or ten years they have been working it. They claim 

to have the main Comstock, and that it is about two 

hundred and fifty feet wide at that point. 

A cable from London says that the McCalmonts have 
sold their interest in Sutro to an American syndicate. A 

dispatch from San Francisco says there has been unusual 

activity in Sutro Tunnel. 

San Franctsco, April 11.—The assessments delinquent 

in April amount to $1,068,400. Of this, Nevada mines 

call for $885,400. 

Coal Stocks. 

New York, Friday Evening, April 15. 

These stocks have not attracted much attention dur- 

ing the week past, and there have been no features 

specially worthy of note. Prices have varied but 
little, but closed yesterday a little weaker. The bulk 

of the business in this market has been absorbed by 

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, which has had 

sales of 148,670 shares, at $120%,@$1181¢. Delaware 

& Hudson has been dull and steady, recording sales of 
15,093 shares, at $1111¢@$109%. Thé annual meet- 

ing of the stockholders of this company for the 

election of officers will be held on May 10th. 

On sales of 72,297 shares, New Jersey Central 

has declined from $101%4 to $995. Reading has been 

active, the sales in this market amounting to 46,930 

shares. The decision of the Court regarding the late 

election of officers of this company, unfavorably af- 
fected the stock, which dropped to $59, subsequently 

recovering to $6214 and closing at $61. 

Constant reports come of decisions by and argu 
ments before courts, appeals, etc., in relation to the 

Reading Railroad and Mr. Gowen; but he still holds his 
position, and the indications favor his doing so until 

the next annual meeting. 

A decree affirming the legality of the late election of 
officers of the Philadelphia & Reading Railroad was 
made on Saturday last by the Court of Common Pleas 

of Philadelphia. This approves the election of the Mc 

Calmont ticket, which is as follows: Frank S. Bond, 

President ; George F. Tyler, Samuel R. Shipley, John 

S. Newbold, Edward T. Steel, Charles Parrish, and 

John Lowber Welsh, managers; Samuel Bradford, 

Treasurer ; and Edward L. Kinsey, Secretary. As the 

decree does not embody the injunction restraining 

Mr. Gowen and others from interfering with the 
newly-elected officers, counsel for President Bond and 
his board of managers will make application at onca 
to the United States Circuit Court for an injunction, 
and Mr. Gowen will take an appeal from the decision 

of the Common Pleas tothe Supreme Court of the 

State. 

After the court’®§ decree had been certified, Mr. Dal- 

las made out the certificate of election to the officers 

declared elected by the court, and Judge McKennan 
informed them that he would receive their application 

when a pending case had closed. Mr. Bond was in- 
structed in the mean time to take no action to assert 

his rights until Judge McKennan expressed an opinion 
on the subject, counsel setting forth the facts of the 

election, the refusal of the receivers to permit the 
board of managers to hold meetings at the office of 

the company, and askiag for the recognition of Frank 

S. Bond as president, George F. Tyler, Samuel B. 
Shipley, John S. Newbold, Edward T. Steel, Charles 

Parrish, avd John Lowber Welsh as managers, Samuel 

Bradford as treasurer, and Edward L. Kingsley as 

secretary of the Philadelphia & Reading Railroad 
Company. The petition was filed and the court di- 

rected that the hearing take place to-morrow. 

The receiver of the Central Railroad of New Jersey 
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COAL STOCKS. 

SHARES. Quotations of New York stocks are based on the equivalent of 
. $100. Philadelphia prices are quoted so much per share. 

NAME | Capital : = OF Capital 4 § ,| April ©. | April 11. | April 12. April 18. | April 14. | April 15. |sares 
COMPANY. No > Last oo | | seictiemseceini | eamainacnyranieani tae tiaatanamestl 

’ + | Dividend. 28 | | 
| é 2 |H)/L |B) o) a) a) a) | Be] | | 
ea 2 Se ee ee ee ee a on ee eee) a ae | eee 

| | l Per| | | 
$ | $ mol. R’t.je’nt} | 

Am. Coal Co. | 1,500,000, I No coe ve bonenl sacs bea. oNerasailscocghcsccpubes clues sol ascsesl secmele 
Col. C. & I. ...| 10,000,000] 100,000} 10)..... Jee ieeee [ees 57 | 5634) 5674] 5534] E614 55 5634) 1594 
Ches. & ©. RR 15,000,000! 150,000 100)..... les cos] coe COSI. .c.00) SAIGI......) L4G 2 25 | 2434 
Consol. Coat, |10,290.000| 102,500) LOO! Jam. |77) 246) 0...) cee ee[eee eee) ee eeee] ener mais se Sapanslssesesls | Sageccecs 
Cumb. 2. &I.  “5C0,000 000/100) ..... feed ecdica steeds Be eee Ae aah eee et Wa Ae sce ea Ren. cafe ues tee teat a ca 
Del. & H. U ..| 20,000,000} 200,000)100' Aug |76) 4 | 9 | + |1103¢111 [110 [111 110 111% 110 110% 109%)... . .!” 15,098 
D. Law. Ki 26 00,000 624,000) 50 Jan.|81; 14g, 6 | + 111934 120%]119 11944118 12044/118% 1199,.118%). . ..|...... 148,670 

¢ OR rae ae aee Siena tat ietetanct trai stad” Ganel wns tant amesce | oaiseuel easoecd sam. acboaceant ebuest bac csades 
Lehigh (.a& | 10,448,550 208,971) 50'Sept'76| 14% 516 40 | 4574) 46bu] 457% 45% 4584 4574) 455g 457¢) 4554). 5,395 
Leh. Vy R. R 27,042,900 540,858) 50..... .. j.ese, 4 GLY... Clic] 61386 Ble 6134, 61g 613, 6114 — 1171 
Mary?’d Coal, 4,400,0u0 =. 44,000/100 Jan. 76) 14g 1 | oleae aia aio adae écatl Wal. peek owacedaasaats ce dsclacwasdice ae, bvacvietoccsacme 
Montauk C’l. 2,500.0C0 25,000,100 ,.... .. base) acre | Becaaat unc 
Morris & Es’x 15,000,000 000! 50 July 79 3% 7 i |. 
New Cen. C’l 5,000,000 CIO. BE) ina bonccelescocsl ncccss (nen evel uscoceloe wascsel amano os 
N. J.C. KR. .| 20,600,000 206,000 100 Apr 76 246 21g § (100g 1015¢ 101 101 | 99: 10044 10054 
Penn. Loal...| 5.000.000 100,000 50;Oct. 79 3 | 2...) ....|....0e| eecseclecccrele oe le sak veaeatl yeaa 
Penn. K. K...| 6%.870,200 1,337,404 50/Nov. 80 3 | .... 691g) 687g 6944 6834 69 | 68 69 | 6834) 6834 
Ph, & &. KR*,| 34,278,150 685,563 50\Jan 76 24610 6214) 59 | 62% 60% 62 | 6Uls! 6244! 61 | 6214 
Spring Mt.C’l 1,500,000 Wt WR OS Noses lesvense Neaakee bean toot maaene Rviedaish paceich cesses t aeuietsace 80,000 50 \Dec. 

*Of the sales of this stock, 49,285 shares were sold at the Philadelphia Stock Exchange, and 46,930 shares at the New York 

Be en vaneeeccccccsinencesssers 400,630. 
Stock Exchange. 

# 111%. +12u%{. § 10134. 

fe we cee! weeeee 
| } | 
' ee eeecee! 

has made the following report to the New Jersey Leg- | 
islature for the year 1880: 
I Io ian. oct censieess, so aeesacencee 
Income bonds, cue 1908 
First mortgage bonds, due 1890 
Consolidated mortgage bonds, due 
Wao ass ceswuca cane w esas se Kees 15,000,000 

Consolidated mortgage bonds, due 
1902 4,400,000 

660,000 

$18,563,200 
2;400,000 

IN oi bis a din 'cn a5 64.6 gnlaictee ence eies 
Adjustment mortgage bonds, due 
NIN art a aait idle Giemieey wikia: erin wee sy aya 

Lehigh Coal and Navigation Com- 
pany equipment loan, due 1897....$2,310,000 

Railroad Car ‘Trust of 
Philadelphia, payable in 
semi-annual install- 
ments, last payment in 
MOM eka ai oan aie kecaas $750,0u0 

Less paid and canceled... 525,600 224,400 
New Jersey Car Trust, 
payable in quarterly in- 
stallments, last payment 
SUMED acs saves ataedece $1,000,000 

Less paid and canceled... 294,000 706,000 
Central New Jersey Car 

Trust. payable in quar 
terly installments, last 
payment in 1886.... ... $1,000,000 

Less paid and canceled... 90,000 910,000 4,150,400 

December pay-rolls, due January 10th .. .... $224,058 
December vouchers for supplies, railroad bal- 

ances, and interest, payable January and 
NINE So. cornice sornaeyiascocess Siete; wie Ges 580,213 

Interest accrued to January 1st on coupons, 
payable February, April, and May........... 279,785 

Bonds and mortgages on land purchased.... .. 164,463 
Other indebtedness, less cash and cash assets.. 658,235 

WN ccc noncntccniencs.pouneesoonseabson $57,474,354 | 
Railroad, main stem, Newark Branch and Perth 
I IEE «5 5 55.0 e a cee sices nape acelin es 13,837,181 

Jersey City station, including 150 acres of 
EE eae Gi agai we wes eanme 1,315,806 

Port Johnston coal station... ........0 ssccee. 601,769 
Blizabethport station. .......cccccose vceccoee oo 450,146 
Station-houses, shops, etcC........ 2. s.seseee oe 824,850 

e $17,029,752 
Mice OE DOOM. a waa 55d oe cs sn csise ces senses 3,600,000 

EARNINGS. 
IN cai oanccnteen eta sacar seceinad konaea $1,771,281 

III ci dca hw acm <s-oue spagebss pacieesmeneoe 1,431,388 
WEN a ran chee kcnasces ae. 8s --- 1,950,453 
TERE, CRPPOUE, TOME, CUE 5 «5. cc cc ccncecccccnaseses 173,848 

M55 cana ccnoveasacasebosnatenccedacona $5,306,970 

EXPENSES. 
Running expenses..............25 « «$1,197,130 
SN IIs v5 v.00. 08s ccks dy ecasns 259,264 
Repairs of road, docks, buildings,ete. 814,453 
Repairs of equipment.... ...... .... 453,133 
ST CU oc Siewige's0k60s.cvseoo ee 196,429 
Miscellaneous expenses.............- 241,339 3,161,748 

Balance net earnings............ Swe ae aise $2,145,222 
The gross earnings of all roads operated by the 

Central Railroad of New Jersey for the year 
Was sone esas, semesescaveescerensan es cious ae 9,095,300 

Philadelphia. 

THE NATIONAL MINING EXCHANGE. 
Our review for the stocks comprised in this list ex- 

tends from April 9th to the closing of the market on | 
Wednesday, the 13th inst. In the annexed table we 

give the opening, highest, lowest, and closing prices 
of stocks dealt in at the National Mining Exchange. 
There are now three mining boards in Philadelphia, 
namely, the Philadelphia Mining Exchange, the 

Mining Annex of the Philadelphia Stock Exchange, 
and the National Mining Exchange, whose trans- 

actions we record. There is a possibility of the con- 

solidation of the two exchanges, which would certainly 

be a step in the right direction. The Philadelphia 
Evening Sun of the 14th inst. says of this : 
An informal conference of the members of both mining 

exchanges was held yesterday afternoon, at which the 
feasibility of a consolidation of the two boards was dis- 
cussed. A friendly spirit was manifested and a committee 

5,454,000 30,454,000 | 

of conference, consisting of Messrs. George White, S. 
| White, Jr., and David Loewen, of the Philadelphia, and 
| Messrs. Hirschfeld, Moxey, and Stuart, of the National, 
| Was appointed to prepare a plan of union to be submitted 
| tothe two exchanges. 

The Times of April 12th observes with reference to 
the Mining Annex. 

| 

The Mining Annex of the Philadelphia Stock Exchange 
was opened yesterday in one of the worst-ventilated base- 
ments in this city. We have now three miaing exchanges, 
and there is not sufficient business tosupporttwo In New 
York there are two. The members of the Stock Exchange 
in that city, not having time in their own exchange to at- 
tend to mining business, were permitted to join the 
New York ae Stock Exchange, and that became 
a success—the othera failure. The Stock Exchange in 
this city should abolish its Mining Annex, and permit its 
members to join the National Mining Exchange, which 
was opened February Ist, has a superivr location and the 
finest room for the business in the United States. If this 
is done, we have reason to believe that a very large busi- 
ness can be transacted—much larger, in fact, than in New 
York—while with three exchanges and the business 
divided, all will prove failures. This should be considered 
=> business spirit, without feeling, and prompt action 
aken. 

The transactions during the four days’ business 
comprised in the following table aggregate 379,205 

shares, and evidently the interest in mining invest- 
| ments is rapidly growing in Philadelphia. 

S be to = x 

& Si Ba a ij 4 
| NamME oF Com-| 4) ne: =e < . 
| PANY. = Ge ee ts =. 

=e S2 DB os 
2 ws | 2S S ox 
° = 4 oO a 

DIR acca: ie tnd 48 .48 47 .48 2.500 
| Argent........ ‘ .36 -40 .3d .36 12,700 
Bodie... 6.13 | 6.15 6.13 6.15 800 

| POGDB. 00-504. +. .20 .23 -20 -22 | 21,700 
| California...... 1.25 BR sieintee waeis 1.25 100 
| Chrysolite...... 6.25 6.26 6.00 6.40 | 2,100 
| Cincinnati..... -61 .85 -61 -81 8,700 
| Con. Virgina....; 2.00; 2.05; 2.00; 2.00 900 
Copper Knob... .05 WE Featerewpae -05 3,000 
| Dauntless... .... .06 .07 .06 .06 | 12,500 
Denver City Con 1.30 1.30 1.25; 1.25 16,600 
Fairview Con... .05 -07 .05 -07 | 37,100 
Findley. . .30 | BEN Dice atoess .30 4,000 
GGT D own ess 2.70 2.80 2.70 2.75 2,700 
Governor Group 24 -26 -23 -26 | 12,400 
Grand Union... .08 . 3 eee .08 500 
Granville....... .04 MMB Fn ce wicn .04 4,000 
Gunnison Imp‘t 
i OIE EN 3.40 3.60 3.35 3.50 1,400 

| Hibernia ...... 1.25 1.35 1.25 1.30 9,700 
| FRR. 00sec. 1.20 Ree Peene 405% 1.20 1,000 
Iowa Gulch..... -48 61 47 47 65,600 

; Little Maud .... .07 .10 .07 10 13.000 
Little Pittsburg 3.55 BE lta, aeas 3 55 600 
Long & Derry... .07 ; .08 .07 08 800 
Lucerne.. e ee st= -11 12 2,000 
Miner Boy...... 1.60 1.65 1.60 1.60 1,600 
Mt. Lincoln..... .09 .10 -09 | 10 16.500 
National ....... .35 37 .33 do 6,500 
Secs Sennme 1.45 1.65 > 1.45 1.65 4,200 
Penn Brecken- 

as ak .183 -11 -13 12,900 
Pieasro....... 4 .14 14 13 .14 6.200 

| Rico Pioneer... .14 .14 13 .14 3,000 
| Sierra Nevada..' 16.00 16.00 ........ 16.00 100 
| Silver Cord..... 65 -70 .65 .65 1,500 
Standard a -10 18 .10 13 66,900 
Sutro Tunnel...) 2.25 2.25 2.00 2.00 1,500 
Tombstone... | 6.00 6.00 5.85 6.00 4.305 
Wea scadcws | .06 -065 .O4 .06 18,600 

Total number of sharessold........... .. . «+. 379,205 

Copper and Silver Stocks. 

Reported by C. H. Smith, 15 Congress street, Boston, 
| Stock Broker and Member of the Boston Mining and Stock 
Exchanges. 

| Boston, April 14. 
| The market for the past week has not come quite up to 
ithe expectations of buyers, and although there has net 
| been much of a decline in the principal copper stocks, the 
| market has ruled dull and inactive, with very little dispe- 
sition to operate in the speculative list. The silver stocks 
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continue to be in good demand, and prices are very firm 
for both dividend-paying and speculative. At the Mining 
Exchange, a fair amount of business has been transacted, 
with Empire as the leading card, although several other 
specialties have been quite active. 
Calumet & Hecla has ruled very firm at $244144@$245. 

The announcement of the usual quarterly dividend of $5 
per share has had no effect on the market. 

Central declined on a sale of 50 shares from $32@$28. 
We hear of no reason for the decline. 
Copper Falls declined from $10@$934 on sale of 100 

shares only. 
Franklin has been quite active, with sales at $1244@$13, 

closing at $12@$121. 
Pewabic neglected, sale of 10 shares only at $1€%4. 
Quincy in the early dealings was quite strorg at $35, but 

weakened with the rest of the market, and to-day sold at 
$3334. There is but little stock to be had at these figures. 

Osceola very steady at $35@$35i4. 
Atlantic firm at $12%@$1234. 
The balance of the market was dull and featureless. 

We note sales of Allouez at $3, Douglass at $4. Huron at 
$37%,@$4, National $1, Ridge $4, Star $1, Washington 
50c., Brunswick Antimony $17@$18. 

ln silver stocks, Catalpa continues to lead at the regular 
Stock Exchange, sales of which aggregate over 9000 
shares at $254@$234. The reports from the mine are of a 
very encouraging character, and it bids fair to be regular 
dividend-paying stock. 

Crescent has also been quite active at $154@31%. 
Contentment dull at $23¢. 
Harshaw quiet, sales at $11@$11%. 
Silver Islet advanced from $25@$29, closing $28. 
Duncan Silver dull at $3144@£33¢. 
Sullivan & Waukeag dr -pped from $54@3$414. On the 

report of an assessment this afternoon, it was in better 
demand at $444@$3, with sales at the latter price. 
Bonanza Development steady at $3. 
Empire sold at $1@$1.15. 
3 p.mM.—At the Board this afternoon, there was very little 

doing, and no special change to note. 
At the Mining and Stock Exchange, Empire Mining and 

Milling Comp..ny continues to take the lead—the opening 
rice, about 96@97c., was the lowest for the week; the 
ighest being $1.20, which was reached yesterday. To- 

day it declined at first call to $1.08, and this afternoon to 
$1.04: closing, $1.03 bid; sales aggregate for the week 
about 40,000 shares. Milton Mining and Milling, of Maine, 
was also largely dealt in, and declined from $1.25@90c., 
closing to-day in better demand at $).15@$1.20. Twin 
Lead, also a Maine stock, has been quite prominent with 
sales from $1.15@$1.25. ‘ 
Other specialties have been more or less active, and the 

market has afforded good opportunities for making turns, 
which has been availed of in many instances ata good 
round profit. 

Boston Mining Stocks. 

The following is a synopsis of the transactions in mining 
stecks at the Boston Stock Exchange, and at the Boston 
Mining Stock Exchange, for the week ending April 13th. 

Open- High- Low- = Clos- | Sales. 
ing. est. est. ing. 

Allouez, c....... 3.00 3.00 215-16 3.00 450 
Arizova Queen... 1.30 1.53 1.30 1.53 2,800 
Atlantic, c...... £254) 3296 |.2.:0%-. 1234 190 
Aztec..... 1.00 ) | eee 100 100 
Blue Hill, c..... 4.50 450 |... «.: 4.50 t00 
B'n’nza Dvilmt 3.00 Div cscves 3.00 200 
Boston, G.ands.' 5.64 5.64 : 5.54 100 
Boston& Eureka 1.50 1.52 1.50 1.52 600 
WNOREO La. ccc cs 8 8 <i a 500 
Brunswick...... } 115 
Brunswi'k Berth 2514 5 
Cal. & Hecla,c.. 245 126 
California....... 12% 10 
Carbonate Hill.. 25 2,100 
Catalpa..... 2.6 9,025 
Central. c....... ‘ 50 
Contentment.. | 236 SS Se eeac 23g 260 
Copper Falls, c. 934 TE bcc 2 sacs 934 100 
Crescent.... ... 1% 1% 154 134 t.700 
Deer Isle........ 254! _.G234)... .... 62% 500 
Dental Naboli...; 1.50 3.00 1.50 3.00 2,800 
Douglass........ 4.00 BAS “acunas 4.00 400 
Duncan, s. ..... 3.00 3.58 3.00 3.25 125 
Dunkin.. 1.7 1.7 1.60 1.65 3,550 
empire.......- ; .98 1.28 95 1.12 41,003 
Franklin, c...... 13 13 124 124 47 
Goldsboro’ ...... .65 , ee ee 65 100 
Harshaw........ 114 114% 11 3146 5 
Huron.... ..... 4.00 4.00 3.88 4.00 260 
Mass.& N.Mex.. 54 Ay 54 56 2,400 
Mendocino...... 2.97 3.25 2.97 3.25 2,530 
WR sec cosines 1.22 1.25 -80 1.00 8.450 
National, c...... 1.00 BO. hadececuc 1.00 200 
North Castine... 3.38 3.55 3.25 3.45 1,450 
Osceola, C....... 35144 3514 35 35 157 
Panther Con.... .00 WO. Ts cexnees ae 100 
Pewahie.c. ...... 1644 po a eee 1614 10 
Promontory Con 8h4 816 8.00 slg 700 
Quincy, C.... «.. 35 35 34 34 37 
Kidge, C........ 1.00 4.00 .... 4.00 50 
Silver Islet, s.... 26 29 26 29 242 
South Bulwer... 20 Ge Mhewace a -20 200 
Star... -....-.-| L@ BOP becsaces 1.00 1¢0 
Sul'v’n &Wa'k’g 5.50 5.50 4.25 $.38 95 
Sycamore....... 1.57 1.75 1.50 1.50 6,738 
Tuolumne....... 1.25 1.26 1.25 126 1,100 
Twin Lead...... 1.15 1.30 1.12%; 1.22 17.700 
War Eazie.. .... 40 MM 258i 40 100 
Young Hecla... 00 ae Vescaenes ad 100 

c. Copper. s. Silver. 

BULLION MARKET. 

New York, Friday Evening, April 15. 
DAILY RANGE OF SILVER IN LONDON AND NEW YORK, PER OZ 

London! N. Y. Lendon | N.Y. 
DaTE. | ———| Date. —— ——-— |—_——- 

Pence. | Cents. | Pence. | Cents. 

April 9 ...82 112 April 13 52 1-16 11236 
April 11...,52 112% «| April 14/523¢ | 122% 
April 12. ..j52 j112%4 April 15} | 

“An advance of the India exchange has ‘caused a 

fractional rise in silver abroad. This witha slight 
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advance in sterling exchange and a somewhat better | smelters cn the 31st. In the last week of March, 1311 tons 

tone to the market, has advanced our figures the past | 2@4_ 1950 pounds were shipped and the receipts were $28,524 O08. 
week, as shown iv our annexed table. “Leadville Output for the First Quarter of 1881.—The 

Leadville Democrat publishes the following report of the 
bullion product for the first quarter of 1881: 

national Monetary Conference, will bring authority to 
make such a modification of the terms of the invitation as 
will enable England to send a delegate. Otherwise, the 
manifestations of chambers of commerce and others in 
favor of bi-metallism are not likely to have much e/fect. 

BULLION PRODUCTION FOR 1881. eee : : Billing & Eilers $672.090 Lonpon, April 14.—The report that the meeting of the 
We give below a statement showing the latest bullion | Gof smelting Company... * 760.640 | Monetary Congress has been postponed for a fortnight 

shipments. These are officially obtained from the com- ys = Sme nels ete emichiee® een ess si9'e)sininies 483.8 3 | 8 probably untrue, as the Paris Journal Offciel contains a 
panies, where that is possible } and where official state- | 1/4 Plata Sme rd Send => >'oasbbis hang eee eee OL 68 | notification that the conference will meet on the 19th inst. 
ments ¢an not be procured, we take the latest shipments | American na ae” Company.......-.-+. -++++ 121,849 | The French government recognizes the importance of 
published in those papers nearest to the mines reported. ee BEML. asec ceerinnanseessevicccen seses wat aee the Monetary Convention by appointing M. Magnin, the 

he table gives the amount shipped for the week up to the | jy: E. a & Co AD aah lalate i haa Rinks +17,986 | Minister ot Finance, as one of the delegates. This states- 
date given, as well as the aggregate shipments to such _ Wille ee DERG -wo2 ese seesnaerescaice Sa aaa man is thoroughly conversant with the subject, and was 
date, from the first of January, 1881. Tale = M1 Mil OMPADY..---+eeeee cee ene : 39:0 0 heard attentively on finance. even when he spoke from the 

The shipments of silver bullicn are valued at $1.29-29 | 280° somes a ess ae Pest ree tt nore 30 00 | Opposition side in the Imperialist Legislature. M. Cernu- 
per ounce, Troy ; gold at the standard $20.67 per ounce, eae rince Stamp-Mul,.........-+.++++s0 eae schi, the well-known advocate of ‘ bi-metallism at 15%,” 
troy. The actual value of the silver in the following Ec mee > CO... serene ec ee eee eee tenes “46500 who is also a delegate, studied the American aspects of the 
table is therefore subject to a discount, depending on the | AUS- R. Meyer & Co.......-..---+-2.ee ee eens 3,900 | silver question during his visit here in 1877, and has since 
market price of silver. The price of silver being now Total $3,099. 587 shown a lively interest in our monetary affairs. His large 
about $1.12 per ounce, the following figures, where they OUAL. 2. eee eee cere eee cette eee e cece es $3,099,587 | fund of information on silver will be of great advantage to 
relate to silver bullion, ee diminished by about 13% | Pounds of lead ............2.. . 2-5 cree ee eeee eens 16,620,152 a. : nate 
per cent to arrive at actual value : ee errr re 2,034,660 1e deliveries of gold at the New York Assay Office from 

= SNR RECO cis ch sbbeken oo60ses5%. a0 ‘Ke 1,500 | Europe for the week ending April 9th reached $5,288,700. 
| a oe eké cab eee eheeeeeae 3,986 | This brings the total imports ef gold from Europe since 
| 2 “4 Bu CE su xaos ceacnuess tere snssssebnee ss $2,036,048 | August 2d to $82,841,200, of which $76,898,100 was for- 

2 = ei Seq PD NL <ocicccaasanee kes shaeshes setksoeen ors 736,517 | eign. and $5,943.100 American. The receipts for thesame 
MINES, 3s ~ 34 ae = sal PN aan ex piven be sustee see ShSe s ESS SeKes 297,02: | period of the previous year were $73,415,000. The pay- 

s uo ee ED OE No ccbescieesae bas aeiuneysssswsnpes 30,000 | ments by the Assay Office during the we’k for gold as- 
; = cE 5< $53 = sayed were $3,641,354, making total payments since Au- 

| Fy = mH RE cbs sdeksanenwodessc es apases ates \oceen $3,099,587 | gust 2d, 73,523,100. i , E 
- ———————_— —-——_ |—-—_ — | Silver Cliff.—It is stated that the new mill now treats 100 | ,, It is estimated that the importation of foreign gold bul- 

See. OO seca 4 Psa necor ba belek eobate $208,450 tons of ———* ore daily, at a cost of 1ess than $3 per ton ; | !ion and coin for the fiscal year will rec.ch $100,000,000, 
ArDee & KET... .-. PEInah ose ee Shane e) sins cie 1,499 | 85 per cent of the assay value is saved. A New Assay Office at St. Louis.—St. Lovis, Mo., April 

Belmont.... .....----. Mont page Sess taeda es ss sss 15,270 CALIFORNIA 11—Mr. Burchard, Director of the United States Mint, has 
Bodie, G........ settee Cal....| $6,170 $13,170 109,509 , es ee for the week | S¢lected several rooms in the old post-office building, to be 
Bodie Dis. Banks, ete Co [ete ee tenes eee eee oto: 138 Bodie.—The superintendent reports that Ss ve wee kK | used as an Assay Office, and they will be put in order for ” 
ae Colo. 8. W’ks. - ctecowe whic tos aoaee ending se - _ eee oe eae ee a oe that purpose at once. 

alifornia, G. S......../NeV....]........5. 29,8 33,776 | age pulp-assay { week, Qb~.-0; average talinss | The new vault now in course of construction at the San 
Caribou, G............ Colo....|...... on eee 43,617 | assay, $10.27 ; amount shipped to company, $7024.67, leav- | Francisco Mint will store $12,000,000 in standard dollars. 

RR Utah... 12,384 24,684 141,040] ing on hand 720 ounces of crude bullion. The 1 aaier holde AS f Sale lee, : ; s Zk u The mint already holds $12,500,000 and _ the sub-treasurer 
Concordia......... SEEM GSTECE Gausbapcnlsneaneos 2,234 Nevada City.—From one of our exchanges, we learn that } has $11,962,000. The care of silver is costing the govern: 
Connor............---- Utah...|.. sreveeesleseseeee 28,375 the quartz and gravel mines around Nevada City expressed | ment a considerable item, but there is a large profit in the 
Contention .........../Ariz....| 38,300 69,870 697,148 | $128,564 in gold a or $61,000 ae the —_ manufacture of the coin 
Con. Virginia......... acai cocenenseh 29,000 114,000] sponding month of 1880. Ascompared with tbe first three 
Crismon-Mammoth...|Utab...! 1,323! 1,325 16,579 | months of 1880, the same period of 1881 shows a gain of Exports of Gold and Silver from New York. 
ee DM cl saessecsnn Sa ewsine b's 103,618 | $122.C00. Week ending April 9th.... Ps S228 0 

Deadwood-Terra, @.../Dak....}.... . ..!........ 76,000 | — Standard.—The superintendent reports for the past week | Corresponding ce SAME MERE 25 cc'.oo sons dacs an 
DBD Seo sens 05555 DE ns dneneeresns loeeeeed 39,657 | that 1223 tons of ore were shipped to the mill; average | Since Jon. it thisyear....--..... 3,396,569.00 
Oe ee ee eee Ma Sea ek 11,000 | pulp-assay, $27.70 ; crude bullion received, 3805 ounces ; Corresponding period last year................ 3.087.266.00 
Elkhorn Mill ......... PME Glibsctkbcantospesnay 5,000 | shipped to the company, $44,932. are 
Eureka Con., G. Ss. L... |Nev. isis 35,000 68,260) 445,583 DAKOTA. Gold Interest Paid Out by the Treasury. 
SC n>s ant 86 Asasvenewes prebence ,400 . . "eek ine “j % epepee iy er er a = pot Caledonia.—The superintendent reports that, for the W e¢ k ending April 9th... Souaubenucusicoassae $946.337.01 

Mresno Enterprise....\cal ...)..........|....... 9600 | Week ending April 2d, 150 tons of ore were shipped to the Cor mg week last year.......... ...... _ 918,676.99 
oe iB CG SWUtab. | 6805)" 680s! G2’503 | mill Since Jan. 1st this year...................0008- 16,336,994.64 sc é S. Co..|Utah... ) 5} 2.50% . ‘orres ine period lz eur 920 29> "a" 

Germ ni> so i 7,400 7400) 79.819 Father de Smet.—The latest reports state that, for the | Co'responding period last year................ 18,232,335.87 
Grand Central Mill... | Ariz 4039 4.039] 64,690 week ending March 15th, 1960 tons of ore were milled. Wasuincton, April 14.—The Treasury Department pur- 

; eee ee ewe oe ee anni 7a'anr si chased to-day 100,000 ounces of fine silver for delivery at ny Sy meee aa fi eickee: S251) oo — . MAINE. oe in ae Grleaee tee y 

BES  NOMCTOSS, G.B.| faeces cee eeceeees 09,0901 Sullivan-Waukeag.—A special to the Mining Associated ; : : 
Head Center...... SCARE so a lssvaresees| eeeeen 9,825 | Press from Ellsworth, Me., savs: The weekly shipments |, A new coin order has been issued by the Secretary of the 
Hermosa Mill........ 7 |reeereeeee ceeeeees | 237,000} of bullion from the Sullivan-Waukeag stamp-mill continue, | T’easury in the form of directing the discontinuance of the 
Homestake, G........ |Dak....'.......... .. .....| 103,000 | The fourth regular shipment was made a few days ago to | five-cent nickel pieces. The supply of such coins at the 
Horn-Silver, 8. L...... Utah... 29,000 29,00.) 262,572] & Balbach & Son, Newark, N.J. The four shipments United States Mint in this city is exhausted, and their issue 
SRD ssncss spews ess Cal ... soe eee eee ee te eeeees | 51,000] ageregate about 1300 ounces of average bullion. The | @ the cost of the mint. for transportation, as heretofore, 
Independence, s.......|Nev.. «| -..--. cheeses 14,000 | mill is running very satisfactorily, but work in the mine is | Will be discontinued until it is deemed advisable to resume 
Indian Queen. ....... 3 Gheaeesahle: seken 57,684 | progressing rather slowly, for want of a sufficient force of their coinage. The Treasurer or any Assistant Treasurer 
Iron Silver......... - COlD....|.....+.-2. + +--+] 264,331] Competent men of a States a pay o for legal tender notes re- 
ce S <EAEM Wrklec be Nochae ceecanes 82,000 5 Ree ceived any minor coins held by him and not needed for the 
ERNE iss vk xc ho hesanw cence icaucaste 7,000 MONTANA. current business of his office. 
Se ee, Bice eOs> ul senesessce scene cass 63,314 Alta-Montana,.—It is reported that this company for the 
i COO... 0650 cctas olsen esncka seveewes 142,192 | week ending March 31st sent to the assay office at Helena a 
ID eds xxnnne Foe y RED GE< cabaseuns icakseRe 4,554 | 1600 ounces of fine silver, and retorted as much more. METALS 
DI isc. ssnceeesion s er Eectennchae Senkekie 24,179 Butte.—The shipment of silver bullion through the ex- - 
Morning Star......... T9OND 5s ts ewneccwes shenenbs 15,200 | press office at Butte, for the week ending Saturday, April oa - ss eee 
Mount Potosi... ...... Nev ....) .........' 8,450} 59,830] 2d, footed up 3725 pounds, valued at $59,584. New York, Friday, April 15. 
a. bapsosanes >: Utah 4,500, 9,500 oT ane NEVADA. There is little or nothing to be said of the week un 
2 i . y Deces ERED sco) < 900s 00 50] 650s sues 9 0 ° ry: ss : : : ° Noonday Rea ene TOM cal wnces aoe 90°193 Comstock Mines.—The Virginia nnn publishes the | der review further than to reiterate that the market 

Northern Belle, s.... ‘Nev....| 20,200, 59,050] 367.937 following for the week ¢ — ee Ascay value {28 dull and featureless. To-day being a holiday, there 
BOMBS S esns canes PONE cso sE cased: sostitescces 6 ons or Assay value]. ; : 

Ontario, S.......------ Utah...|'' 40,443 40,445! 624/640 raised, perton, | is nothing doing. 
Ophir, Risse ss on eeee cE coekeacun lebbesicoe ane en. cant, danesieebsaeusme 447 $2 te Copper is uiet. with perhaps a slichtl r atter 

Se eee SFEMO ord seeapeth | cee ears 3-450] Com. Vitginks.... . <.s00000200 396 20.35 li PE Iti b: i J on oe ¥ te 
Rebellion Ore......... eo Rerihamas iil ...| 3,700] Sierra Nevada.... ....... +s a8 me feeling. It is thought that soon some of the consumers 
Richmond.............iNev.... 14,657 14,657| 412,348 . NOVA SCOTIA. must enter the market as buyers, and future stuff is 
Robinson Con......... SORE Sesble Gabhcceoleeacauen 107,060 Fenni eaaanics 1 weit tinn tallowine @ -cnackmnnutiy Mold @ TiLts ainanear W 
Sierra Nevada. a.s... Nev....!.......... 50,600 67,375 Men ogo ae aes Soe aes cae sci iat consequently heid a little stronger, e quote Lake 
Behe ° 51 249 Moose viver.—zez sU- 2e é x¢ yas rec y a ‘an £ ~ - rT. + Ar, S/n 

_ toga a ney =f 0. 40.600 ont aan received in Halifax from this mine, valued at $1300. 19@19}<c. for spot stuff ; Baltimor e, 18%4c. 
Sullivan............ "Maine... , ='000 | Mott Mine.—This mine (Salmon River) has now 209 tons Our English advices by mail include April Ist : sullivan. .............../] laine... wes reeases| 5,006 14  aneacia Sr a emnail ’ , age J : : 
ee Ce ars 18,532 638,132 ee ones quartz mined, and is yaiting completion of March 28th. Chili Charters for the past fortnight 
MS ebecis cosien 5) a EOE snes 7,80 39,01; f . ‘ . . ae 

nse is tal — +7 a4 Sherbrooke Mines.—During the month of March, these | have been advised as 1400 tons, all of which in bars, pont, S.....-. .-.. Mh A <x nissien| sie wanes 77,249 aaa ; aiaeek ae 5 , : , 2 z 
as. eee Cal oo 6.000 6,000 32'987 | Mines yielded 244 oz. 18 dwt. from 442 tons of quartz. 900 tons being direct to England, 500 tons for orders 

ic Be 000 UD cal cccxcssss aoe aes 34,269 UTAH. ; . : 

Tip Top’ ey a og 147 900 Park City Smeltei 3ullion shipped from this smelter either London or continent. SELL Sa roles BGe. nth son5e ee ss “Ie Smelter.—Bullion s . Ss sme 
Tombst'e M. & M.Co.,s* 20,199 20,199) 505,078 | for the we ek ending March 30th Poe bars, weighing 22,- 1881. 1880. 1879 1878 
RNAI A Bae 55s REN ss6 |p cusanwennlecenen'c 43,100 | 991 pounds. . : Charters— Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. 
SS 1 ea ees eee 6,450 Jan. 1 to March31........ 7.140 13,399 11.282 12.463 

ie OGG ae ; : MISCELLANEOUS. PAPO OONG 5505. 6 caccnesses 1,900 2,686 3,658 = 3,905 

Bullion Receipts from the Mines to New York.—The 

bullion received from the mines at the varicus offices in 

this city during the week ending with yesterday, as com- 

piled from various sources, amounts to $407,255.31, as 

against $240,908.18, reported in our last. 

Figures now compare so favorably with those of 
former years that buyers have found courage to pur 

chase bars with rather more freedom, and sales of 

about 700 tons have been reported since we last wrote, 
up to £61, cash, £61% three months prompt, values 

closing steady at £61);,@£61%¢ for good ordinary 

brands. Favorite and best marks are scarce, particu 

larly the latter sort, so that each transaction requires 

G. Gold. 8S. Silver. L. Lead. p 

ARIZONA. 
Copper Queen.—It is reported that this mine produced 

during the month of March 1,252,000 pounds of copper. 
Old Dominion Copper Mining Company.—A dispatch 

recently received in this city states that twelve assays 
yielded an average of 39 per cent copper; six assays 
yielded an ayerage of 42 per cent copper. 

Vizina.—During the menth of March, 400 tons of ore 
were shipped to the Boston mill, and it is the intention to 

The Gold Flood.—We append a list, with dates of their 
arrival, of steamers bringing foreign bullion to this port in 
addition to that announced in our issue of April 9th: 

Steamer. Date. Amount. 
PE. cisscee nodose eoSkokasseane April 8 $252,830 

increase the amount largely in April. PEED ctv iekues chunanusseusws 8 i,t 56,850 special negotiation. 

COLORADO eee Sab RORESRs Sy hrt eee aes aes . : tied March 29th. Sales of Chili Bars, g. 0. bs., at £611, 
> é cises  <“wenbs.00s we eeneeee wed, A 

Argo.—The bullion shipments from these works for the | General Werder........... ...... = 32 300,000 | sual cash terms. 
past three months are as follows : = a EE Cc seeewab ern 6 eexens = = March 30th. Market steady, buyers of bars at £61 
S007 ° RL crc cos On exuehusees sae ss ‘ 2. Sees 
_—— beeen ee cece tees cc enccecennceeeeceeeees -: oie Parthia ee ee “ 14 824:500 | for cash, metal sellers asking 5s. more. 

Dh acsbh et ses bob nn s5d65 eed 6 69048308 004200 8y 4508 9 ’ . S » . c 

SRM crc iccarspknabobe Cee hese bes aceakecescee 109,000} The amount of bullion withdrawn from the Bank of Eng- Business in English sheet has, fora long time past, 
-——| land on balance on the 8th inst. was £100,000, and the been so unremunerative that some of the largest mant- 

facturers have combined together in the hope of put- 
$665,000 

Big Pittsburg.—The superintendent telegraphs, under 
date of April 10th : Shipped 42 tons ; received $11,700 for 

amount withdrawn for shipment to America £50,000. 
The amount of bullion withdrawn from the Bank of Eng- 

land on balance on the 13th inst. amounted to £200,000, ; : ting the trade on a sounder basis ; and we understand 
8 tons of ore and was all for shipment to this country. . , 
"Freeland Mill.—It is stated that this mill is now concen-| .The weekly statement of the Imperial Bank of Germany | they have come to an agreement not to sell India 4 x 4s 
trating about 75 tons of ore daily, one half the eighteen see & decrease in specie tothe amount of 8,120,000 

nents all the time, and the remainder only during | _The Bank of France lost 8,728,000f. gold and 1,925,000f. 

a _ manaliiad oe See ald Ia March» 6258 tc 2 and 337 a ee ov: ae ae Lonnoy, April 9.—The St ol were received tor ore 501d In Marcn , Ona NS ¢ ia¢ fhe Monetary © e—= LONDON, < 4—Lhe Sf 

pounds of ore were delivered that month ; and 1530 tons | James's Gazette this morning says It is believed that Mr, 
and 1990 pounds delivered had not been paid for by the | Evarts, representative of the United States in the Inter: 

under £71. 

March 31st. Little more inquiry ; spot stuff £61@ 

£611¢ cash, the latter price for a favorite brand. 

Statistics show a further improvement, and the 
gross total” figures are lower than they have heen 
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since January 31st, 1880, when they stood at 54,417 

tons and bars at £73. 

April 1st. Chili Bars £61@£6114 cash, the market 

closing steady with fair demand for cash stuff at £61 

@£6114, according to brand. 

Australian dull; Wallaroo, £71; Burra, £67; Eng- 

lish rather firm; Tough Cake, £641¢@£65; Select 

Ingot, £66!4@£68; India Sheets, £69!4@£71; Yellow 

Metal Sheets, 58¢@5%s. per Ib. 

Messrs. Richardson & Co., of Swansea, in their 

monthly circular, under date Swansea, April Ist, give 
the total stocks of foreign copper produce remaining 

unsold there at that date as follows: Copper ore, 
3349 tons ; Regulus, 2207 tons ; Copper, 10,810 tons ; 

Precipitate, 564 tons, representing about 13,000 tons 

fine copper. We quote Ores and Regulus, 12s. 6d.@ 

12s. 9d. per unit ; Chili Bars, g. 0. bs., £61@£61 10s. 

They say: We have not much to report by way of 
variation in prices of Bars during the past month, 

though in the early part of it there was a slight fall, 

which has since been recovered. There was a rumor, 

a few daysago, of some large transactions in Lota 

Bars, but if correct, particulars have not been made 

public, except that the quantity is about 3000 tons, 
part here and part afloat. 

STATISTICS OF COPPER—LONDON, LIVERPOOL, 

FRANCE, 

Mar. 1 to Mar. 31. 

SWANSEA, AND 

Imports. Deliveries. 
Tons. Tons. 

Fine foreign, chiefly Australian 1,034 156 Lon’on. 
Chili) Bars and Ingots........ 1,256 1,542) Liverpool 

(In Ores and Regulus... 52 210 | & Swansea. 

Totals, England............. 2942 11, . 
Fine /oreign, chiefly American. Nil, ly 
Chili Bars, Ingots, and Barilla.. 1,140 308 era 

3,482 5,274 
——-Stocks. —— 
Mar..31. Feb. 28, 

Tons. Tons. 
Fine foreign, chiefly Australian 8,723 7, 845 >» London. 
chili $ Bars and Ingots........ 31,484 31,770 | Liverpool 

{In Ores and Regulus. . 907 1,065) & Swansea. 

Totals, Fngland.......... ....41,114 40,680 
Fine foreign, chiefly American 322 380 } F 
Chili Bars, Ingots, and Barilla. 3,398 5,566 ¢ *Tance-. 

44,834 46,626 
Chili, chartered | Mail.......... 8,545 7,548 

and afloat (| Telegram... 900 = 3,300 

54,279 57,474 

ek hs See eae —- £614 
eer 72 

nee ; to Mar. 31.— ~ 
1881. 1880. 1879. 

si vane sce Tons. 
ik OME SS 5 oh ne Sls 2 63 1,823 12.016 

Imports + Other foreign ....... 2.613 | 1985 

10,247 13,808 15,956 5,956 

eer eee. Oa ere err 10,824 12,077 10,664 
Deliveries | Other foreign... 1,107 1,968 3,494 

11,931 14,045 14,158 

Tin.—There is a fair jobbing trade. Prices for 

large lines somewhat nominal and ranging from 2014 

@20'ge., according to brand. 

Our English advices by mail include April Ist. 

March 28th. Pending Banca sale of 30th inst., 

there is no disposition to operate. Small sales have 
been effected from 88s. up to 883¢s. for cash, partly 
immediate payment and onnet average. Final quota- 

tions were 88},@88%{s. ; buyers at lowest for sharp 

cash. 

March 29th. Deliveries of tin in Holland are tel- 
egraphed at 449 tons Banca, 397 tons Billiton. Pend- 
ing Banca sale to-morrow, the London market fairly 
maintains its position, with sales Australian and 

Straits at S8@88}<s. sharp cash, 8814s. fourteen days 

prompt, with a little three-months’ metal at 8914s. 
per cwt. 

March 30th. The Banca sale of 23,400 slabs went 

off at an average of 53}<fl., equal to 88!¢s. in ware- 

house, Holland ; the prices paid ranged from 53@ 

5314fl. Here quotations have been strong, though 

the transactions were but moderate, and we note 

only some 70@80 tons Straits and Australian at 88}< 

@88{s. sharp cash, 88's. with usual 14 days. 

March 31st. London stocks are given as 8880 tons ; 

imports of the month, 2119 tons, of which 288 tons 
in transit for America, and deliveries 1108 tons. 

Australian and Straits reports not yet known. Sales 

to-day, the bulk of which for sharp cash, from 881! 

@88',s. ; fourteen days to one month, from 883¢@ 

883{s., and three months at 891s. Closing sales for 

cash were 8814@88%Xs. 

April 1st. A good trade, and values a trifle higher , 

at 885¢@88%s, sharp cash to ordinary 14 days ; and 

forward prompts, S9@89%s., according to time, 

sellers elites psiliaieat off the highest figure. 

Total stocks of metal here and in Holland are 12,067 

tons, against 11,819 tons on 31st March, last year, 
price being then 851¥s., so that, in addition to the 

direct supplies to Europe, the bulk of the metal re- 

turned from America (about 650 tons) has also been 
consumed. 

STATISTICS OF FOREIGN TIN IN LONDON AND HOLLAND. 

———March 1 to 31.—— 
Imports. Deliveries. 
Tons. Tons. 

Jie — re 1,968 1,078 London. 
NE CEE OUD oc cincesinicrsoses 732 *450 ) 

reas 420 400 { Holland. 

ES oo Stoesit ens ac econ 1,928 
In transit—Straits, 262 tons ; 
Australian, 26 tons........... 288 288 

MMM Sos i oes esate as 3,408 2,216 
-—Stocks.-— 
Mar. 31. Feb. 28. 
Tons. Tons. 

sameeton aoe a 8,878 7,988 London. 
anca (6x Sale)........ see «+l, fal 1/169 } 

GE ops oiraxssia svevaesas 1738 «1718 ; Holland. 

Te icra ce canicewaeunns 12,067 10,875 

Approximate quan- 
tity afloat, as esti- ) Austr’an. 1,600 1,900 | 
mated from tele- -Straits.. 450 900 
UMN ccs ok ea nes Billiton.. 1,100 1,600 

I iat 15.217 15,275 
Australian and Straits............... £8814 £88 

January 1 to March 31.— 
1881, 1880 1879. 
Tons. Tons. Tons. 

Sales of Banca by Trading Co... -1,304 1,092 1,339 
Imports—Billiton Pive-arershwaletiema end 770 548 907 

= ee ee 2,856 410 1,751 
” Australian..............2,576 3,265 2,092 

T tal brought to market... 7,506 5,315 6,089 

Actual deliveries of foreign.......5,518 5,052 4,813 

In transit—Straits and Australian.1,147 2,869 476 

March. 
Approximate 

Imports. shipments. 
ons. 

Australian 775 
SE 5 5a0e whedeenreces, cauboabuess 450 

OR iaisdcu Saimin. deceucencwass 1,968 1,225 

Tin Plates.—The market is fairly strong but quiet, 

excepting for futures, which are strongly held, at better 

prices. We 7 per box as follows : Charcoal tins, 

Melyn grade, 1¢ cross, $614@$6% ; Allaway grade, 

$5%@$6. Charcoal Roofing, Dean grade, $514 for 14 
x 20, and $11@$111¢ for 20 x 28; Allaway grade, 
$53,@$51¢ for 14 x 20, and $10%@$101¢ for 20 x 
28. Coke RoofingyB. V. grade, $5 for 14 x 20, and 

$10 for 20 x 28. Coke tins, A. B. grade, IC, $53 

"3940 @$514; B. V. grade, $5@$5.05 ; ICW, 8414 for 14 
x 20. 

Messrs. Robert Crooks & Co., of Liverpool, under 

date of March 31st, say of tin and terne plates: 
Matters continued much as iast reported until within the 

last two days, when vigorous buying in charcoal, tin and 
terne has pushed prices up. Makers are, for the first- 
named, refusing offers of 1s. over prices they would have 
been glad enough to get last week. ‘The demand is so con- 
siderable, it — likely they will get what they ask. In 
ternes, especially the cheaper sorts, large business has been 
done, and those of the works who don’t decline to quote 
hold firmly for nearly the same advance as tins. Coke 
tin, B. V. grade, are still obtainable out of stock at 15s. 

Pig-Lead is quiet but firm ; there is no business of 

any consequence, excepting in smalllots. The mar- 

ket may be said to be featureless. We quote market 
somewhat nominal at 4°85c. The shipments over the 

St. Louis & San Francisco Railroad for week ending 
April 7th were 125 tons. 

Spelter and Zinc.—Both are without feature; the 
former we quote nominal at 5@51/c., and the latter 

at 7c. The Age of Steel, under date of St. Louis, 
April 9th, says: 
Spelter continues very dull, there having occurred no 
——— in the article during the week that we could 

hear 0. 

Antimony.—Nothing doing ; prices nominal and 

unchanged. We quote Cookson’s at 14%c.; Hallett’s 
and Johnson’s at 14'c. . 

_ IRON MARKET REVIEW. 

New York, Friday Evening, April 15. 

There has been but very little business done since 
our last, and this continued quietness is having a de- 

pressing effect. The consumption is very large, but 
at the same time the production has reached immense 

proportions. Considerable iron will be moved on 
the opening of navigation, and further purchases 

will probably be made after that time. The consump- 
tion is very large, with every indication that it will 

continue and probably increase, 

American Pig,--There have been no transactions 

worthy of note. The leading makers are showing no 
weakness, but there are concessions being offered by 

weaker concerns and from second hands. We quote 
No. 1 Foundry at $25 ; No. 2 Foundry, $22@$22%¢ ; 
and Forge, $201¢@$21. 

Scotch Pig.—The arrivals have been but moderate 

since our last, and have mostly gone into consumption. 
Glasgow prices are weaker. Freights, except in oc- 

casional instances, are unchanged. A sale of 500 tons 

of Eglinton on private terms is reported. We quote 

Eglinton at $21; Coltness, $241; Glengarnock, 

$221¢@$23 ; Gartsherrie, $23; Summerlee, $23@ 
$2314. A sale of 2000 tons of Bessemer iron at $24.75 

delivered at Hoboken is reported. 

Messrs. John E. Swan & Brothers, of Glasgow, 

under date of April Ist, report 121 furnaces in 

blast, as against 114 at the same time last year. 
The quantity of iron in Connal & Co.’s stores was 
538,981 tons, an increase of 3351 tons for the week. The 
shipments show a decrease since Christmas of 79,257 

tons, as compared with the shipments to the same date 

in 1880. The imports of Middlesbrough pig-iron for the 

same period show an increase of 5599 tons. The fol- 
lowing were the quotations of the leading brands 

of No. 1 pig-iron : Gartsherrie, 58s.; Coltness, 59s. ; 
Langloan, 58s. 6d.; Summerlee, 57s. 6d.; Carnbroe, 

55s. ; Glengarnock, 55s. ; Eglinton, 49s. Middlesbrough 

pig-iron was quoted as follows, f. 0. b.: No. 1 Foun- 
dry, 43s.; No. 2, 41s.; No. 3, 39s.; No. 4, 38s. 6d.; 
No. 4 Forge, 38s. 

Rails.—There is nothing doing in these, although 

there is a fair inquiry. We quote English steel at 

$62@#64 here, and American at $63@$65 at mill. 
English iron rails in store here are quoted at $47, and 
American at mills at $48@$50. 

Old Rails.—A sale of a lot of 270 tons of Ts. at 

$2614, ex ship here, is reported, and 1000 tons of D. 

Hs. at Philadelphia at $28!g. We quote Ts. at $27 
and D. Hs. at $28@$2814. 

Wrought Scrap.— Without business, we quote at 

$30. 

We publish the following letters from our regular 

correspondents : 

Baltimore. April 11. 

[Specially reported by R. C, Horrman & Co.] 

The iron market continues quiet, while the large con- 

sumption of pig-iron going on keeps prices firmfor good 
grades, which are well kept up. We quote as follows: 

— Char. . -$38.00@$40.00 | Mot. and Wh.$i8.00@$19.00 
. 38.00@ 40.00 | Cl.C.B.Bl’om 60. — 62.00 

Anih. No. i.. 25.00@ 26.60; “ “ Billets ...... CB ses... 
2.. 23.00@ 24.00 | Refined Bl’m. 50.00@ 55.00 

“«  &. 3.. 20.00@ 22.00 

Cincinnati. April 13, 

[Specially reported by Jacos TRABER & Co.] 

The demand for pig-iron continues moderate, but prices 

remain firm at our quotations. 

Four mos. 
No. 1 Hanging Rock Charcoal Pig- Iron.. a 00@$27.50 
No.2 26.00@ 26.59 
No. i vi . “wwaees , 26. 00@ 26.50 
No. 1 Hanging Rock Coke = «-. 24.50@ 25.00 
_ " . 22.50@ 23.50 
No. 7 tine Co. Stone Coal - «ae 00@ 24.00 
H. R. C. B. Car-Wheels, all Nos....... ...... 40.00@ 42.00 
Southern C. B. Car-Wheels, all Nos 37.00@ 38.00 
Virginia ‘“ 39.00@, 40.00 

Columbus, 0. April 13. 

[Specially reported by Kine, GILBERT & WARNER. ]} 

There has been a very good demand for pig-iron during 

the past week. Prices remain unchanged. We quote as 

follows: 

FOUNDRY IRONS. 

No. 1 Hanging Rock CHARCOR isso ceeccesens $27.00@$27.F 
oe | Magi weeeeaeees 26.00@ 26.50 
- 1 Hocking Valley iuisccccauasimecwodew swat =, 50@ 24.00 
SM. UM: cckeeocesiadeeedeche “ass ee 50@ 23.00 
- American Scoteld.......0.0000 oo. sccces 23.50@ 24.00 
SF CIRO oi cscs Scscces. évgecececesscce! 23. 50@ 24.00 
: i Jackson County Pika a Salacec nn yisrese<: Sam eee 2.50@ 23.00 
ee. | eee ae wnedeenemenaem sal am 21305 2”.00 
i. I Silver, GAY «6... e eee eee nett eee eee tees 21.50@ 22.00 
wg) i, * | Se weastlgeecd ene ta edeueelen nee 20.00@ 21.00 

MILL IRONS. 

CUMS TOURED ooo 5 seo soo 5c s can se cnescne senses 2L.00@ 22.00 
Mottled and white neutral.................-- 19.00@ 20.00 
Gray cold-short ............ccccescccccoscece 20.00@ 21.00 
Mottled and white cold-short ............... 18. 00@ 1 19.00 

Louisville. April 12, 

[Specially reported by Georcs H, Huw & Co.) 

The market is vel y Grm, and good orders from consumers 
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are steadily being booked. There is no change from our 
last prices, which are for cash as follows: 

FOUNDRY IRONS. 

| No. 1. No. 2. 

.|$27 $28.00 -00@$28. 00/$26. 00@ $30.00 
24.00@ 25. 00) 22.00@ 23.00 

ng Hanging Rock Charcoal.. 
Souther Charcoal 

Rock, Ste’l & Coke.. 
Sout nern Stonecoal & Coke} 

** Amer. Scotch ”.$23.00@$24 
Scotch Tron 25.00@ 26 

MILL IRONS, 

23.50@ 24.00 2250@ 23.00 

23:50@ 24.00] 22°50@ 23.50 
er Gray.$19.00@$2z.00 

No. 1 Charcoal, cold-short and neutral. . 
No. 1 Ste’l & Coke, cold-short and neutral.. 22.00@ 
No. 2 Ste’l & Coke, cold-short and neutral... 21. 00@ 
No. 1 Missouri and Indiana, red-short....... 2 26.00@ 
White & Mottled, cold-short and neutral.,.. 19.06@ 

CAR-WHEEL AND MALLEABLE IRONS. 

Hanging Rock, cold blast............... 2+ -.$35.00@$42. 
Alabama and Georgia, cold blast = 00@ 40. 
Kentucky, cold blast 35.00@ 40. 

. .$22.00@$24. 

97 

20. 

Pittsburg. 

\Specially reported by A. H. Carips.] 

April 12, 

The dullness which has prevailed in this market for some 
weeks past stillcontinues unabated, and the natural re- 
sult thereof is seen in lower prices and greater anxiety to 
sell. 
The poorest qualities suffer most, and are pressed on 

the market without much being accomplished beyond a 
further weakening of pr ice, and confirming buyers in their 
determination to hold off as long as possible, and await fur- 
ther developments. 
The situation is one of peculiar hardship for the furnace- 

men, as there seems to be no possibility of reducing the 
cost of manufacture, the whole tendency, indeed, for some 
time past being the other way. Quotations are: 

4 mos. 
No. 1 F ‘dry. -$25. 00@$26.00 M. & White.. 
No.2 “  .. 23.50@ 25.00 Hot Blast Ch. 
Gray Forge.. 21.00@ 26.00 Cold Blast W.. 

Richmond. 

4 mos. 
-$19.00@$22. 
27.00@ 34 00 
34.00@ 42.00 

April 8. 

00 

{Specially reported by Asa SNYDER. ] 

Our foundries and mills are consuming pig and scrap- 
iron in quantities unprecedented in the history of this 
market. Quotations unchanged. 

Scotch Pig-Iron 
Amer. Scotch Pig- ER cin Gsen obs sebbbeene “27. 
American ~ Pe. 2 26.00@ 27.00 

- No. * 2 covsocese MED 27. 
5 21.00@ 23. 
* 19.00@ 21. 

Best Charcoal Wheel RMS oes cee ree @ 
Va. Cold Blast Charcoal Pig- -Iron, neutral... 37.000@39. 

* Warm 
NE occ RG cceue eines kusoiaeeetnwny aoe 26. 

Old Wheels 27. 
Wrought Scrap No. 1.... ; 22 
Cast Machinery Scrap. 
Richmond Refined Bar Iron 
Horseshoes (Tredegar ) 
Mule-shoes iiabeile Ke 
Virginia Coke Pig-Iron, No. 1.... ......... ‘i 

St. Louis. 

4.00@$26.00 
00@ 29.00 

5- 10@ 
. 00@ 
5.00@ 
23.50@ ...... 

April 9. 

[Specially reported by Horrer, PLumB & Co.] 

Business continues to be confined to small lots. Prices 
are nominally unchanged. 

HOT BLAST CHARCOAL, 

Missouri $28.00@29.00 
IR... cus suc sceeusoas ees onvoeesos-<enh SDS 

Hanging Rock 28.00@29.00 

COKE AND COAL, 

chee eheneee $27. 00 @28.00 
Laks eeneeuhabs epeheens Oe 24.00@25.00 

24.00@25.00 

Missouri 
Southern. . 

MILL IRONS. 

NN a icin wk ion taka maibcevauseniod . -$22.50@23.00 
5 25.50@26.00 

CAR-WHEEL AND MALLEABLE IRONS. 

Gore c eet pared ckesceck ceeneectee $31.00@35.00 
35.00@38 00 
35.00@43 00 

Missouri . 
Southern 

John H,. Austin & Co.°’s Special Market 
Report. 

Lonpon, E. C., March 31. 

Stree. Rasts.—£6 5s.@£6 10s. per ton for sections, 50 bs. 

per yard and upward, is asked by makers, according to 
the state of their order-books. Some purchases were re- 
ported on the basis of £6 per ton f. o. b.; this immediately 
brought over c.i.f. orders at a corresponding price, but 
we could not place them. 
Iron Rarts.—Continue nominally at £5 7s. 6d. per ton 

for sections 40 Ibs. per yard and over, but no business is do- 
ing in them. 
Bar Iron.—£5 2s. 6d.@£5 5s. per ton. 
Op KaiLs.—Are dull; buyers offer 75s. c. i. f. for flanges; 

but for the present more money is asked. 
Heavy WrovuGut Scrap-Iron.--Nominally 67s. 6d.@70s. 

per ton, f. o. b., weight and quality approved at time of 
shipment. 
Otp Rattway LEAF SprRING STEEL.—£5 5s.@£5 10s., 

nominally; nothing offering. 
Op Cast-IRoN Rattway CHaIRS.—43@45s. per ton. 
STEEL Biooms, 7” xX 7” AND UPWARD.—£5 15s.@ £6 

per ton. 
BEsSEMER Pia-Iron, Nos. 1,2 2, AND 3.—60@65s. per ton, 

according to brand. 
Scotcn Pic-Iron.—For the moment, a better tone pre- 

vails ; from 48s. 3d@48s. 6d. cash. 
MippLesBrovesH Pic-IRon, No. 3. —Strong market at 38s. 

6d.@39s. 

FREICHTS. 

Coastwise Freichts, 
Per ton of 2240 lbs. 

Representing the latest actual charters to April 15th, 1881, 

port,| 
. South F 

Elizabeth 

Amboy, Hoboken, 
From Philadelphia. 

Port Johnston and Weehawken, 
From Baltimore. From 

Alexandria.......! 
Annapolis 
Augusta 

Beverly 
Boston, Mass..... 

Bridgeport, Conn. 
Brooklyn 

RTE 1355 conn se csands >i ensbenun wen 
Cambridgeport .. 
Charleston 
Charlestown 

City Point ; 
Com, Pt., Mass... 
E. Boston 
East Cambridge. 
E.Gr’nwich,R. I.| 
Fall River | 
Fredericksb’g, Va) 
Galveston 
Georgetown, D.C. 
Gloucester | 
Hartford 
Hackensack.... .| 
Hudson a 
Lynn 
Marblehead 
Medford 
Millville 

New ark, N. 
New Bedford . 
Newburyport . 
New Haven 
New London 
Newbern 

Norfoik, Va . ... 
Norwich 
Norwalk, Conn . 
Pawtucket 
Philadelphia. .... 
Portlan 
Portsmouth, Va. 
Portsmouth, N.H.| 
Providence. 
Quincy Point 
Richmond, Va... 
Rockland.........| 

Salem, Mass...... 
Saugus 
Savannah... ....} 
Somerset.... .... | 
Staten Island 

Troy.. 

W. ashington.. 
Weymouth.. 
Williamsbe, 'N. Y.| 
W ‘Imington, Del g 
Wilmington, WAS Ac cvasnsksconuels: seounbews . 

* And discharging. + And discuarging and towing. } 3c. 
er bridge extra. § Alongside. | And towing up and 
own. % And towing. ** Below bridge. 

COAL TRADE REVIEW. 

NEw YorK, Friday Evening, April 15. 

Anthracite. 
There has been an increase of business during the 

past week, and an improvement in prices. Some of 
tke companies are unable to meet the demands made 

upon them for certain sizes, and there is a weak 
movementin favor of working full time next week, but 
we do not expect that this will be agreed to. 

Although there is an improvement, as stated above, 
it is but a small one, and the market is still far from 

being in a healthy condition, even under the curtail- 

ment. The coal companies have continuously been 

making efforts to put their market in shape, and then, 

as soon as that was done, have taken some action that 
either demoralized or jeopardized it. This influence 
is among the companies now, but we think the 
chances of its seriously influencing the situation are 
less this year than heretofore. 

The Western Association had a meeting in this city 

yesterday, at which prices were reduced from 55 to 

60c. per ton with the view of encouraging steady ship- 
ments throughout the season.. Prices will be advanced 
from time to time until the reduction that is now 

made will be more than overcome. The outlook for a 
very large business with the West is very encouraging. 

It will probably take very much more coal than ever 

before in the history of the trade, and there is nothing 

to indicate that the demands will not increase at a 
very rapid rate. 

We see nothing to indicate that the coal companies 
will not work in comparative harmony this year, and 
fairly maintain prices. Complete good faith would 
be asurprise to all those familiar with the trade ; but 

there is nothing to show that the present arrange- 

ments will not be as well carried out as any previous 

ones. The public isshowing a little more confidence 
in the combination ; but there is still a very strong 

feeling that something will occur to unsettle prices. 

There is a feeling among the producers that their 

policy should be so pronounced as to inspire confidence 

with the public. There is one prominent influence at 

work that must in time bring about a disruption of 

the combination, and that is the rapid increase of the 
productive capacity of the mines. This is the result 

of combination and abnormal prices for coal. It is 

a safe rule that combinations will in time come to 
grief ; but they have a certain life, and it is a matter 

for the calculation of those interested to determine 

the length of this life. Before a disruption, prices may 

be maintained for one, two, or more years, and even 

be advanced, so that those who require coal may find 
it to their advantage to buy considerable coal now at 
the prevailing prices, even though they feel certain 

that they can buy it six months or a year hence at 
one or two dollars per ton less. 

Bituminous. 

There is but a limited business doing in this class of 
coal, and prices are in some cases pretty low. The 

committee of the Board of Public Works of the State 

of Maryland will meet at Cumberland to-day in 
reference to the connection between the George’s 

Creek & Cumberland RR. and the Baltimore & Ohio 
RR. 

STATISTICS OF COAL PRODUCTION. 

Comparative statement of the production of anthracite 

coal for the week ending April 9th, and years from Jan- 

uary lst: 

1881. 

Week. 

1880. 

Week. 
Tons oF 2240 LBs. 

Year. Year, 

Wyoming Region. 
D. & H. Canal Co.. 
D. L. & W. RR. Co./* 
Penn. Coal Co 

P. &N. Y. RR. Co.. 
C. RR. of N. . 
Penna. Coal Co 

915,651 
985,054 
272,056 
297,521 
14,856 

590,148 

77,935 
96,287 
32,396 
41,103 

832,344 
899,674 
217, 126 

7,366 

2,606,892 

724,144 
471,262 

4,341 

1,199,747 

1,341,852 

171,538 

1,513,390 

139,954 
$0,000 

3.075, 286 

1,029,260} 111,600 
462°342\ 461558 
FAQ ccc cs 

158,158 

171,614 

10,144 

181,758 

293,290 
Lehigh eee. 
i. ¥. ame Co.. 
- RR. of N. J.. 
S. H. & ow. B. RR. 

"1,492,778 
1,419,784 
236,635 

1,656,419 
788} 16,108 

321,762| 6,240,591 
Increase......... see ea es Oe 908,406 
Decrease 

85,262 

93,670 

+2,088 

957758 

ee Region. 
P. & R. RR. Co.... 
Shamokin & Ly- 
kens Val 

Sullivan Region. 
St Line&Sul.RR.Co. 

The above tahle does notinclude the amount of coal con- 

sumed and sold at the mines, which is about six per cent 

of the whole production. 

Total same time in 1876.. 2,982,857 tons. 
4,331,757 
3, 416. — 
5,604,776“ 

WOME son hecceucan cs 5,332,185 
* This report was not received this week. 
+ This report is not full. 

“ “ “ 

“ “ rr) 

“ “ T7 

Belvidere-Delaware Railroad Report for the week end- 
ing April 9th : 

Year. 
1880, 

Year. 
i\ | Week. 1881, 

Coal for shipment at Coal Port 
(Trenton) ose 

Coal for shipment at South Amboy ‘9, 932 162,463) 105,233 
2.017) | 2.451 

390 207,580)131,604 
2,038) 29, 806} 

Coal for distribution 
Coal for company’s use 28, 520 

The decrease in shipments of Cumberland Coal over the 

Cumberland Branch and Cumberland & Pennsylvania 

Railroad amounts to 6313 tons, as compared with the 
corresponding period in 1880. 
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The Production of Bituminous Coal for the 
week ending March 26th was as follows : 
Tons of 2000 lbs., unless otherwise a 

ee Year. 
Cumberland Region, Md. Tons. Tons. 
wo ere 39,832 432,353 
Barclay Region, Pa. 

*Barclay RR.. tons of 2240 lbs ... . 9,681 127,547 
Br Top Region, Pa. 

*Huntingdon & Broad Top RR............. ..- 63,356 
isos cc6, sesecasccesinsse 1,477 17,389 

Clearfield Region, Pa. 
Neer ives scgpece: conus 1,657 16,316 
Tyroneand Clearfield............ . .... 52,030 470,296 
Alleghany Region, Pa. i. 
i 6,211 66,532 

Pittsburg Region Pa 
West Penn R aia. dapat. ccaransen 6,383 82,572 
Southwest Penn. RR..__.... ..... ; 509 9,263 
Foun & Westmoreland gas-coal, Pa. 
Msasscecsae ER 216,344 

Pemnrivata TR. 5 cas kcss saccsnes 10,586 148,973 
*For the week ending April 9th. 7 
The Production ot Coke for the week ending 

March 26th, and year from Jan. Ist : 
‘Tons of 2000 Ibs. eek Year. 

Penn. RR. (Alleghany Region) 3 24,164 
WE PO Bais 6a nse sceseces ,. 22,633 
Southwest Penn. RR........ .. tra 5 361,657 
Penn. & Westmoreland Region, Pa. RR.. 52,130 

me SS eee .14,837 109,760 
Snow Shoe (Clearfield Region) ... 2,052 

Total 562,306 

The Coke Trade of Western Pennsylvania. 
We condense from the Pittsburg Telegraph the following 

valuable facts in regard to the coke trade: Western Penn- 
sylvania contains two regions utterly unlike in character. 
In the northwestern portion of the commonwealth is the 
oil region. In the southwest is the coke region, just now 
the scene of great activity. The activity in the iron trade, 
the “blowing in” of furnaces long cold, the building of 
new foundries. and the growth of the smelting tradein the 
far West and elsewhere have all contributed to the present 
state of energy displayed by th> coke-making trade of the 
Connellsville regions of Pennsylvania. Though the price 
just now is bareiy one half that obtained during the spas- 
modic advance of a year or so ago, yet it seems sufficient 
to not only keep every oven of the region in active opera- 
tion, but to start work which will result in the completion 
of nearly 2000 ovens more. From Mr. John F. Dravo and 
others the following facts were obtained. The use of coke 
in blast-furnaces dates back only to 1850, when the firm 
of Graff, Bennett & Co., of this city, first used the article 
with success. Previous to that, time the “block” coal 
of Ohio, and charcoal, were used in the reduction of 
ore in blast-furnaces. Coke had been made in the Connells- 
ville region some ten years before the time men- 
tioned; but as there was no communication with 
this city except by river, coke was sent past our furnaces 
and used at Cincinnati and elsewhere along the river in 
foundry-furnaces only. Gradually, however, as the merits 
of this fuel became known and railroad transportation be- 
came possible, the coke industry began a growth which 
has to-day attained most important proportions. The 
peculiarity of the business lies in the fact that the vein of 
soft coal from which the Lonnellsville coke is made is of a 
restricted, well-defined area, and is only found in the 
Pennsylvania regions in a workable vein 10 feet thick. 
The same_ properties, it is true, are claimed for 
the Colorado coal, but as yet the deposit is not 
known as a_ rival to the Pennsylvania vein. 
This deposit of coal crops out at its northern edge at 
Blairsville, Indiana County, and is traced as far as its 
southern outcrop, at Morgantown, West Va. The eastern 
and western limits are from two to four miles apart, and 
the enal fit for coking comprises eight feet of the ten feet 
alluded to. In its nature the coal is so much more soft 
and workable than the Pittsburg vein of thinner and harder 
coal that a miner can double his daily output in working 
the softer fuel. The number of ovens now in operation in 
the region is placed at 6000, and between 1500 and 2000 
are in process of construction at various points. ‘These are 
all of the beehive pattern, twelve feet in diameter, eight 
feet nigh. with a two fot circular opening in the apex and 
an arched doorway | t into the wall at the base. They are 
built of fire-brick. :nl are “charged” with 100 to 125 
bushels of coal at each fillinz. This coal weighs 76 pounds 
er bushel, but 10) bushels of coal yields 125 
ushels of coke, at 40 pounds to the bushel. The pro- 

cess of coking isa most simple one. The oven is filled to 
the depth of 18 inches, the air supply is cut off almost 
entirely, and the heat of the surrounding fire-brick, left 
from its previous charge, converts the coal into coke in 36 
hours. Extra hard, or 72-hour coke, isthe product of a 
charge which has remained in the ovens over Saturday. 
Sunday, and Monday. The capacity of each oven in the 
region is given at 100 to 120 bushels every alternate day, 
or 350) bu 
in round numbers 6000. Their combined production is 
readily fouud to be 2,100,000 bushels per week. This 
output is, however, restricted by the want of 
cars, many firms shipping only a few days each 
week. But making all allowances for this and other 
causes, the total product of the coke in the regions for the 
resent year will be something enormous. Pittsburgcoke 

finds ready sale on the shores of Lake Champlain, in Can- 
ada, in New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Chicago, all 
parts of Ohio, St. Louis, Omaha, and other widely distant 
oints. Its chief merits are the followimg: Proportion ef 
ed carbon, great strength. openness of texture, and free- 

dom from sulphur. An analysis shows the following com- 
ponent parts : 

Bitumen and moisture 
Ash 

eee ee eee ewww ete nese seeeee 

NR). oases dain panna sins seamless heer Kain 89°80 
BRIDGE ....cccccccccecss socvevcceccescsesesesce re "24 

MIN saa cic sna avradin soe us wimeainlenina cieseee 100-00 
To operate the 6000 ovens of the region requires the ser- 

vices of an army of 4000 men and boys, and each oven 
repr‘ sents in capital invested in lands, ovens, machinery. 
etc., the sum of $509. ‘Ihis gives $3,000,000 as at present 
so invested. Coke lands are worth, when the vein is favor- 
ably located, from $300 to $500 [? per acre]. As 
showing what the railroads’ share of the coke 
roduction must be, it is only necessary to state 
hat for the fifty miles of transportation between 

the coke regions and this a the freight is 
1.16 per ton ; to Chicago, $3.50 per ton; to New York, 

ton. Twelve tons make acar-load, and 2 
a car loading coke on it, and it ddes not 

one can 
uir’e & cay 

els per week, the total number of ovens being | 8 

of special] build to hold it, and at these rates cars are now 
so scarce as to seriously disturb the filling ef contracts by 
many shippers, shipments being only possible three days 
in a week. A feature of the coke-making trade lies in the 
fact that every twenty-four hours 100,000,000 cubic feet of 
= is wasted from the ovens. It is this product of com- 
ustion which a Pittsburg corporation proposes to bring to 

the city in a 24-inch main, and thus heat our residences 
and operate our puddling and heating furnaces. 

Alleged Undervaluation of Iron Imported 
imto Canada. 

.The Bulletin of the American Iron and Steel Associa- 
tion of April 6th says : In connection with recent publica- 
tions relative to an alleged undervaluation of iron im- 
ported into Canada by the firm of Clarke, Reeves & Co., 
we are authorized to state that the merchant ——- at 
Ottawa, to whom the question was referred, disagreed in 
their conclusions. One of them, Mr. John Taylor, of Mon- 
treal, a business man of high repute, and agent in Canada 
of the Edge Moor Iron Company, in a well-digested report, 
fully sustained the rate at which the iron had been en- 
tered. The other appraiser, a Mr. Fleck, recommended an 
increase in the valuation. The arbiter under the Canadian 
statute, in such cases, was the collector of customs, who 
receives a percentage of the amount of any penalty ex- 
acted as the result of an additional duty imposed. His 
report coincided with that of Mr. Fleck. (It is a signifi- 
cant circumstance that, within a week after public notice 
of the action of this officer, the Dominion Parliament 
pepealed the provision above mentioned.) From the 
decision of a tribunal thus constituted, Clarke, Reeves & 
Co. have oes to tbe Treasury Board, a courcil com- 
osed of the Ministers of Customs. Justice, Finance, and 
nland Revenue, where, it is safe to assume, their case will 

receive a fair and impartial consideration. The evidence 
upon which the adverse decision is claimed to have been 
based, and which will now be subjected to a quasi judicial 
scrutiny, has been examined by eminent counsel, who 
have advised the firm that it fully sustains the valuation 
at which it entered the iron for duty. 

Railroad News. 

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fé Railroad.—The annual 
report states that the gross earnings were $8,556,975, and 
operating expenses and taxes, $4,343,:05, leaving a bal- 
ance of $4,213,770. Other deductions for expenses, in- 
cluding seven and a half per cent in dividends, fixed 
charges, rentals. etc., aggregated $3,272,053, leaving a 
surplus of $941,716. The president’s report states that 
there has been spent, however, on construction, including 
$1,325,760.49 for new rolling stock, the sum of $1,801,- 
025.31, and that, in order to provide funds for this 
and other outlays (largely exceeding the balance of 
tne equipment fund raised in 1879). necessitated by the 
vigorous extension of the lines in Kansas and New Mexico, 
the directors issued $2,242,400 of stock to the stockholders 
at par. The capital stock was further increased by the 
purchase or exchange of the capital stock of various con- 
necting roads. Moreover, helders of $3,257,500 of consoli- 
dated mortgage bonds availed themselves of the option to 
convert those bonds into stock. This road, with its 
branches, is about 365 13-100 miles long. From the re- 
centiy formed connection at Demiog with the Southern 
Pacific, a large business is expected from California and 
the mining districts of Arizona. The Atlantic and Pacific 
Railroad, of which the Atcnison and Topeka Company 
owns one half the stock, has been pushed 100 miles west 
from Albuquerque, and will open up during this year the 
northern counties of Arizona. 
Central Railroad of New Jersey.—The report of the 

receiver, for the year 1880, made to the Legislature of that 
—_ shows the operations of the main line to have been 

as follows : 
MINOR aero: caloric saa esc tis sid dceseasiiesneececeus $5,306,970 
MEMIMIMET S 5. ccna ics Raecnca isc encwencncesecsanes 3,161,748 

Balance net earnings........ ......... 266 $2,145,222 
The gross earnings of all roads operated by the 

Central Railroad, of New Jersey, for the year 
MMR a ccna sadeciicns (oaaceies.- «at mandcamauas $9,095,300 
Denver & Rio Grande Railroad.—The Herald says that 

this road has been doing big work in extending its lines 
through the mountains during the past year. From March 
1st, 1880, to March 31st. 1881, the following amount of 
work has been done: On the Leadville extension, 103 
miles ; from Leadville to Robinson Camp, 16% miles ; to 
Malta, near Tennessee Pass, 10 miles ; South Arkansas to 
Maysville, 12 miles ; Ponca Springs to Ponca Sawmill, 5 
miles ; from Cafion City toward Silver Cliff, 12 miles ; 
from Alamosa toward Siiverton, 107 miles ; from Antonito 
to Espanola, 93 miles; to stone quarries and coal 
mines, 4 miles; total, 3674 miles. The contractors 
are at present engaged in grading on the following 
lines : From Chama to Silverton, 45 miles ; Cafion City to 
Silver Cliff, 32 miles ; Ponca Sawmill to Gunnison City, 65 
miles. The contractors, as soon as spring opens, will begin 
rading on several other lines. Workmen are now anand 

in laying track on the Silver Cliff extension. It is the in- 
tentien of the officials of the Denver & Rio Grande to la: 
500 miles of road during 1881, if they can procure a suffi- 
cient amount of labor. Should 10,000 laborers apply for 
work, the officials ~ they could = them employment 
at once, which would certainly last one year, and the 

probabilities are that contiuuous employment could be 
received for two years at least. The need of laborers is felt 
very much in Colorado, New Mexico, and some parts of 
Texas, where there is extensive railroad building going on. 
Newcastle & Franklin Railroad.—Under an order of 

court, the Newcastle & Franklin Railroad, extending 
thirty-six miles from Newcastle to Stoneboro’, Pa., was 
sold at the first-named — April 13th. 1t was bought by 
friends of the Buffalo, Pittsburg & Western Railroad Com- 
pany. by which it will be leased when reorganiz:d. The 
purchase price was about $750,000. and the road has been 
paying about 6 — cent annually onthat amount. Man 
advantages will accrue to the Buffalo, Pittsbu 
Western by this acquisition. It —— —— ron- 
works on the line of the Newcastle & nklin, and will 

ve cones increased coal tonnage from the Mercer 
‘ounty fields. It will afford the Wabash system a short 

Eastern route, with easy grades, and, by an oxpected ex- 
tension to Oil Cit , bring the Buffalo, Pittsburg & West. 
ern within fifty miles of Pittsburg. — 
New Somerset & Cambria Railroad.—The directors 

have elected J. B. Washington President, to succeed 
Charles Donpelly. They also increased the capital stock 
from $100,000 to $500,°00, and authorized the issue of 
$400,000 worth of traffic bonds, bearing 5 per cent interest 

sheerhal Utine as we aah the the a 6 men who 60 ma oom 
pany, the Cambria Tron Works Ueniy the chief prurvisader 

Most of these bonds will be | 20th inst. 

Pittsburg Southern Railrozd.—The incorporators of the 
West Virgiaia division of the Pittsburg Southern Railway 
met in Wheeling, West Va., Mp 14th. The subscription 
books were opened and $900,000 of the capital stock of 
$1,000,000 was subscribed, mostly by the Pittsburg stock- 
holders. The stockholders held a meeting after the meet- 
ing of the incorporators, and elected a board of directors, 
and the board organized by electing James McCabe, of 
Pittsburg, President, and J. W. Rowland, of Philadelphia 
Secretary. The principal office of the company was fixed 
at “oe The extends from Pittsburg to Charles- 
ton, S.C. Forthe rresent, however, the objective point is 
the ircn ore and coal fields of the eastern part of West 
ao and the James River Valley of Virginia. Work 
will be begun on the road early in the summer. 
Rai'road Discriminations.—The Cleveland, Columbus, 

Cincinnati & Indianapolis Railroad Company and the 
Cleveland, Tuscarawas Valley & Wheeling ilroad Com- 
any have been sued in Cincinnati by M.T. Thompson & 
0.. for $27.500 damages for alleged discriminations in 

freight on coal im favor of Rhodes & Co., of Cleveland, and 
other large coal dealers. Thompson claims that the above 
railroad companies charged them at therate of 35 cents 
per ton more for transportation than they did others. 
Rochester & Pittsburg Railroad.—As vow organized, the 

capital stock of the company is only $3,000,000, and its 
mortgage debt $1,300.000. The company has also issued 
$1,870,000 of 6 per cent in-ome bonds. The line of road 
now in operation extends from Rochester to Salamanca on 
the Erie road, a distance of 108 miles. The line is to be 
further extended from Rochester to Lake On‘ario, when it 
will connect with the recently organized Boston. Hoosac 
Tunnel & Western Railroad and a lineof boats on Lake On- 
tario. From Salamanca. the road is to be extended to Red- 
bank to a connection with the Pennsylvania system of rail- 
roads and the coal and oil regions of Western Pennsylvania. 
The road will no doubt control a very large traffic. 

The Alleghany Valley Railroad.—The annual meeting of 
the stockholders of the Alleghany Valley Railroad was held 
at Pittsburg, April 12th. The old board of directors was 
re-elected asfollows: John Scott, Pittsburg; George B. 
Roberts, Philadelphia ; D. A. Stewart. Pittsburg; A. J. 
Cassatt, Philadelphia : B. F. Jones, Pittsburg ; James P. 
Green, H. M. Phillips, Edmund Smith, J. N. Du Barry, 
Philadelphia. President Scott’s report showed that the 
earnings for 1880 were $1,919.528.70: expenses, $1,087,- 
226.72, or 56 64-100 per cent of the earnings. Theincrease 
in earnings over 1879 was $174,211.93, of which $119,- 
146.97 was from freight and $47,409.01 from passengers. 

Virginia, Kentucky & Ohio Railroad—The directors of 
the Virginia, Kentucky & Ohio, a new company formed to 
-build the Southwestern Virginia division of the Richmond 
& Southwestern Railroad, have elected Samuel Leece, 
President; C. T. Smith, Vice-President; Charles F. 
Palmer, Treasurer; C. D. Boyd, Secretary, and G. C. 
Wharton, Chief-Engineer. A prcposition has been made 
to connect this road with the Richmond & Aileghany at the 
confluence of Craig’s Creek and James River in Botetourt 
County. Already 200 miles of its line have been let to 
contract in Kentucky, between Louisville and Pound Gap. 
The United States Commercial Company (chartered by the 
last Legislature),which has contracted to construct the Rich- 
mond & Southwestern inits entirety, and equip it, will 
build and equip the link and branches named, the condi- 
tions being, so far as the Southwest is concerned, that the 
counties traversed and the people along the line of road 
shall take $300,000 of stock in the aggregate in county 
bonds and money, and shall give say 150,000 acres of land 
for capital stock also. 

DIVIDENDS. 
San Francisco, April 14, 1881. 

TTHE FATHER DE SMET CONSOLIDATED 
GOLD MINING COMPANY has declared Dividend 

No. 11, of twenty-five cents per share, payable at the office 
of LAIDLAW & CO., 14 Wall street, May 2d. 

Transfer-books will close on the 21st instant, and reopen 

on the 3d of May. 
r ’ H. Deas, Secretary. 

New York, April 2, 1881. 

HE STANDARD CONSOLIDATED MINING 
COMPANY to-day declared its regular monthly divi- 

dend o 
SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS PER SHARE, 

ayable April 12th, 1881, atthe agency of the Bank of 
Revata, No. 62 Wall Street, New York. 
Transfer-books close on April 5th and open on the 13th 

_ M. R. COOK, Vice-President. 
LT ARATE AER TS SEE EIS TIE LN TE IS eI A BRT 

. INDIAN QUEEN MINING AND MILL- 
ING COMPANY. 

, DIVIDEND NOTICE. 
A monthly dividend from the net earnings of the mine 

for March (No. 11), of 244 per cent upon the par value of 
the stock, will be paid April 19th, 1881, at the office of 
company, No. 7 Exchange Place, Boston, Mass. ‘ 
The transfer-books will close on the 15th inst. an 

open on the 20th inst. C. C. LANE, Secreta 
MICAH DYER, JR., Treasurer. 

a a ee 

FFICE OF THE HOMESTAKE MINING 
CO., No. 18 Wall street. 

DIVIDEND NO. 32. 
‘iia —_ York, April 13, 1881. 

Th lar month ividend o 
en THIRTY CENTS PER SHARE 

has been dec'ared for March, payable at the office of the 
transfer agents, Wells, Fargo & Co., 65 Broadway, on the 
25th inst. 
Transfers close on the 20th inst. 

H. B. PARSONS, Assistant Secretary. 

FFICE OF THE DEADWOOD-TERRA 
MINING CO., 18 Wall street. 

DIVIDEND NO. 5. 
— New York, April 9, 1881. 

The monthly dividend o 
ang "TWENTY. FIVE CENTS PER SHARE 

has been declared for March, pavable at the office of the 
transfer ageats, Wells, Fargo & Co., 65 Broadway, on the 

diss clove om thie 15th inst. , 
ed. B PARSONS, Gecwetany. 

K 
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THE NEW PULSOMETER, 
CHEAP, ECONOMICAL, EFFICIENT. 

BRATTLEBORO’, VERMONT, Jan. 25, 1881. 
PULSOMETER STEAM Pump Co.: 

: GENTLEMEN : After thirty days’ trial, Iam very much pleased with the No. 3 composi- 
tion New Pulsometer, and am ready to pay for the same. I have pumped liquor at 180 
degrees a number of times, and it worked well. This is from 30 to 40 degrees hotter than 
I have occasion to pump, as a rule. I find that its capacity is more than is claimed for it 
in your book. On the whole, I believe it to be the best pump for a TANNERY run by steam 

b that I ever saw. Yours truly, S. H. WARREN. 
For book giving many letters like the above, full description, and prices of the New 

Pulsometer, address 

PULSOMETER STEAM PUMP CO. 
83 JOHN STREET, NEW YORK. 

si .j Chicago, 193 Lake Street. H. F. CASWELL. 
BRANCH OFFICES : | Bosten, 73 Kilby Street, 8. B. EVERETT 

IMPROVED INCLINED 

DOUBLE CYLINDER LINK-MOTION 
REVERSIBLE 

Hoisting - Engine, 
COMPOUND CEARING 

AND SAFETY BRAKES, 
Especially adapted to 

MINING PURPOSES. 

READ THE FOLLOWING TESTIMONY : 

I have no hesitation in stating that it is the best 
Hoisting-Engine we have ever used. 

; James E. CLAYTON, 
Manager of the Ore Knob Copper Co., Conrad 

Hill Gold and Copper Co. 
SSS [a We consider them the best on our works, for 

3 on a durability andeconomy. L. R. McCanr & Bro., 
a= Manufactured by Rij iE Sane A Gunpowder Water-Works. 

STEVENSON & PLUNKETT. 
45 N. Holliday Street, Baltimere,’ Md. 

CHAPMAN 

VALVE MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

3 Steam, Gas and Water Valves 
Co... and Gates. 

BOSTON, 

Tm ii€LRE HYDRANTS 

All Valves and Hydrants furnished with 

Babbitt Metal Seats and Non-Coriosive Working 
Parts. 

WORKS AT INDIAN ORCHARD, MASS. 

Boston Office,77 Kilby St. New York Office, 28 Platt St. 

ALL WORK GUARANTEED. 

THE BEST IS THE CHEAPEST. 

Jenkins’ Patent Valves, 
Gate, Globe, Angle, Check and Cross, have no Ground Joints or Lead 

Seats. Warranted Tight for Steam, Gas or Water. 

JENKINS’ PATENT PACKING, 
IN SHEETS, GASKETS, RINGS AND WASHERS. 

DOES NOT ROT OR BURN OUT. 

ih i dani JENKINS BROS., New York and Boston. 

SPECIAL NOTICES. 

10 00 SHARES FIRST-CLASS MINING 
9 STOCK FOR SALE.—The undersigned 

offers at 50c. per share, in lots to suit, 5000 shares of stock 

in each of the Patagonia and Santa Cruz Silver Mining 

Companies. Directors—H. H. Honore, Jr., of Honore & 

Grant: Ferdinand Ward, of Grant & Ward; Ulysses S. 

Grant, Jr., General Thomas Ewing, J. Henry Work, of 

Davies, Work, McNamee & Hilton. 

These mines are situated in the famous Patagonia Dis- 

trict and rank among the first mines of Arizona. 

The Patagonia is largely developed and has an immense 

amount of ore in sight. 

Smelting-furnaces and hoisting-works are now being 

erected on the Patagonia, and large dividends can be 

expected soon after completion of these improvements. 

Parties inclined to invest in first-class mining shares are 

advised to investigate this opportunity. 

For further particulars apply to 

GEORGE W. DUNN, 

72 Broadway, 

New York City. 

RARE OPPORTUNITY FOR 
SAFE INVESTMENT. 

A THOROUGHLY DEVELOPED MINE, with unusual 
advantages for working, showing immense bodies of very 
high-grade ore in the stopes. which has already yielded 
large returns, with much water and timber rights, in a rich 
mineral region, is offered at much less than its determined 
value. It will be placed only in the hands of capitalists 
able and willing to continue its working in a business-like 
manner, without stock speculation. For further informa- 
tion, address THEO. B. COMSTOCK (formerly Professor of 
Geology in the Cornell University), 61 Broadway, Room 35, 
New York City. 

THOROUGHLY EXPERIENCED CHEM- 
4 IST, at present manager of a blast furnace, who has 
had many years experience in the management of blast 
furnace, charcoal furnace, foundry and puddle works, and 
understands fully the manufacturivg of Speigeleisen, 
wishes to change his position. 
Address R. S., MINING AND ENGINEERING JOURNAL. 

DESIRABLE FACTORY PROPERTY 
FOR SALE, 

LOCATED AT 

TAUNTON, MASS., 
In the heart of the city, consisting of 65,000 square feet of 
land, with buildings thereon, namely, large machine shop, 
large foundry, erecting shop, blacksmith shop, pattern 
shop, building for storing patterns, etc., etc. The build- 
ings can be adapted to almost any manufacturing pur- 
poses. Apply to 

THE GEORGE PLACE MACHINERY AGENCY 
121 Chambers Street, New York City. 

UCTION SALE.—THE REDWOOD LEAD- 
MINING AND SMELTING COMPANY will sell at 

public auction, at the inn known as “‘ Ladue’s Stone Hotel,” 
situate in the village of Redwood, in the town of Alexandria, 
Jefferson County, State of New York, on Wednesday, May 
4th, 1881, at 12 o’clock noon, all the mineral and mineral 
rights of said company, the same being located in the 
towns of Alexandria and Theresa, in said county, and ac- 
_— by deed executed tosaid company by James H. 
orrow and Mary J.. his wife, dated May 4th, 1865; re- 

eorded in the clerk’s office of said county in book 159 of 
deeds, page 561, etc., on the 23d day of May, 1865. 
By order of the Board of Trustees of said Company. 

RICHARD HECKSCHER, 
LOUIS B. WRIGHT, Committee. 
H. B. SHEPARD. 

OFFICE OF THE Company, 63 WILLIAM STREET, New YorE, 
April 4, 1881. 

DIVIDENDS. 
-) FFICE OF THE GREEN MOUNTAIN GOLD 

MINING CO. of California, No. 18 Wall street. 

DIVIDEND NO. 22. 
New York, April 14, 1881. 

The Board of Trustees have this day declared a dividend 

SEVEN AND A HALF CENTS PER SHARE 
for the month of March, on the capital stock of this comi 
pany, payable on the 25th inst. 
Transfer-books close on the 18th, and reopen on the 28th 

of April. J. JAY PARD E, Secretary. 

FFICE OF THE STARR-GROVE MINING 
COMPANY, No. 2 Nassau street, corner Wall street 

New York, March 16th, 1881. 

DIVIDEND No. 5. 
The Board of Trustees have this day declared the ular 

note dividend of $20,000, being ONE PER CENT ON 
THE CAPITAL STOCK of the Company, or TEN CENTS 
PER SHARE, payable on the 31stinst., at this office. 
The transfer-books will be closed from the 25th to the 

31st inclusive. JOHN R. BOTHWELL, Secretary. 
WM. 8S, CLARKE, President. 


